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A PICTURE—RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

J. AM,„bn;„,,

THE MODERN COASTGUARD GOES AWHEEL.—The breezy East Coast, so long the rendezvous of holiday enthusiasts, is now the
scene of serious military activity. A German raid upon the shores of East Anglia is still possible, though highly improbable, but
nothing has been left undone to defeat such an attempt. This extremely picturesque study shows a body of Essex Cycle Scouts riding
along one of the coast roads, which they patrol day and night, to give warning of any enemy approach by sea or air,
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Historic incident behind the British line. General French reviews unofficially a body of war—worn warriors on their way to the trenches.

THE REAL TRIUMPH OF GERMAN " KULTUR "

r
U

ITH the exception of the Turks, we British are the
most lazy-minded race that ever climbed to Imperial
power. To the force of large, new, foreign ideas we are
remarkably impregnable. Sometimes this defect is
one of the sources of our strength—a way of preserving
our national character. We fought Napoleon without
recognising what Napoleon stood for. We are now fighting
the German Emperor with no clear conception of the
great idea he represents. But this time the enemy's idea
will prevail upon us.
As yet the " Kultur," of which the Germans proclaim
themselves the warrior missionaries, has little meaning'
for us. But since the Arabs rode across the world to
spread their new creed at the sword's point, no such outburst of fanaticism has been seen as that against which
we are now contending. The wars of religion, ensuing
on the Reformation begun by Luther, were not so generally
important as is the war in which we are engaged.
HAT is the nature of this extraordinary " Kultur "
W
that has inspired a nation, largely composed of
great-grandchildren of serfs, to fierce, aggressive action ?
It entirely occupies the place of religion in the minds of
many notable Germans. It is, in fact, a religion—a political
religion. First of all modern countries Germany has
created the Great State. Not since the fall of the empire
of the Incas of Peru has such a thing been done.
Moreover, the German achievement in practical Socialism
was based on a mighty warlike power.
The leaders of
the professed Social Democratic Party had many matters
in dispute with their warrior caste. But these matters
related to the domestic development of the Great State.When the war for dominion opened the Social Democrats,
with few exceptions, rallied to the aid of their military chiefs.
VEN the trail of slaughter and ruin in Belgium and
E
North-Western France did not disturb the conscience
of the disciples of Karl Marx. In their view, Belgium
had to suffer for the general benefit of humanity. The
Germans, as their professors and Socialist leaders proclaimed, had to organise the rest of civilisation.
And the amazing thing is that these fanatics of " Kultur "
are accomplishing their self-imposed task. They 'ate not
carrying it out in the way they intended, hut they are
certainly forcing their " Kultur,".by the power. of the
sword, upon the rest of Western Europe.
RITAIN, for instance, is being compelled, le.4 she be
JJILJI defeated, to organise, under State control, her chief
industrial and distributing activities. What Germany

'P
slowly accomplished in two generations we have been
constrained to carry out in eight months. The hostile
Great State was so perfectly organised as a fighting whole
that Britain and France have had suddenly to model
themselves upon her in order to cope with her. The
German coal, iron, and metal-working centres were gradually
welded into a practical department of the State. There
was the rise of trust magnates, the creation of rings controlling output and prices, and acting together in the
conquest of foreign markets. Then the German Government took to supervising them, helping their export trade,
and linking them with the general financial system. They
were, besides, firmly controlled in the clashing interests of
the peasant classes—the best soldier stock. All these
things took many years to accomplish.

Itz

UT in a month or two Mr. Lloyd George has had to
JAW reorganise and manage our machinery of credit
and finance. All the railways were at once taken over
by the Government. Certain trades were annexed, and
more were transformed under official supervision. Difficulties in regard to various necessities of life, such as coal
and bread, increased the popular demand for Socialistic
control. Then Mr. Lloyd George, that busy man, had to
form a committee to run all the factories and workshops
supplying, or capable of supplying, the needs of the Army
and Navy.
HUS we began to practise the veritable " Kultur,"
C
chiefly under the direction of Mr. Lloyd George,
who had introduced the Gelman scheme of old-age pensions
into our once sternly individualistic kingdom. In all
probability the fate of the German will be similar to that
of the Greek and the Jew. His idea will triumph, while
he and his nation fail. If ever he becomes a disinterested
disciple of his own " Kultur "—that wonderful amalgam of
the Greek idea of the State as interpreted by Hegel, as
developed by French and British communists, and Lassalle
and Marx, and then reduced to practical politics by Bismarck-the German will perhaps be satisfied. For good
or for evil, he has forced us into his mould.
TeVEN as he transformed the movement of religious
.1.60 reform into a matter of practical politics, by showing
kings and princes the sped awaiting them in the rich
possessions of monks and nuns, so he has converted Us
to his ideal of the Great ,State by a very_ clear proof of its
tremendous power in war. By defeating the Germans
we are manifesting the larger triumph of the German,
iJoa. We must like it or lump it.
Edward Wright
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Super-Huns The Kaiser's Kings of "Kultur'

Lieut. - General Wild von
Hohenborn, Minister of War.

General Baran von Scheffer-Boyadel,
who was decorated by the Kaiser for
his "brilliant strategy" in Poland.

General von Moltke and his wounded sons
—Capt. Wilhelm von Moltke (left), and Lieut.
Adam von Moltke—in a Berlin hospital.

General von Eichhorn, Hindenburg's lieutenant.

Field-Marshal Paul von Hindenburg. An
exclusive and hitherto unpublished new
portrait of Germany's best leader.

General Ewald von Lochow,
decorated by the Kaiser for
a" victory" at Soissons.

General von Woyrsch, Commander of
the 1-andwehr corps that gained a
victory in Russian Poland.

Lieut.-General von Ludendorff, Hindenburg's
right-hand man in the eastern theatre of war.

General von Kiuck (nicknamed " Ofd One O'Clock" by
British Tommies) standing between Colonel von
Bergmann (left) and General von Kuhl.

The War Illustrated, 1st May,
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A BATTLEFIELD IN THE GREAT WAR
Described by an A.S.C. Sergeant

T

HE picture actually presented is so vastly different have mentally calculated it to be nearly a mile high and some
from the popular idea on the matter that, seeing five or six miles distant, when, without warning, there is a
a battlefield—before the fight—for the first time, whip-like crack from somewhere behind us, followed by a
the new-comer can be readily pardoned if he doubts the rushing, swishing sound overhead. We turn our eyes to where
very existence of friend and foe alike.
the great bird is still rising—rising. Suddenly we observe
Here are no guns, no troops massed, no banners flying, a white puff of smoke appear, some fifty or sixty yards
nothing of the panoply and circumstance connected in the to the right of where the bird still hovers. Again the
mind with the word WAR ! No sound of drum or skirl whip-like crack, again the puff of smoke. The bird is
of pipes breaks the sabbath-like stillness of the morning. much higher now and the smoke breaks many yards below.
No order, harsh and unintelligible, reaches the ear. No Something falls out of the sky. Something white and
colour or movement other than that supplied by nature shining that drops almost directly on the first line of what
strikes the eye.
we know now to be a British trench.
Silence reigns, menacing and complete.
This trench is thrust so far forward, is at such a great
To the eye a great valley stretches placidly from east to distance from the second line, that the German commander
west. To the south a range of hills. Here, on the left, and is anxious to drive the men in it farther back. It is at
close to the ridge upon which we stand, a ploughed field, an angle of progression, too, that, if pursued, will cause a
furrowed and red, leaps sharply upward to meet the blue whole series of carefully-elaborated German trenches to
sky. Puffy white clouds flit slowly to the south. A tiny become untenable. The men there must be driven out.
stream meanders foolishly at our feet. Tall, leafless, They must fight along the lines and from the direction
poplar trees, in groups of ten or twelve, are dotted here and laid down by the German general. The English pigs have
there at unpremeditated intervals. A silver, hazy light done this thing during the night ! A most unseemly and
lies on the distant hills. The pale blue overhead runs down impossible thing. They have crawled up in the darkness
into a shimmering grey mist. A faint flush, opalescent and dug themselves in at a point that will enfilade and
and irradiating, still lingers to the cast.
render useless at least half a dozen German trenches.
They must be driven out.
No Sign of War
The Bird-Man Crashes to Earth
Green and blue and silver. A wonderful morning.
A cloud of smoke rises from one of the distant hills, a
To the ear the twittering of birds, the rustling of faint boom comes slowly to the ear, and a fraction of a
branches, the gurgling of the water at our feet. The second later a terrific crash announces the arrival of the
wind blows with a brisk quality that sets the nerves on first shell. This is followed by another and another from
edge. We inhale great draughts of the electrical air. various points, until, presently, shells are falling one after
Our fingers close tensely. We feel " good."
another, mechanically and automatically, around abou
But of war there is no sign.
and above the doomed spot.
In and around this valley, hidden here and there, are
There is - something ominously quiet about the British
twenty thousand British soldiers. Of Germans we have lines this morning. Here and there a gun searches the
no figures, but it is safe to say the number is not less.
distant hills, now and then a volley, directed seemingly at
Where are they ?
nothing in particular, crackles from a ridge or trench.
Batteries, guns, horses, waggons, vans—all the parapherStill, to the casual observer of life—human life—there is
nalia and requirements for thousands and thousands of no sign. men—food, stores, ammunition, are close at hand. TeleThe great bird is returning now. back to the distant
phones are at work, mines and counter-mines laid, trenches
(Continued on page
Big Bun
have been built, great guns,
Big German Cu,, Foremost British T
Trenches British 7,enches
cleverly masked, are prepared
to hurl huge shells skyward at
any moment, men sit, tense
and dry-eyed, in houses of
earth, waiting-waiting.
But of all this there is no
sign to the casual observer.
The little mounds you see
here and there, good sir, are
trenches, complicated and wonderful, and following a very
definite design. Behind the
ridge of red, up-turned earth
to your left, horses, guns, and
ammunition waggons lie concealed. Makirns and quickfirers are hidden in every group
of trees that meets your eye. In
the branches of the free tinder
Which you stand a couple of
crack shofs cling precariously
to the parent stem. Every
bush, every stone preserves a
human burr, alive and tense.
As we turn our eyes, like
the- jj.tOphet of old, to the hills,
a: 'I:A:An& sight appears. A
hi.ige. bird, white and wonderful, has risen into, the air, and
seems to be flying towards us.
The battlefield a
Higher and higherit rises. We
1Mgribed by an A.S.C. Serge:43, trom a eke Z.Ch made by him on the soot.

The Dreadful Thunder of the Bi Guns
NOT a few soldiers have been sent back
from the front with shattered nerves and
suffering from what is known as " shell shock."
In the hospitals there are men who, waking
and sleeping, always hear the terrific booming
of the guns and the shrieking and bursting
of the shells.
The nerve strain in modern warfare is appalling ; there is but little relief from the violent
explosions ; they are practically continuous by
day and by night, and it is difficult to get
accustomed to the thunder of the guns and the
singing of the shells ere they burst with
violent crashes. The men who work the
big guns suffer most from the stunning concussions. Many have their hearing permanently impaired through the dreadful, nerveracking din of the guns they serve. In order
to safeguard themselves as much as possible,
they invariably hold their hands over their
ears, as is shown in all these photographs.
A few wear ear-caps, but this is not always
practicable, owing to the fact that in muffling
the ears there is danger of missing words of
command.

A French gun in action. The officer has his hands to his ears, while the
gunners are wearing ear-caps to reduce the noise.

I

Left : One of Austria's big guns at the moment of firing. Right : An artillery duel in progress on the French front. These gunners are also stopping
their ears to deaden the shock of the report.

" There have been artillery duels at various points." This is a
sentence that one often reads in the official communiques, and these
photographs show some of them in progress. In each case it

will be noticed that the photograph was taken at the moment the
gun was being fired. Most of the gunners are muffling their ears
In order slightly to minimise the terrific noise of the gun-fire.
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hills. Its huge expanse of wings catches the sunlight
squarely, silhouetting it in purest white against a sky
Italian in its depth of blue. And now, from unknown
directions, little puff-balls of smoke break near it—to the
right, to the left, above, below, Suddenly we observe
that something has happened. One of the great wings
has been injured, by what means we know not. The bird
wheels slowly, tilted at a grotesque angle ; then, without
warning, one wing tilts still higher ; the dark body of the
bird seems to be drawn downwards at an inconceivable
sr/zed ; for an instant it appears, a streak of grey against
a whiter cloud, the next, it has vanished, a crumpled mass,
behind a patch of thorn and aspen.
The Poacher on the Battlefield
Meanwhile, the cannonading has ceased. A horse
neighs shrilly. The man in the tree above suddenly
cuddles the stock of his rifle, his eye takes a new light, his
finger curs-es itself automatically around the trigger. He
is about to
. No, whatever it was the opportunity
has gone ; he gives a little discontented grunt, moves a
fraction to relieve the cramped position, and resumes his
former attitude of watchfulness. A terrified rabbit bounds
madly down a sandy bank close by. We watch it curiously.
At a lower slope some unknown agency arrests its flight by
a well-directed blow. A hand steals from out a clurno of
blue flowers. The rabbit disappears.
Someone is being his own Armv Service Corps.
And now from some distance behind the foremost German
trenches a blue-grey line appears. The Germans are about
to attack the desired trench. which, in their hands, will
n turn threaten the foremost British positions.

THE LAST MOMENTS OF THE IRRESISTIBLE.—This
impressive photograph, replete with the tragic glory of war,
shows the ill-fated Irresistible, after having been shattered by
the explosion of a floating mine in the Dardanelles during an
attack en the. Narrows' Farts_ on March 18th.
After the
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They have a strange resemblance to our mind to a
colony of ants. Like ants, they appear to be very much
in earnest about something. Like ants, too, individual
members of the community appear to run hither and
thither in aimless seriousness, mightily intent on nothing.
The Blind Fury of Human Strife
The scale of the mass in our map is so small that we
hardly observe the fact that individual units are becoming
detached from the main body, and are lying dotted here
and there along the line of advance.
Like ants again,
however, the mass pays no attention to the unit.
Forward ! Forward
Nearer and nearer. They disappear for a moment, and then, breasting a slope a mile
or so away, appear clear-cut and distinct against the
distant hills.
And now hell is let loose on the face of the earth. From
every ridge, from every trench, from every bush and
boulder rifles and light guns crackle and scream. Shouts
are heard, huge shells are vomited from iron mouths, men
rise from their concealment and fire wildly, blindly, in the
direction of the moving ants. The trench is empty.
Was never, indeed, occupied. The range is known to a fraction. The mass wilts and shrivels before the. eves. .A
group detaches itself from the main body and Cashes wildly
for the protection of the trench. Mole-like, they disappear
as one. A second later a fearful explosion takes place.
The trench appears to rise bodily and fling itself into.space.
Rifles and men are jerked spasmodically in every direction.
The tortured flesh falls at strange and unexpected angles.
A feeling of sickness comes over us.
Overhead the eternal blue sky. A colony of rooks sail
homeward in an irregular line.

cowardly knock-out blow, the leviathan, listing heavily, drifted
towards the beach, the helpless target of Turkish Sin. shells.
The crew were transferred to the Ocean and the Irresistible
Foundered in deep water..Subsequently the Ocean struck a mine
andsank, but nearly all the crews #.-both ships were saved.
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The Entente Cordiale in the Land of former Feuds

French Artillery marching along the desert road to Alexandria.
This is the first time that French troops have visited Egypt in
force since the memorable campaign of Napoleon in 1798.

Noted Franco—British Generals co—operating in the
East. Generals D'Amade and Sir Ian Hamilton.

memorable campaign in Egypt is
N APOLEON'S
recalled by the recent disembarkation in the Land
of the Pharaohs of the descendants of his victorious
armies, the French Mediterranean Expeditionary Force.
By the exigency of time, the Tricolour is now flying
over the sandy plains of Egypt, not in defiance, but in
closest alliance with British power.
Sir Ian Hamilton. who is Commander-in-Chief of the
Dardanelles Expeditionary Force, reviewed with General
D'Amade the French Mediterranean troops near Alexandria preparatory, no doubt, to a concerted movement
against Turkey.
General D'Amade is the illustrious 'French ,soldif
who was military attaché with the British Army during
the Boer War, since which time he has commanded the
French forces in Morocco with conspicuous success,

An impressive review was held recently near Alexandria, when General Sir Ian Hamilton and General D'Amade reviewed the French
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force. These last two photographs show respectively French infantry marching with the Tricolour in
a typical Oriental setting and the two Generals watching the dashing French cavalry moving in the desert sand.
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While Joffre's War-scarred Heroes rest and make Merry—

Animated scenes were witnessed recently at the Trocadere, Paris, where a fete for
the benefit of wounded soldiers VMS held. This photograph shows a party of war—
scarred patriots arriving in ease el the sumptuous cars placed at their disposal.

One of the participants in the fete of the wounded
being assisted by two Paris policemen.

General Pau, the French strategist, whose tour of allied and neutral
countries has been so successful, is greeted by Parisians on his return.

The band of the " Blue Devils," as the Huns call the famous Alpine Chasseurs, giving a selection to the bass accompaniment of the
cannons in-tin woad el MontmararSt.Mihiel, only a mile from the German trenches.

The War Illustrated, 1st May, 1915.
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—The Next Generation prepares with Keen Enthusiasni,

•.•

As the French Army pushes its way victoriously into Alsace—Lorraine, the populace, so long under the tyrannous heel of Prussia,
acclaims it with affectionate enthusiasm. This photograph is a touching scene which occurred recently in an Alsatian village. Young
children whose heart is with the Republic of Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite, are crying " Vive la France !" with all the power of their voices.

Our French allies are determined to keep General Joffre supplied with
reserves. Some of the 1916 class are here seen setting out for a training
camp, and bidding their parents good—bye at the Gars du Lyon.

A celebrated writer has said that the English are the only humorists. Without wishing to open up a controversy or so subtle a question,
we offer our readers the above photograph of infantile French patriots, which reaches us from a Parisian correspondent. It is
described by him as " Some members of the 1930 class in training "—surely a delightful example of Gallic wit.

Vie Wu? Elusliated, 1st Mail, 1915.
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Front
e British Firing Fro

Limn/stearin, siiipileie for an officer-occupant of a house within range of the
enemy's FjUns.' On returning from trench duty he discovered that a "Jack
Johnson ! had completely wrecked the " happy borne," Inset : Typical British
diehard" sergeant-major completing his morning toilet.

„
The camera sometimes entirely fails to illustrate war actualities. This photograph is interesting by the fact that the village in the
backgroand at the moment of taking was being heavily bombarded. Not a sign of war appears on the negative, and the peasant
in the foreground, going about his work with fatalistic indifference, suggests a pleasant pastoral scene by the French painter Millet,

Not a scene in the Wild West—merely a bomb-proof shelter of logs, sandbags, and brushwood to hide"it from aircraft—the temporary home of three
British officers in Northern France,

Efts/lively to-carry on the bust/mai of war occasional relaxation is essential, even if it be • the
patient sport of fishing.

-
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Hygienic War Devices to kill the Deadly Microbe

New travelling boiler now part of the German Red Cross equipment. By an ingenious
process water is drawn from wayside streams and ponds and filtered simultaneously.

DURING the past nine months of warfare
almost every branch of science has
been enlisted either against humanity or
for it.
To a thinking man it is curious that
mankind of various nations should be s6
inconsistent as to mobilise the world's workshops in an endeavour to be first in the
supply of death-dealing appliances on the
one hand, and to adapt every conceivable
device likely •to be useful in preserving life
on the other.
The only reason for this incongruity is
that man's intelligence has progressed
steadily throughout the ages, whereas human
nature has remained very much what it
was in the earliest times. The photographs
on this page show a collection of hygienic
inventions calculated to render soldiers
immune from disease.
The travelling filters haVe proved worth
their weight in gold, for nothing like the
percentage of cases of enteric which
occurred in the Boer War is prevalent in
this war, drinking water being sterilised by
enforced regulation.

Russian

Why our Army is so free from enteric, British
soldiers filling a waggon with sterilised water.

travelling laundry. Railway car which visits various* points in the
Russian lines to collect soldiers' " washing."

Special portable clothes and linen disinfeotor, a feature of ihe French
Red Cross Service. Behind is the entrance to a thermal institution
"
used by the soldiers after- -trench duty.

To solve the problem of Belgium's drinking water, this handy
sterilisation apparatus has been invented for the use of the
soldiers and civil population.
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Up the Chimney ! An Incident at Neuve Chapelle

During the glorious Battle of Neuve Chapelle, when the prodigies of valour performed added another splendid page to the
gmpire's story, and the decisive British victory proved that the
German Army is by no means invincible,therewere many minor
incidents that` provided vivid, picturesque, and even humorous
notes, One such incident our artist has illustrated. Tire

Worcesters, "seeing red," had a briskifight, brief, but fierce,
with the enemy In an orchard round a farmhouse. They harried
the Germane up and down the field, and round the trees at the
bayonet's point, and they instituted a lively'" faun-hunt" through
the farmhouse, where .one -German was discovered trying to
heave his portly form up the chimney
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The Brilliant Capture and Defence of "Hill 60"

Hastily entrenched in the- three deep holes caused by the
explosion.of mines, hokling tenaciously -to every:foot of-the shell
torn ground that had only been won at the cost of ninny brave
men's lives, our soldiers have been engaged in a terriBeegkt to
retain the position at Zillebeke_ iiear Ypres, known as " Hill 60."

The German -trenches were blown- skywards by British mines;
then, advancing to the mine-wrecked hill, our men, for lack of
trenches, fought from, the scanty shelter of the craters caused by
the six tons of _British dynamite. Round these craters raged
many a fierce battle, but the British retained the captured hill.
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Africa Aflame with Britain's. Four Wars

Warriors of the King-Emperor upholding the Empire's just cause
in East Africa. A heliograph station that, by the aid of the sun's
rays, connects the headquarters with the advance column.

Black soldiers from the Soudan and from India as allies under
the Union Jack in East Africa. These picturesque warriors form
a strange contrast with their modern equipment.

All these officers of the Orange Free State Loyal Commando fought in the
last South African War, either for:Britain or the Boers. Now all are patriots.

THE call of the Motherland has been answered
"`• by all her sons—white, brown and black—
have rallied to. the Flag that will ever
stand for Freedom, Honour, and the Right,
an are waging her seven wars under the one
lAnner.
In addition to the fighting in the main theatres
of , the world-war, the Empire is engaged en
four distinct campaigns in Africa-the defence
of Egypt, and the conquest of the German
colonies in South-West Africa, East Africa,
and the Cameroons.
Since November, events in East Africa have
been shrouded in secrecy ; in South-West Africa
a British success was reported last week ; in
the Cameroons the Allies have recently caused
the Germans to withdraw to the high ground
in the centre of their colony. In Togoland there
is now no war in progress, for there has been
no show of resistance on the part of the enemy
in that colony since the end of August owing
to the fact that our military dispositions were
taken so promptly at the commencement of the
war.

Girman intrigues were not successful in alienating the patriotism of these officers
and men of the Orangs, Free State. Though some of them fought as enemies in
th0 Boer War, they are now united to defend the traditions of the British Empire.

One of the Empire's hero sons fighting on ,the
sun-scorched sands of South-West Africa from
behind the shelter of a barricade of sand-bags.
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fulfil Prussia's Tragic Destiny

Left German artillery deeply entrenched, and screened from the
Allies' airmen. Right : Machine—gun being hoisted into a tree.' It
is difficult to understand how these Germans worked the gun

Krupp's, "the devil's workshop," sends perambulating repair
depots to the front, so that damaged guns can be renovated.

Troops of the Landsturm in the trenches on the shores of the Masurian
Lakes. In the tree an alert sniper is posted.

man m achine—guns installed in a window and under the
thatched roof of a farmhouse near Neuve Chapelle.

Wonderful Photographs of Britain's War the Levant : ReducingTurkish Forts

Ceneral view of Seddul Bahr, one of the first gates to Constantinople on the European side of the Dardanelles,
after it had been battered to pieces by the Allied Fleet. A British torpedo—boat destroyer patrols' in front of the
fallen fort, while sister ships are forcing the difficult Narrows. Inset on left : A fountain of steaming foam.
Impression of a Turkish field—gun shell, having fallen wide of its mark, exploding in the water.

The veil which has shrouded the Allies' stupendous operations in the Dardanelles is to some
extent lifted by this remarkable set of photographs, which have been submitted to " The War
Illustrated " for first publication. The last snapshot, taken close in under hot fire, shows

Kum Kaleh Fort in its death throes. The big Turco—Teuton guns, s:.'lenced for ever, are still
seen standing in the embrasures. Kum Kaleh is on fire, and a cloud of smoke obliterates
the horizon. In tho centre a British landing—party shelters under the glacis of the fort.

The War Illustrated, 1st
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Our Amphibious Warriors on Dardanelles Strand
r

" Water-gunners," as the Royal Marines are nicknamed, in Turkish forts
built with German money. Left Sentries in an abandoned Turkish
redoubt. Right t Good cover behind a dismantled Turkish fortress.

Left : Royal Marines arriving to take up guard duties ashore.
Right: Marine sentry interested in the native method _of washing
clothes by beating them upon rocks.
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E WAR BY LAN.
By F. A. McKenzie, 'Daily Mail" War Correspondent
R. LLOYD GEORGE'S statement in Parliament
last week has been generally regarded by the Press
as indicating that our fighting army at the front
now numbers thirty-six divisions of twenty thousand
men each, or 720,000 in all. This estimate is, I believe,
a mistake. What Mr. Lloyd George actually said is that
we have now six times as many men out at the front as
the proposed six-division Expeditionary Force of former
days. The old Expeditionary Force was our striking
army kept in England, supposed to be ready to go instantly
on active service anywhere. It consisted of six infantry
divisions numbering 74,2oo men, with 25,30o artillery,
8,40o cavalry, engineers, mounted infantry, medical corps,
and other services, totalling 13o,000. In addition to this
there were some 17,000 men for the lines of communication,
and 13,00o men as first reinforcements at the base. This
brought the total strength of the six-division Expeditionary
Force up to r6o,000 men.
A Million Men
at the Front
When, then, Mr. Lloyd George says that we have now
more than six times as many men at the front as the old
six-division Expeditionary Force, he implies that our army
on the Continent numberS approximately one million
men. This was the general estimate. It is important
to note that it is not our maximum strength. Enormous
numbers of troops still remaip in England. Our forces
in Flanders are increasing almost daily. The resources
of the Dominions have only been partly drawn on. For
example, the Canadian troops on the Continent number
probably from 25,000 to 30,000. Before another year
they will number an army corps of one hundred thousand,
with ample reserves.
This new army of a million men is unlike any ever seen
before. One most striking development in it has been
the extended use of the motor-car for all kinds of military
work. Little is heard at home about our motor-cycle
artillery—a new arm—yet, in the days to come, stories
of their doings will probably rival the romance of the
adventures of the air corps.
Motor transport has revolutionised the problem of
supplies. It makes it possible to keep vast stores of
perishable foodstuffs thirty, forty, and fifty miles behind
the fighting-front, and to distribute them in the trenches
fresh and wholesome. If I were to state how far back
the daily bread is baked that is supplied to our men in
Flanders, it would seem as though I were romancing.
The motor transport has almost eliminated distance, and
'has enabled an army of a million men to be handled with
the cohesion that was once barely possible for an army
of too,000.
The Revival of
Bomb Warfare
Wounded soldiers returning from the front have many
stories to tell of fighting by bomb. Bomb warfare is a
comparatively recent revival. It was first employed by
the Russians at the Battle of Liaoyang. I was present at
that fight. A group of Russian pioneers, creeping up in
the darkness, broke our front line at an important point
by flinging band grenades on us. Both Russians and
Japanese used the hand grenades in the siege of Port
Arthur.
To-day, when the lines between the British and German
armies are sometimes not more than twenty yards apart,
the bomb thrower has his great opportunity. Where the
'rival fronts are more distant, a kind of catapult has been
arranged for throwing the missile, similar inform to the
old catapult of Roman warfare. In recent storming parties
soldiers carrying around them a number of explosive
grenades have more than once acted as pioneers. No
more dangerous Or- deadly work could be imagined. The

modern grenadier needs to be imbued with superb courage
and absolute recklessness.
Is the Jehad
Coming ?
The most significant war news last week -was given in
a formal statement by the Marquis of Crewe concerning
the fighting in Asia. Lord Crewe stated how, at the Battle
of Sheba, in Mesopotamia, some ten thousand Arabs joined
with the Turks in fighting our forces. Some of the Arabs,
he declared, had no doubt the impression that Islam was
being attacked, and others might even have believed the
stories of the conversion of the German Emperor to
Mohammedanism,
This cautious and considered official statement is a
clear warninr, that the German attempt to create a Holy
War amongbthe Mohammedans against Britain has not
been wholly a failure. There have been Mohammedan
raids on the North-West Frontier, and other moves in
the Caucasus and Persia pointing in the same direction.
With the vast Mohammedan populations in Turkey,
in Egypt, and in Central Africa, it is idle to neglect such
indications. The Jehad so far seems -to be confined to
the more fanatical and ignorant peoples of Central Asia,
the fiercest and most uncontrollable fighting men in the
world.- The Arab tribesmen who centre around the ranges
of hills from the Caucasus and Northern Persia to the
Himalayas welcome- any excuse for fighting. So long as
their wave of religious fanaticism does not reach the calmer
Mohammedan peoples of our own Empire, we have nothing
to fear.
The British Army
Moves Ahead
The British Army is now steadily attacking. That is
the meaning of the latest despatches from the front. Following the pause of ter Neuve Chapelle we have had the
significant capture of Hill 6o on the night of April i7th,
and the fierce fighting which followed it. The capture
of Hill 6o was admirably organised and carried out without
a hitch.
Our sappers and miners succeeded in making their tunnels
under the Germans' position unobserved. The German
trenches were blown up, and our own infantry stormed
in, carrying the lines. Immediately, under the shadow
of the darkness, they cut fresh trenches, and formed fresh
barriers, so that before dawn what had been a dominating
German position threatening us became a dominating
British position threatening the Germans. Against this
the Germans threw all their strength in vain.
What does the capture of Hill 6o indicate ? First that
at this p—oint of the line we are in much stronger force
than the Germans. The capture of Hill 6o is something
more than the capture of a line of trenches. The hill is
a dominating position, over i8o feet high, commanding
a large part of the surrounding country. We are approaching nearer and nearer to Lille, and if things go on as they
are doing now that great French city should soon be again
in our hands.
The recovery of Lille would do more to raise the spirits
of the French people and to injure the self-confidence of
the Germans than any other step now possible.
When Will the
Germans Move Out ?
The German counter-offensive in the west is now overdue.
It was planned for the third week in April, and it was
generally anticipated that it would take the form of a
strong attack- upon the Belgian Army in the north. It
may be that the heavy demands made upon Germany in
supporting the Austrian armies in the Carpathians has
so weakened their western front that the offensive there
has had to be postponed. But it would be wise to recognise
that a serious German advance towards the coast or towards
Paris wilt be attempted in the early future.
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War-worn Boots, but Confident Men on Victory's Road

Boots discarded by our men at the front. There is something romantics in this pile of dilapidated footgear; a story of war attaches
to every pair. Many a weary mile have they tramped the roads of France, worn till fit seemed Oto the soldier that they gripped
his feet like a red-hot vice. Now in a discarded heap they lie, whilst the soldiers march ever onwards to ultimate victory.

Some of those million brave sons of our mighty Empire who are willing to make the supreme Sacrifice that the'Flaa iffay Stilt
float proudly in all corners of-the-King-Emperor's domains. These few men, entrenched rn a shell-Wrecked building' in France,are types of those virile Empire-builders to whom Britain owes her might on land and sea ; they are the guardians of our homes.
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By Commander. Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
as in an average year we were in the habit of getting from
POUND of cotton goes to the .making of a pound of
explosives, and five hundred pounds go to the bale America kir our textile industry.
It follows that the demand is enormous, and the cotton
of cotton. Every time the Queen Elizabeth fires
a broadside of eight 15 in. guns she fires over seven bales producers of the United States would be too keen on the
of cotton away, or with the rest of her armament, say profits they are making to quarrel with us if we intercepted
and took the German supply for ourselves. If it means
eight bales.
In the course of a naval action the Queen Elizabeth the shortening of the war, which is now costing us over
2,000,00D a day, how could any Cabinet have hesitated
might fire away 700 bales of cotton. It is now reckoned
that the Germanic armies along the fighting-lines are ex- to pay almost any price for the 1,200,000 bales which the
Germanic nations have obtained ; and now, if they realise
pending about 4,00o bales of cotton a day. These two
their mistake, they will willingly pay to prevent the mischief
items will be sufficient to show what a very warlike article
cotton is, which we have all along refused to make con- going any further.
traband of war.
Ail Impossible Policy in Force
Since the only sources of supply are in the British Empire
And yet there is a very ominous paragraph in the
and the United States, it follows that it was a very simple American Note of April 2nd, which should be read in con-.
matter for us to intercept any that was sent to Germany
junction with out refusal to make cotton contraband of
either past these islands, or thrmigh the Straits of Gibraltar
war. It says : " Relying on the faithful performance of
to travel across Italy.
these voluntary assurances by his Majesty's Government,
the United States takes it for granted that the approach of
The serious Problem of Cetton Contraband
The result of our failure to do so has been that Germany American merchantmen to neutral ports situated upon the
long line of coast affected by the Order-in-Council will not
has accumulated a stock, up to the Order-in-Council of
be interfered with when it is known that they do not carry
March r5th, for the requirements of Germany, Austria, and
Turkey, which may be estimated at about 1,200,000 bales. goods which are contraband of war, or goods destined to cr
In January and February it is said that 200,000 bales were proceeding from ports within the belligerent territory
received. Since Sir lohn French stated, in the interview affected."
Such a policy is one no nation fighting a life-and-death
on March 22nd, that the problem of the war is a simple
one of " munitions, more munitions, 'and ahvays more struggle can possibly afford to subscribe to, and it is only
rendered possible by our weak action throughout the first
munitions," this is very serious.
Much will now depend on what quantity of this is to be eight, months of the war.
used in the textile trade ; but assuming that only 500,00o
The Pre- sing Need For Action
bales are In used, the cotton left will provide the Germanic
This action was described by Mr. Churchill in the House
armies for about 125 days, or four months.
of Commons, on February r5th, as one " much to our
It will, therefore, still be of the greatest service to short- detriment," and he added : " So far we have not attempted
enincr the war rigidly to cut off cotton, and it is to be hoped
to stop imports of food into Germany. We have not prethat bthis has been done since the Order-in-Council of A arch
vented neutral ships from trading direct with German ports.
r5th. Yet it is impossible to get a clear and unequivocal
In the middle of December, the American Consul-General
declaration from the Government on this point. They in Berlin calculated that Germany would have urgent
simply say that they can- cut off all supplies from Germany
need of 2,000,000 bales during 1915.
under this Order-in-Council, but they will not say that they
That report alone ought to have induced the allied
are doing so. The evil, it Should be added, did not end with Governments to take action. About the same time a
the cotton Germany got for her explosives, but ,the cotton
document issued by the German General Staff was capbales were used for an extensive system of smuggling other tured, in which economy of ammunition was ordered,
munitions of war through.
because it might not be possible to keep up full supplies.
The Government Must Pay the Price
- Second only to the increase of our own supplies of ammuni
If we -assume- that the Allies are 'consuming cotton for tion which Lord Kitchener and Sir John French have urged
explosives on the same scale as Germany, we arrive at the so strongly, is this question of depriving our enemy of
astonishing figure that the war is using up as much cotton cotton, in addition to copper, nitrates, rubber, oil, and food.

A

Commander Arthur Brooke Webb. R.N.R. -

Commander Eric G. Robinson.

Lieutenant Claude Godwin.

The officers in command of the two picket boats from H.M.S.Triumph and Majestic that undertook the dangerous work of destroying
submarine E15, which had grounded and was in „danger of falling into the Turks' hands. Under heavy gun fire these officers and
Mei,- crews daringly set out during the night of April 18th and rendered the E15 useless.
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Woman .variously Mobilised in War-time Work

Irresistible recruiting-sergeants at work near Wood Green. Members of aD-evue
company appearing at a local music-hail escort likely patriots to the recruiting office.

Left A Zouave buys the latest news of the war from a fashionable newsgirl. Right :
Women street cleaners, who are now a feature of "La Ville Lumiere." Inset above: Joan
of Arc of to-day carrying a gun, to which is affixed the colours, sees the regiment off
to the front. Her expression of determination is symbolical of he spirit of France.

Picturesque daughters of Serbia wait Otif14 .
,side, the Red Cross hosplied -at Nish fop
news of their wounded.

Russian royalties nursing wounded officers at the Imperial Hospital, Tsarkoe Selo.
The Tsaritza is seen at- the bead of the patient. Extreme left is the Grand Duchess
Tatiana, the third figure (left) the Grand Duchess Olga, the Tsar's daughters.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
O much has been heard lately about duels in the will go through a man or a part of his machine
air—one paper, incidentally, writes of a fight between without really smashing anything. Their dodge was to
three aeroplanes as a " duel " — that a few notes get above the Germans, throw the machine over sideways
on to one wing-tip, and pot down at the Germans' heads
on methods of fighting in the air may be acceptable.
Long before most people looked on the present war over the side of the body of the machine, trusting to their
as a probability, the flying services of all nations turned speed to save them from being hit by the rifle the Getman
their attention to investigating the best methods of destroy- passenger always carried.
ing the aircraft of other countries. So far as our own
This method worked well enough in the very fast machines,
people were concerned, Germany was always regarded as but on the rather slower two-seaters the risk of being hit
the only probable enemy in the air, just as, for years, was greater, especially when the newer types of German
every time there has been a war scare and the Fleet has biplanes came into use, many of which are so- " stable "
turned out to " demonstrate," every lieutenant in that both pilot and passenger could let go of their control
command of a torpedo-boat was always certain he was levers and use rifles simultaneously, firing upwards at
bound for the Kiel Canal. Therefore, we have always our men as they passed overhead.
watched German developments very carefully and have
Then our pilots became cleverer, and instead of trying
laid ourselves out to beat them.
to get at the Germans from above they took to flying
more or less in front of them, so that the German in the
British Airmen the Aggressors
Germany, when the slow development of the big airship front seat could not fire at them without firing through
became evident, started about two years ago to increase his propeller and probably smashing it. Keeping in front
her aeroplane fleet, and specialised on big, heavy, strong and flying slightly lower, the British passenger used to fire
aeroplanes with powerful engines, guaranteed to run all upwards at the engine of the German aeroplane, which
day and to lift very big loads—obviously of bombs—a is a good, big mark and very vulnerable. A bullet in a
long way for a long time. We, therefore, quite naturally cylinder means, at worst, a wrecked engine, and at best
went in for small machines, much faster and capable of a punctured water-jacket, arid an engine " seized " through
climbing more quickly. The result was that when war overheating. A bullet in a radiator means the same thing.
broke out, although both nations owned a number of old And a bullet in the crank-case means that the oil runs
aeroplanes which were used to some considerable extent, out and the engine seizes up for lack of lubrication. And,
we pinned our faith in emergency to small, high-speed of course, there is always the chance of puncturing the
" scouts," able to fly at anything between 85 and 105 petrol-tank and letting out all the fuel. Our aeroplanes
miles an hour at top speed, and the Germans' best were being handier, and our pilots generally being cleverer
big weight-carriers able to do between 70 and 8o miles than the Germans', this plan has worked and still works
an hour at their fastest. Our worst machines were about very well.
proportionately faster than their worst, so we knew fairly
M. Garros' Quaint Notion
well where we stood.
More
recently
various
dodges
have been tried, by British,
The German method was to send their aeroplanes on
long reconnaissance trips, with a big load of petrol for a French, and Germans alike, for using machine-guns in
long voyage. Ours was- to send up our smaller, fast " tractor " machines, in spite of the screw in front The
machines to stop them from getting behind our lines to favourite method is to fix the gun on the side of the body
obtain information. The Germans always avoided conflict ; work and fire it at right angles to the course, or slightly
our flying officers always looked for it. Consequently, backwards, as one passes the enemy machine. The objecour aeroplanes were at the start and still are almost always tion is that to be successful the machine has to be much
faster than the enemy, as it has to catch him and pass
the aggressors.
him before the gun can be used.
Cur Pilots' Methods of Attack
The famous French aviator, Lieutenant-Aviateur Garros,
Obviously the most useful weapon for an attacking who was captured the other day, had a quaint notion of
aeroplane is a machine-gun pointing out over the bow his own. He- had a machine-gun fixed straight in front
of a " pusher "-type machine with the air-screw behind, of him pointing right through the circle of the revolving
so that the gun can be fired
air-screw, and he aimed it
straight at an enemy- whensimply by manoeuvring his
one is flying towards him.
aeroplane to suit. The
Unfortunately, when war
bullets passed through bebegan, we had - very few
tween the blades of the airmachines capable of carrying
screw, which were sheathed in
a gun and of flying fast or
metal for part of their length.
climbinr, fast also. The
Those that were caught by
Vickersbfirm had just produced
the armoured blade shot off
the, best attempt in this
at any sort of angle, but
direction, but it was not
quite a large number got
ready for production in quanstraight through without
tities, and neither the Germans
touching anything, and ap
nor French were really any
parently reached their mark,
better off. The result was
for just before he was capthat nearly all the earlier
tured M. GarrOs brought down
" scraps " in the air were
several German aeroplanes in
fought with rifles, revolvers,
a few days.
or automatic pistols, from
Some pilots have tried fit"tractor " machines with the
ting machine-guns over their
air-screw in front.
heads so that they fire outMost of the pilots of our
side the circle of the screw,
little single-seater scouts pre
and some have tried them
ferred the old, long-barrelled
fixed between the landingFrench warriors of the skies taking abtiard their load-of-bombs
Service revolver firing a heavy
wheels, firing them by pulling
before
setting
out
to
harass'
Les
Booties."
The
machine—gun
" man-stopping " bullet, for the
a string, and aiming by
is also being trimmed, in preparation for a possible duel.
tiny bullets of the automatics
manoeuvring the machine,
Air fights, form the subject of this week's 'article.

S
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Some equine Recruits and Veterans
.

Left : Lively mount "in training" at the Canadian Contingent's remount
depot. Right: Russians tending awounded horsemuzzled with nose pincers

Picturesque scene near a British camp in France. Transport service
horses being watered. Right : Popular French jockey entertaining
wounded Britons and Frenchmen in a riding-school that is now a hospital.

War-scarred equine warrior, which has been working variously for the Member of the Canadian poritingentdecorating one of his
Allies' cause since August last. She is now in a hospital near Paris, and horses with gaily-coloured ribbons. The Empire has to
wilt be allowed to end her days in peace,
be grateful to Canada's horses as well as to her men.
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UR DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, April 17th to April 22nd
Officially announced that a
APRIL 17.—Victory in Persian Gulf.
severe defeat has been inflicted upon a Turkish force of 15,000
men by the British and Indian troops near Zobeir, at head of
Persian Gulf.
Reported that Union troops under Colonel Duncan Mackenzie
reached Brakwasser, 120 miles east of Luderitz Bay.
British Submarine E IS stranded off Kephez Point, in the
Dardanelles. Officers and men reported prisoners in Turkey.
British transport Manitou attacked in the ..,Egean by a Turkish
torpedo-boat. Three torpedoes fired missed her, but by capsizing of
two boats 24 men drowned and 27 missing. The Turkish torpedo
vessel chased, driven ashore, destroyed, and her crew captured.
Aram 'S.—Heroic feat in Dardanelles. British submarine E15,
stranded on April 17, destroyed by picket- boats from Triumph
and Majestic, in face of heavy Turkish fire, to prevent her falling
into hands of enemy.
A successful action,
Notable British Success near Ypres.
commencing on April 17. culminated in the capture and complete
occupation of an important point known as Hill 6o, about two
miles south of Zillebeke, east of Ypres. This hill dominates the
.country to the north and north-west.
APRIL r9.---French progress in Alsace. Attacks carried out on both
banks of the Fecht increased French advance by forcing the enemy
to evacuate Eselsbrucke, above Metzeral.
APRIL 2o.—Neuve Chapelle V.C.'s. Announced that two men of the
Grenadier Guards awarded V.C. for bravery at Neuve Chapelle,
-also three other V.C. awards for gallantry earlier in the campaign.
Mr. Asquith's Speech on Munitions. The Premier addressed
the war Workers of the" north-east coast, who have promised- to
" deliver the goods " at Newcastle, said the necessary supply of
munitions required mutuality of sacrifice between men, masters,
and taxpayers.
Mr. Lloyd George announced in House of Commons that Lord

Kitchener is very gratified by the response which has been made
to the appeal to the country.
The Government are not of the
opinion that there is any ground for thinking that the war would
be more successfully prosecuted by means of conscription."
Artillery duels on the French front reported. Fifty incendiary
shells dropped on Rheims.
APRIL 2I.—Announced that Keetrnanshoop, a central position in German South-West Africa, has been occupied by the Union forces.
War Office announces that violent and continual counter-attacks
are still being made on Hill 6o, the enemy shelling it heavily, but all
attacks repulsed.
Our Great Force in France. Mr. Lloyd George stated in the House
of commons that the British armies now in France are more than
six times
the six divisions of which the Expeditionary Force was
.
originally composed.
A bold and successful aeroplane attack made on the enemy's
airship harbour shed at Ghent.
APRIL 22.—Reported that 20,000 British and French Troops landed
near Enos, in Thrace.
Reported that -in defeat of Turks at Shaiba (Persian Gulf)--April 12-15—enemy's casualties 6,000.

A Correction
portrait appearing on our Roll of Honour page in Tan
WAR ILLUSTRATED for April loth, purporting to be Sec.-Lieut.
J. 0:G. Becker, East Surrey Regiment, is, we are asked to state,
that of Lieut. H. 0. D. Becher, Scottish Rifles.
Both these officers having been killed, an unfortunate confus'o
of the two names occurred.
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The all—absorbing interest of the European struggle distracts
attention from, and comprehension of the extent and importance
of Britain's war in the Persian Gulf. Here, as in the Caucasus
and Egypt, the Turk has been heavily repulsed, suffering at
Shaiba no _ft:slyer than six thousand casualties in the fighting"
between April 12th and 15th. The above map embraces this

sphere of our Asian activities. The enemy's plan was to advance
through- Kurna, and to take possession of the Anglo—Persian pipe
line, our Navy's source of petroleum supply. The_ Turks, how—
ever, have been driven north of Khamsieh, over ninety miles
from Busra (Bussorah), the most accessible point to this vital
centre.
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A PICTURE—RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

3. AE. teLbge„„,

STRANGE FREAK OF HUN FIRE ON YPRES OHAPEL.—A German shell, with a precision which is now proverbial, struck the
base 137 the steeple of the Asylum Chapel at Ypres. The tower, as if in defiance of the Huns' sacrilege, remained intact, falling
through the roof into the centre of the edifice, where it was photographed by our special camera correspondent.
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Shall the gunners call for shells in vain ? British gun in action in Northern France. The ammunition w,aggon is seen on the left, a
sergeant directs operations, the men load and fire, and once more the tragic wail of the shell rends the fragrant spring-time air.

THE BLOOD BRIDALS OF FRANCE AND BRITAIN
9

r HERE have been Warlike alliances since tribe first

fought with tribe a hundred thousand or more years
ago. And since the rise of nations,about ten thousand
years ago, fighting partnerships against a common fde haVe
been very commpn: At various times our country has sent expeditionary forceS to the help of nearly, all the
peoples of the Continent. But never have twogreat
independent democracies been so welded under the hamnier
of war as Britain and France are now. Our men are going
in millions across the seas.
It is the most wonderful emigration in history. In mere
numbers the movement of our ,fighting men resembles
the swarming of the Alononlian races in Central Asia a
hundred years or so beforethe
b
birth of Christ. In multituelinous force there is nothing else to compare with it,
and its effect.upon the de-velOpment of European civilisation
is certain to be large and profound.
RANCE and Britain are mingling the whole of their
fighting strength in an incomparable way. It will
Make a difference to the young Frenchman and the young
Briton. They -have nothing in common" with the troops
of the small forces of professional soldiers that used to fight
side by side one Year, and then face to face another., year,
according to the pleasure of their kings and the intrigues of
their politicians. A great modern democracy„ with all its complex and
delicate web of ,; iiiterets, does not risk its existence
on the chanee` of a battle. _ It doe§ not gamble for small
territorial gains,' as the kings of all countries did -in the
days-, of small profeSsional'arrnies. Only otitside Enrope
and the EuroPean settlements has the old-game of,fighting
little campaigns with professional soldiers gone on-bp to our
own times. In Europe it was generally foreseen- that any
act of aggression would bring the very fives" of the nations
engaged into extreme peril.
UT what was not foreseen was the position into which
France - and Britain would be forced for mutual selfdefence. France and Russia still remain simply dear and
esteemed allies. They fight so far apart from each other

that only the bond of a common policy still connects them.
But between France and Britain something has happened
through ; the close, bodily: contact of millions of both,
peoples, forWhichno- parallel can be-found in history. It is
not an alliance : it is a Marriage.
HE union of England and Scotland under the Stuarts
was not so intimate an affair. At best it was only a
atariage de conveltance. The union_of France and Britain
is ''a, fierce and sudden loVe-match, a revelation of passions:
of long groWth, suddenly revealed in strange intensity by
the flame and thunder of battle;
,
France has been an object of admiration to Britain
since the middle of the seventeenth century. Britain
has been an object of admiration to France since. the opening
of the eighteenth century. They have warred for Empire
together in India and America; in Palestine and in Spain,
without losing their mutual admiration. The charming
courtesy with which they fought at Fonteney was proof
of this. They have imitated each other's poetry, art,
politics, dress; and social ways. For the last two hundred
years, indeed, the interaction of French- and British minds
haS been the chief source - of all - human" proyfW in that
period: Yet, in spite of these continual- gusts of'%:ttractkiin,
the two PeoPles never tinderstood each other
their leaders in science, art, literatare[and'%pOlitieS, Who
Maintained the "phy-sical contact on which the spiritual
•
communion was based.
OW all tins is changed. The people therilSeives are
meeting—meeting' in millions—at a time when
M
soul, and character are lifted to an immortaqeight of
heroism: , This close, popular, bodily communion „between"
the two leading nations: of the world may :'have more
important results -than their fightinc, 'men achieve on - the
to prove the: most fruitful cross-,
battlefield. It is
fertilisationof ideas, feelings, and temperament since the
marriage of -Athens with Rome: That was a forced marriage, only brought about when the Greek -charaCter had
decayed.. France and Britain are uniting in the hour of
their supreme virility. No political bond is needed by them.
Edward Wright
It is a marriage of true minds.
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Photographic Idylls of "La Belie Alliance ' 1915

One influence of the entente cordials is the introduction of British
sports into the land of our allies. This spirited photograph,
showing a friendly boxing contest between Tommy and Jean, was
taken at a convalescent home somewhere in France.

The kindly French infantryman is as handy with the needle as he
is with the bayonet. During a rest from duty he welcomes the
opportunity of doing his English friend a useful turn.

The quality that endears the British soldier most of all to French
hearts is his love for children. Here is a charming illustration.

French and British soldiers wounded in the same battle, pose for
their portraits in front of a figure of Christ at Nantes.

Vie, War lustrated, 8th May,

1915.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XIX.—The E,xtraorciiriary Battle for I-lill 60

O

F all the famous episodes in the western theatre of
the war the recapture of the little rise of ground
south-east of Ypres was the least important in itself.
The position was not occupied by the enemy's artillery ;
only his snipers used it for firing with telescopic-sighted rifles
upon our men in the low-lying trenches. It was from the
laxger and more distant hill at Zandvoord that the German
batteries bombarded our lines at Ypres. In the ordinary
way, the capture of the smaller hill would have been just a
slight effort of pressure on the enemy's front.
Our attack upon Hill 6o was only designed to make
the German commander anxious about his gun-positions
at Zandvoord. Both the higher ridge and the smaller
mound, had been lost by our troops and their French
supports in the autumn and winter of 1914, when the
Germans were trying to break through to Calais. In the
spring of 1915-a battalion of the Bedfords were entrenched
at a distance of sixty yards west of Hill 6o, and the West
Kents, the heroes of many a great fight, came up to help
the Midlanders when the time drew near to put pressure
on the Germans and, continue the work which had been
carried out at Neuve Chapelle, St. Eloi, and elsewhere.

the streamers of their hand-bombs fluttering aioupd
their legs likd, a very ragged lilt.
In the treriel0
where the mines had exploded there was nothing 14-ft
alive ; but the uninjured parts of the enemy's earthworks,
were full of surprised, bewildered German troops workirig
in their shirt-sleeves. On them fell the rain of grenades.
thrown by our modern grenadiers. No fight was left in
the Saxons who had been holding the hill. The tremendems
explosions and the rapid appearance of our bombing par*
threw them into a panic. Like wild beasts they fouglit
each other to get into the traverses leading to their second
line of defences, some even dining their bayonets into their
comrades in front.
Cascades of Fire and Lanes of Flame

The trenches which we captured only extended 25o
yards on the enemy's front, and with the slopes of the
captured hill the position formed a wedge driven in the
enemy's lines. Our storming parties suffered little I ss
until they came` to the barricades in the German com-,
munication trenches, where they were kept back by bomb-.
throwers and machine-guns. It was then that our artiller,y,
took part in the fight. We had an unusual number ,of.
The Work of the Rival Tunnellers
big guns massed in readiness behind our main pcsifion,
On this occasion the main work was done by our sappers and as soon as they received the signal that the hill ..was
instead of by our artillerymen. Starting from the trenches won a most terrible bombardment began. All the French
in the, valley, our engineers drove a great tunnel eastward, - and British batteries for six miles round woke in thunder
which branched out under the hill in three directions. and flame, < and, with an uninterrupted cascade of shells,'
Sounds were heard by the tuimellers indicating that other they formed a curtain of death betw een Hill 6o and the
human moles were at work in the neighbourhood. The second and third Gelman line of trenches running towards
fact was that the GerZandvoord.- The obj cc t
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Britons Bear the Brunt in Second Battle for Calais

In a panorama of wreck and tumult, the ,ground a hbge 4eath-,. important position dominating the country to the north and northmound, and overhead clouds upon clouds of smoke—white from west of Ypres,- is here illustrated. Repeated fierce attacks on the
bursting shrapnel, black and Molt from bitt-gun._shelle,--the
part of the Germans to regain the hill have been " stubbornly
titanic struggle for Calais and the mastery, of the coast
, being
opmed ; even their asphyxiating gases have not saved them frOn-i,
fought. One phase of the terrible fighting' round'
60, the
Elr , Psh'beyonelS in this, one of the fiercest battles of 'Vie war.

The War illustrated, 8th May, 1915.
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THE EXTRAORDINARY BATTLE FOR HILL 60.- and had asseverated that the hill had been recaptured
(Contzvued from page

568 )

speed building up parapets, making firing positions near the
tops of the craters, and stopping up the enemy's communication trenches. And while this was going on in the
darkness, bombing parties on either side harried their
opponents with hand-grenades.
At last, in the darkness of early Sunday morning, the
Germans gathered for the grand counter-attack. There
were about three thousand of them, -advancing in grey,
ghostly lines towards the hill, where the West Rents and
Bedfords met them - only with a ragged line of rifle fire.
Though falling in large numbers, the Germans bravely
pressed on up the hill-slope, and clustered for a bayonet
charge against the crest. But we had brought up some
thirty machine-guns, masked behind sandbags. And as
the Germans bunched for the final charge, the guns opened
fire and laid the Germans out in swathes. Twice they
bravely attempted to retake the hill. Our men sang songs
as the enemy charged, and smote him down in hundreds,
and then in thousands.
The German Commander's Mistake
All day Sunday the counter-attacks continued, the German
commander drawing support on troops all down the line,
in the hope of recovering the position. As the hill formed
a salient, he was able to attack it from three sides ,and
get cross-fire effects upon our hastily-made trenches. But
all the 'day our men held out without reinforcement. They
met the enemy with rifle fire, waited until he bunched,
and then opened on him with machine-guns. When he
was driven, back to his support trenches, our artillery
caught him midway to Zandvoord.
•
But by continuing the pressure at a dreadful sacrifice
of life the German commander managed about six o'clock
On Sunday evening to lodge his men on the southern edge
of the hill. But he made the mistake of wiring to headquarters that he had completely driven the British out
of the trenches they had occupied. This report of the
British defeat was published in Berlin, and wirelessed all
over the world, leading to the catastrophe that followed.
For at six o'clock on Sunday evening our men were reinforced, and in a great charge they swept the Germans
from the foothold-they had gained, and by Sunday night
iompletely re-established `our position on the captured hill.
There was the Duke of Wellington's Regiment and a
•
battalion of Highlanders, who fought magnificently.
The German General Staff was now in a very awkward
position. It had officially denied the news of our victory,

and that a counter-attack made by us in great force had
completely failed. It was this state of affairs that made
the Battle of Hill 6o one of the most extraordinary episodes
in the war. For when the Geimans had lost the position
as completely as they had lost Neuve Chapelle, they could
not adopt the same defensive tactics and withdraw and
strengthen their line. The whole world wanted to know
if the German or the British statement about Hill 6o were
correct. There was only one way in which the Getman
General Staff could retrieve its false situation.
Bayonet Work and Grenade Throwing
All Monday, April path, was spent in grand preparations
for the recapture of the little rise. And for the greater
part of Tuesday preparations went on. The celeliiiyed
enormous German howitzers—the 16'5 in. and the
—were brought up against our front, together with a
thousand other guns. On the evenirw, of Tuesday, April
b an attempt was
zoth, after Ypres had been bombarded,
made to blow in all our trenches on the hill-top and curtain
off all our infantry supports by an unending storm of
heavy shell fire. Then the German infantry attacked.
What happened nobody knows in detail. Our machineguns worked in their old way, and attack after attack
was broken, but the Germans, fed from their large reserve,
still pressed onward throughout the night, and, crossing
the zone of fire, they got mixed up with our men in handto-hand fighting. It was bayonet work varied by grenade
throwing and point-blank magazine fire. The main struogle
took place in and around the labyrinth of winding trenches
that encircled ,the craters. But our men, somehow, won
through; and when daybreak came on Wednesday, April
ant, only one point on the hill was held by the Germans.
From this they were dislodged in the afternoon by a fierce
infantry attack.
The Germans then tried to asphyxiate our troops by
raining on the hill, from three sides, bombs filled with
poisonous gases. The space our men occupied was only
a mound 25o yards long by zoo yards wide. By means
of steel catapults the Germans threw cylinders of chlorine
gas which burst and spread all over this small area. But
even this utterly barbaric use of the deadliest resources
of civilisation had no effect whatever upon the strength
of our line. Our men tied wet rags about their noses and
mouths, and firmly established themselves'on the captured
hill. There were times when the famous little hill was
blotted from sight by clouds of poisonous fumes, but no
German again got a foothold there.

XX.--How the Can adians Saved Ypres
FTER the victory of the British troops at Hill 6o,
following on their, success, at Neuve Chapelle, the
German Commander-in1Chief was forced to attempt
an advance in some part his lines round Ypres. For the
continued local defeats of the entrenched German armies
were telling on the spirit of the men. - All the allied
generals, On the Yser and the LyS-,-,expected a German
attack and prepared for it. But the desperate and disheartened enemy was afraid to essay- an advance in the
ordinary way. As General Joffre had openly eXplained,
the Allies had two men to every German from the North
Sea to Switzerland. as. a
The Barbarians' Greenish-Yellow Poison
Having little hope of winning by fair fighting, the enemy
developed the inhuman; forbidden methods of asphyxiation,
which he had hastily and vainly employed at Hill 6o.
This . time he was more careful in preparing his diabolic
method of attack.' He waited till Thursday evening,
April 22nd, when a strong.ind was blowing steadily from
the north. He then placed his apparatus along the northern
section of his trenches above Ypres, and to German tiOOps
there were supplied With Masks, protecting'eyes, nos and
mouth front the deadly funies
•
As darkness was falling great-areenish-yellow-clouds rose
from the German trenches;b3rthe'fbfe.it-er
drifting with the wind over the French lines, by the villages
of Bixschoote and Langemarck. The gas attacked the
mucous membrane of every soldier in a zone of two miles,

A

causinr, the throat to swell inside, and close the an.pas§ages •
at the same time it blistered the delicate coverineCit the
eyes, prodneing dreadful pain and temporary blindness.
When the gas had;done its work, the German soldiers with
their masked faces, rushed the French trenches, crossed
the canal, and made a bridge-head at the. village of Liierne
What French troops survived the clouds of gas withdrew
towards Ypres, and made a stand at the village bf Boe.sitghe.
Four miles eastward; at the hamlet of St. Julieitz'Jhe
trenches of the Canadians , under Major-General 'Ali
remained like the edge ofa broken dyke through w h a
flood was pouring. In the darkness the Canadians felt a
curious smarting of their eyes and'an extraordinary leinpiness
their throats, but most of them were sufficiently
removed from the- deadly gas zone to escape sudden
asphyxiation. But they were • in deadly, peril. , Foi'the
Germans had captured the four lie,a,:
17x,:gtinS- Which they
had lent to the French holding the 'wood `of Pilken, and
fromthe wood German force was-adfa4Cing round their
rear, while another ho§tile fotee held thein
Chargingtliegan4r•Bg Fortis
It was the melt diffi
ati n soldiers couldd
upon to face. The breaking theallied,Jiiie had oCOilfrOd
with the unexpectedregk,'*1,„„Weirdness ;Of :night-it-1'41e
terror, and-rituchWW0/d-liaVe been forgiven the untried,
newly-trained, sons of Canada had they given ground and
withdrawn towards Ypres. Instead of doing so, they
(Coatinued on page 272.)

Flotsam and Jetsam in the Tide of Battle

A barge—load of German prisoners captured in the fighting at -Neuve Chapelle waiting for the train which will speed them to
internment. This photograph, poignant as it is with misery, well illustrates the despair of the captives. Note the two British
soldiers who are in charge of the guard of these German eagles with clipped wings.

The danger to vehicles from this " pet—holes " and large sharp There is nothing more affecting than the fighting man's love for
stones caused by shell fire on French highways is being mitigated his fallen comrades. Here some members of the London Scottish
are tending the graves of their friends killed in a recent action.
by a band of road menders attached to the French Army.

This mass of debris is part of the aecumulation of German war Material, uniforms of fallen soldiers, weapons, etc., gathered
together after a big battle, and sent by rail behind the lines, there to be duly sorted out for further use in Wilhelm's cause.

rhe -War Illustrated, 8th May, 1915.
HOW THE CANADIANS SAVED YPRES (6'",'„',,Ic-rr
extended their line and entrenched westward, back to back,
to hold the Germans enveloping their rear. Meanwhile,
their comrades came out of their billets, and took each four
hundred rounds of ammunition, and marched up in the
darliness without food or water towards St. Julien.
Towards midnight the Canadians charged. In front
of them, - about five hundred yards away, was the wood
that had been held by the French regiment, -to whom they
had lent their four 4.7 in. guns. The wood was now occupied
by seven thousand Germans; who had made little sandbag
forts, defended by many machine-gun parties. There
were two thOusand Canadians bent on recovering their
guns, but they did not know what was waiting for them
in the dini, thick spinney. No enemy was visible. -When they were two hundred yards from the German
trench by the wood there came, from three sides, the rattle
of machine-gun .fire and the flash of rifles. - The Germans
had _almost enveloped the British position at St. Julien,
and they enfiladed the daring attackers as these charged
forward: Line after line of the Canadians went down, but
their Supports leaped over their bodies and burst through
a hedge, bayoneted the Germans in the trench behind it,
and then entered the wood. Here it was wild hand-to-hand
fighting amid trees and brushwood, our men having only
their- rifles in taking each German machine-gun position.

The d iffi
i es.Ad: darrg e offifti,tor de014`ch=4140.reA rejeglork,,
and their.stioniicius,'Invatilifile'—ivoWhilit been,̀ the- odbfectliir
much praise in the course of the war. Frequently the country
through which- they have to travel is full of obstructions, bad
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For though some of our Maxims were brought up, they
;were not sufficient to cope with the enemy's machine-guns,
and the Canadians had to do their work with bullet and
bayonet.
And they did it well, with all the odds against them.
Rushing, stabbing, yelling, firing, they got the Germans—
the famous Prussian Guard it is reported-on the run, and
shot them down as they fled. Clearing the wood, they
recaptured their own guns and three French howitzers,
leaving behind them a broad trail of thousands of dead and
wounded Germans. With all that the Canadians were' of
satisfied. Still going at the double, they emerged from Zle
farther side of the wood, and ran on for another five hub: d
yards, till they were close upon the light field artille of
the Guards they had routed. Then, however; the Gein
forces along the canal swept backwards against thtM;7,„, d
again the heroes of Canada, were surrounded and brought
under a cross-fire. But, retiring into the wood, they du.themselves in the trenches they, had captured from the
enemy, making - new parapets; and deepening the ditches
under a hurricane of shrapnel from the distant GerMan
batteries. There they held out, without food, until Satinday morning', April 24th, when they were relieved, Their
achievement ranks among the glories of our far-flung race.
For the Canadians Undoubtedly saved Ypres. Had ,they
given way, the town would have been taken from the north.

tYiAdg,'water-lftgiged

byways, etc. But the modern scout on his
Will steed:lit -able and willing to go anywhere, even through a
flood as seen in this striking; picture, a feat one time regarded
as impossible with an air—cooled engine.

Here & there with our Gallant Indians in France

'The Indian, no less than "Tommy," is very particular as to his appearance.
Here he is engaged in being his own laundryman at a village fountain.

Lonely Indian sentry guarding the crossroads. The improvised sentry-box is
made of tree-trunks and brushwood.

Indian cooks preparing the inevitable but
greatly relished curry for their comrades.

The Oriental obsessed by the Drink Problarn—Indian scout quenches his thirst
from a running water-pipe.

As on their native hills. Indian soldiers at
Vieille Chapelle squat round a firo.

Underground cooking-stove. To cornpletely hide it the chimney in the rear i 3
made with clay to appear as a tree-trunk.

Indian warriors wounded in the Ypres fighting fraternise at Vieille Chapelle
with the Red Cross workers.

The TVar illustrated, 8th May,
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Out Camera Correspondent on the British Froni,

This lonely farmstead stands hist between the opposing armies, in
" No 'Man's Land.!' ... Its walls and' roof are perforated with
bullet holes, and before long kehell will raze it to the ground.

Part of the actual battlefield of Neuve Chapelle. The earth 03 torn
by the feet of thousands of soldiers, marching; charging ,'-fightingi •
Scarcely a blade of grasi remains,

Left: Min of the Royal Horse Artillery attached to the "fodder department." They
are replenishing the horses' supply-bags from the store at a farm. Right : British
stores stacked by a roadside preparatory to being conveyed to the trenches.

The burning of about 5,000 gallons of petrol. The barge, with
itscargo of- precious spirit, was on its way to a British base when
a bursting shell set the petrol afire. Nothing could stop the havoc

of the flames, and our photograph was taken just as the remains t
of the barge were breaking up before sinking. It will be noticed
that the tiller and rudder still stand. (Exclusive photegraphs.)

Diverse Incidents in the "No Man's Land" of War

Red Cross workers conducting a wounded
German from the field ambulance to the
hospital. Inset in Centre : Debris of a
house at Laventie, an object of Hun-fire.

Red Cross workers are indefatigable.
Always, present at, or in the wake of a
battle, the field motor-ambulance is ever
ready to succour fresh victims of the war.

The trademark of the " Kultur" syndicate. The home of some The war-riven highways of France and Flanders are.like ploughed
fields. This one has been too much for the auto; which has
innocent non-combatant has suffered the "civilising" influence of
sustained a spill, happily, however, without cansing casualties.
a German shell.

The War illustrated, 8th May,

1915.
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The Retaking of the Guns : Canada's Fighting SOW inscribe an Immortal Page in Our Empire Story

THE explosion of the mines at Hill 6o, and the subsequent British
capture of this important strategic point, were the signal
for the second terrible struggle in Flanders, which will probably
prove the decisive battle on the western front For• months the
Germans made elaborate preparations, both as regards men, guns;

and infernal gas-generating machines; to ensure success in a final
attempt to reach Calais, the nearest point top Perfidious Albion.')
That the battle should open with an immortal chapter of
British heroism is an inspiring and hopeful augury. On. April 230
the enemy in superior force launched a terrific attack on the

Yser Canal near Steenstraate and Het Sas, and owing to the
-breaking of the French line and the necessary withdrawal of
IrOops. the Canadians were in imminent danger of being outflanked.
A.-rapk1 retreat became imperative, and four 4.7 im guns, inritheir
rear, had to be abandoned to the overwhelming enemy.

The prize, however, did not remain long in German hands. A
brilliant counter-attack by the Colonials was organised. Their
courage, proof against every effort to shatter it—machine-gun and
shell fire, the bayonet, asphyxiating gases, etc.—the Canadians made
good, retook the guns, and captured a large number of prisoner's. _

•

•

Austria's Broken Army in Desperate Straits
ANXIETY and bewilderment are preying on the
people of Vienna now that- the truth about
. the. situation in the Carpathians has begnn- to
leak out in the Austro-Huns' capital.
.-- These photographs were taken under great
difficulties,, I though- special .• facilities . were
granted by the Austrian authorities, They
depict-various scenes at diverse point§ on the
Carpathians' front, where the Russians- have been
so - victorious. -- The Russians. having -.gained
command of the western- passes, concentrated
their forces - over a front-Of about eighty. . miles
beyond the crest of the Carpathians, and pushed
the Austrian forces before them into the . plains
of Hungary. The enemy reinforcements arrived
too late, and the RUssians were already in
command of many of the roads into Hungary.
Near view of an Austrian howitzer battery in action in the
• Carpathians. The gun on the left is about to be fired.

In one of the Austrian artillery cans in the Carpathians where Austrian machine—gun inaction - In the snow. It is fitted with
gunners are unloading shell s for their big guns.
sleighrunners, so that it can be drawn rapidly along by hand.

Austrian engineers repairing a bridge in the Carpathians which had been destroyed by our Russian allies. The Austrians are seen
building up a large column of,timber to support one of the spans. Inset: Austrians in a trench on the Carpathians' front. ft is reported
that the Kaiser has personally implored the Saxons, co—operating with the Austrians, to stem the Russian advance into the Bukovina.
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The, War. as seen from the German Side

Prussian infantry being inspected by an officer prior to their
return to the trenches6 They are wearing linen trouser-overalls,
fastened by two bands over the shoulders. Their rifles are
bandaged to preient the sights being filled with trench sand.

German officers studying maps of the particular war area in
which they are fighting. They are hidden in the thick undergrowth of a plantation in France.

A- trifling barricade of cartwheels;. in the debris of a wrecked factory, hastily erected by the German troopers, who had 'sighted
the approach cif a strong British reconnaissance force

German snipers at work amid the ruins of a shell-wrecked
building. Under cover of night the snipers select their vantage
ground near our lines, and it is difficult to locate them.

Exclusive photograph, of Pield-Marshal von Hindenburg,
with a Staff officer, near his' elaborate motor,-sleigh, in the
snows of Poland, The' vehicle_ is propelled by'an aerial screw:"
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Women Serve the Country in Munition Factories

Girl experts Inspecting the completed cartridges. Right
Machine workers making metal cases to hold the bullets. These
patriots have decorated the factory with Union Jacks.

plATRIOTIC women 'and girl workers are labouring hard every
I
day, and often all night, in order to provide cartridges for
our soldiers at the front.
These photographs were taken in a Leeds ammunition factory.
•where the keenness of the employees- has enabled the output
to be doubled since the war began. At the sight of these women
and girls„ all busy making thousands upon thousands of cartridges
that are destined to take death to tens of thousands of men,
one . instinctively thinks of the strange paradox their work
creates: They are labouring that their sons, htisbands,. brothers,
and sweethearts may have the means to deal pain and tie-6th
to other.. women's men-folk. In Gerniany there are also women
engaged on similar work to help in the destruction of many of
Britain's bravest. Marie Corelli has said, in one of her poems,
that The Woman's Right is the Maker's Might in the moulding
of the -world." She makes " the makers of laws ! " - Vet, in her
country's need, Woman plays.her share in the destruction that Man
•• has decreed necessary for the better management the world.

inspecting the newly—Made 'cartiriuge-:cases betOre the kitniets,
or the percussion caps have been fixed in. Right : A little girl
working hard to provide ammunition. She is stamping the

pieces of mettif that hold the caps. Inset above : Another corner
of the ammunition factory where women are making cartridges
in hundreds of thousands for their brothers in arms.
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New Garden City for Woolwich War Workers,

One of the streets in the new munition workers' town at Well Hall Station, near Woolwich, of which there are about eight miles.
A few weeks ago the site was a hundred acres of, cultivAted ground. Now 1,200 dwellings are in the course of rapid construction.
NE important and far-seeing act on the
0 -fmrt of the Governinent has been. the
. conversion of about a hundred acres of land
in the vicinity of Well Hall Station, near
Woolwich, into a garden city for Arsenal
workers.
Simultaneously with the problem of labour
for shell manufacture, that of accommodating
the munition makers has arisen.
In nine short weeks a new town has been
erected in the environs of London-3,600
workmen have been busy constructing about
1,260 dwellings, which will form the habitation
of Woolwich Arsenal's new army of workers.
But this is only the beginning of a scheme
which will, no doubt, develop in the course
of time. Circumstances have forced Britain into line
with the militarism of Continental Powers,
and the day of Splendid Isolation, with the
Navy as the first line of defence and attack,
is over.
The great British Army has risen pimenixlikte from the ashes of popular prejudice, and
4t§ weight will henceforth be a prime factor
politics:' Britain, with her usual
ipervetgeness, has reversed the accepted order,
-,an&:in time of war prepares for peace!
•

Types of houses which are springing up like mushrOoms in the vicinity of Well Hall Station.
These are destined to accommodate the additional workers at Woolwich Arsenal.

General view of some of the dwellings in the new munition workers' capital. The houses are at once picturesque and practical. I
The style of architecture varies sufficiently to obviate monotony, and the structures are solid and permanent.

By F. A. McKenzie, " Daily Mail" War Correspondent

T

HE German forward movement in Flanders clearly
shows the difficulties of attack under modern conditions. The Germans had been preparing for a
sweeping advance for some weeks. They had brought
strong forces of troops—including, it is reported, many
Austrian regiments—into .Northern Belgium. They had
the advantage of a new weapon of death—asphyxiating
gas—which cleared the French trenches for them. They
struck at an unexpected point, well to the north of the main
British armies. In the early days of the war, such an advance, so well begun, would have carried them right into
the heart of the British lines. But, now, after more than a
week of fighting it meant no more than a doubtful
advance of about three miles. Ypres has been destroyed
by shell fire, but not captured. At the moment of writing
the Germans have been driven back over the Yser Canal.
The aim of the Germans was to capture Dunkirk and
Calais, They reckoned to occupy Ypres, to hold the line
of the canal, to move to St. Omer, and from there, having
broken the organising centre of the allied forces, to destroy
the isolated northern armies at their leisure. They would
have had the gallant,little Belgian Army at their mercy.
Their boast that they were going to occupy Calais by
April 24th could hardly have been seriously entertained
by the generals, but served to encourage the soldiers. In
the end the most important result to them of the early
gains - was their cheering and stimulating effect on the
German people.
Gerinans Held Back
by their Own Gas

The arm-chair critic, who knows nothing of War as it
really is, may criticise harshly the conduct of the French
troops north of Ypres, who fled on the fatal Thursday
afternoon. No one else will do so. It is an axiom of war
that a new and unexpected form -of death will usually
break the nerve of the bravest and most experienced
troops. The first time bombs were used in modern battles,
infantry hitherto immovable gave way. The first time
highly-charged electric wires were employed defending
a fortified place the advancing troops, who had pushed
on without wincing under heavy shell and rifle fire, broke
and retired. This surprise effect can only be fully -produced cnce. The next time asphyxiating gas- was used,
men knew better what was coming and what precautions
to take against it. The Germans promised us a surprise.
They have giveh it, and have gained' comparatively little
by it as an innovation of actual military value.
Divide and Rule—
Divide and Fall
The -old motto `-` Divide and- Rule " does not apply to
war, if it does to Statecraft. In war .- it is rather " Divide
and Fall:" Hence the criticism aroused- o'er the opening
Of -a formidable campaign by the Allies by land and sea
at the Dardanelles when all. our
ati*.ne004,against
our supreme enemy -- in the north. - There'. Was, evidently
a serious miscalculation en our side.eoncerning the strength
of the Dardanelles; yet ever',-soldier and sailor knew that
ships alone could never clear. the : passage. There . may
be political reasons that compel thiS effort, reasons. Which
cannot publicly be told: The -Dardanelles Expedition
means either that our military authorities are confident
of their overwhelming strength •on the western front, 'Cr
else they have decided to postpone the great drive planned
for May.
Sir fan Hamilton—
An Appreciation

Three main causes hindered the Germans from -taking
advantage of the momentary rout of the Algerian troops
through poisonous gas. First the gas itself provided a
two-edged weapon. It cleared the trenches of the French,
but for a time it prevented the Germans from going forward.
The_ immediate effect of bromine gas, even when diluted,
is to produce a sensation of blindness and suffocation.
The victim's eves shut tight and run with water. He has
the feeling that his nose -and throat are closed. The
Sir Ian Hamilton, the. commander.. of. The Dardanelles
German- infantry had to wait until the gas blew away, Expedition, is a man of letters turned soldier. Had
and. by that time the- Canadians had come up and saved he not given his life to the Arm'i he would have
the situation. Had the enemy been able_to advance im- been - one - of our greatest writers. From the days
mediately, Ypres must have fallen.
when, as an eager young suhaltern,, he Was wounded
: There is no need to dwell here on the heroism of the •at -Majuba until now fi e , has ,.proved -his mettle in
Resolute,- daring, and original, • he is
Canadian Division. The three great charges on the early many a field,
morning of April 23rd—particularly the advance of the the very- opposite to the old red-tape type of British
Highlanders on the wood, the charge of the ist and general. All who have ever met him find it difficult to
4th Battalions- over eight hundred yards of rising, rough think critically of him, - because of the personal charm
land, in face of machine-gun, infantry, and shrapnel fire, of the man. As a bi-iiliant leader' in South Africa, , as
and: the disastrous but gloriouS • short rush of the 3rd British -military representative with the Japanese Army.
Battalion-will' go- down in 'history with Balaclava. The as reformer and organiser - of -- Our Dominion Armies,'.fie
advance and attack of the Canadians' on the German has done much • good Work for the Empire. - At the
front' gaN,,e time for a strong British reinforcement to be beginning of the war he was appointed to the command
brought up. Here the Splendid system of -back-line com- of the Home Forces, and ,theri came his big - opporIt may -- be. questiened if the Dardanelles
munications, which has been perfected during the winter, tanity.
proved its efficacy. It is now possible in a very few licihrs Expedition is at this time Wise. There is every reason,
hOWever, to have confidenCe in the man selected to
to concentrate a crushing force on any point of the line.
. command it.
This is what we did on that Friday afternoon.
Last Week's Forecast
Breaking the Nerves
on this page
Of the Bravest
Probably by the time this issue is published the full
returns of the casualties Will be, known. They will Undoubtedly be very heavy indeed. - The detailed accounts
of the losses of the Canadian Contingent that reach me:
are so serious that, without- hill-corroboration, I refrain
from repeating them. In one battalion that Went- out
about a thousand strong on the Thur:sday night only 189
men—so some of the survivors tell me— answered
their names when the roll was -called on the Friday
evening. In another 30o responded. These are among
the worst.

One. drawback of the very wide circulation of Tan
WA R ILLUSTRATED is that the comments- for this
page have to be written some days before- publication,
on account of the time taken in printing the. enormous issues. Some of--my 'readers -may have wondered
- at my forecast in the -last issue of an early
German forward movement in Flanders. The forecast read somewhat absurdly after the movernent
had taken placer The explanation is, of course, that
my forecast was written and in type before any new of
the German advance had reached this country.

By Motor -'Bus to and from the Firing-Line
it not for the use of the motor-omnibuses
W ERE
taken from the streets of our cities, it would

have been impossible for our Generals to have maintained their forces with reinforcements as quickly
as is necessary in modern warfare. 'Victory may
depend on an army's ability to hurry fresh troops to
the firing-line whenever and wherever necessary.
Our vast 'fleet of motor-'huses also forms an
important part of the huge transport convoys that
keep the men in the trenches well and regularly supplied
with all necessaries. It is estimated that every
hundred men in the trenches require twenty others
to maintain them.. This fact helps one to realise the
great importance of the motor-'bus and motor-transports at the front, and emphasises the extent to which
motor-driven vehicles are affecting the issue in this
" petrol war."
Perhaps the most_ striking of the photographs on
this page are those showing our soldiers about to take
their 'bus journey to the firing-line, and the wounded
warriors being brought back to hospital. There is
comedy, tragedy, and pathos in these scenes. The
comedy is supplied -by the obvious cheerfulness of
our soldiers as they climb the 'bus that is to take
them into the midst of battle ; the pathos is that
the journey may prove a ride to death.

A London " Metro," though some of its windows
t. ave been shattered, is still useful for conveying
wounded to the base hospital.

No Indication-boards are needed on these motor-'buses, for they all go the same
war7Ato the trenches. As light-heartedly as thoUgh he were on a pleasure jaunt,
the British " Tommy" mounts the homely 'bus and sets out forglory or—death.

The once familiar scene of a motor-'bus on strike " is not unknown at the
front, for there are times when the " spirit " of the engines has as little respect 1
for the Br't-sh soldier as for the City passenger in a hurry.

Left: Fully equipped, "Tommy" climbs the steps of the 'bus joy-ride. Right: How different the return journey from the
that is to convey him from his comfortable billet into the firing- trenches'. Yet these suffering passengers were of the merry
Hue . He journeys, with ever a joke on his lips, as though it were a crowd that, en the outward trip, went riding gaily to the front.

`ITHE-WAR-BY-SEA
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

T

HE Dardanelles operations have so fax proved a
disappointment to the public, though—happily----that has in no way impaired confidence in our sailors.
The failure is attributed to the misapprehensions of the true
inwardness of the situation by the authorities in Whitehall.
This in itself is a source of .regret, because when the first accounts came of the transport of the Expeditionary Force of
too,000 men to France, they were accepted as proving
that everything had been thought out in peace, and. the
b
administration stood Very high in prestige. Now -that
prestige has been partly liattered., for there can be little
excuse for not having fully matured plans in connection
with the Dardanelles.

force would have been unable - "to get out again unless
released by the military. occupation of the Dardanelles.
Its action - would, therefore, have been entirely subsidiary to
military • operations and have favoured thent ; for, in the
absence of railways, the Turks on both ;sides_ of the Straits
depend mainly on sea communications for their-very Complicated supplies for the garrisons; forts, and batteries.

- -- The Primal Need of a Land Force
The next element on which military action from ,the sea
vitally -depends is surprise._. AS I have said, Turkey, along
its Asiatic coasts, offers many points of attack. A few
desultory bombardments 'around the; Dardanelles, _as well
as a submarine attack; "occurred long before February:
The Delay in Attacking the Dardanelles
.
19th, concerning which- I need only remark that to burgle a
. The Queen Elizabeth-and her consorts commenced opera- heuse you- do not commence
Making as much noise as
tions on February . 19th, or one . hundred and six days possible. Finally, on February 19th the Navy commenced.
after war had broken out. with Turkey, and over seven serious bombardments,-and now, after more than two Months,
months after the inexplicable -action of the Admiralty and we realise that-it-was all done—the ammunition expended, the
the Mediterranean Squadron in failing- to -sink the Goeben lives of the guns used-up, the Irresistible, Ocean, and Bouvet
had -enabled Germany to coerce Turkey. Here, indeed, was lost, and others badly. damaged-long before the army was
ample-time for corordinated plans. So, when accounts were - ready.- Only on -April 26th did the public become_ aware
heard in January of naval and military forces being sent, that there was no army until that moment. The Navy.
it did not enter anybody's head that the operations were which, in shore operations, must .always be the subsidiary.
not to be of a combined character. Nor could it be thought force, became the sole force. Not merely the natural
that they were being undertaken without the fullest informa- obstacles of forts and mines have to be encountered, but
tion of the state of - the enemy's preparations, enabling army howitzersand- moving batteries, which would have been
the Cabinet to judge that the operations were feasible, and busily employed against an army, were directed to attacking
would not result in a prolonged or- undue diVision of force the ships and mine-sweepers from behind the hills - or from
•from-the- main theatre of war. It was also assumed, as a concealed positions. There was no military force to prematter of course, that the Russians Would endeavour to vent guns taking root again after they had once been
carry - out simultaneous - operations in the vicinity of the silenced ; no military force to exterminate snipers and stop
Bosphorus. We inferred that the earlier delay was neces- guns interfering with the mining trawlers, or to search along
sary owing to the iinpossibility of providing the military the coast for concealed torpedo-tubes. If those facts had
force in the first instance, though it had the unfortunate been known, no enlightened man would have supported the
effect of postponing the period of operations to a time operations unless it could be shown that there was widesingularly unfavourable, by reason of gales and fogs, to spread demoralisation in the Turco-German forces, and even
subsidiary or naval action. then that very- demoralisation would have -necessitated a
military force for the subsequent preservation of order.
Could We Have Acted Earlier ?
How Russia Might Help
_ Turkey offers many points of attack, and any attempt to
meet - the probabilities of such involves wide dispersion.
For a navy to act alone is like a football team of - all
In addition, psychological factors suggested - that Turkish backs. You cannot get -proper team work in operations
prepatations in peace were inadequate, but German direc- against- the shore without an army seconded by the navy.
tion might make considerable changes.
And we must have-the utmost combination. 13y - destroying
Economically, she Was borrowing at twenty per cent. to coal transports and accommodation in the Black Sea, the
pay for the battleships building in England. It is the Russians have done something to hamper Turkey's ability to
opinion of the writer that the Dardanelles could have been run ships with supplies in the Sea of Marmora, but the
freed in the early stages of the war, and a great deal Of Russian Navy fears to transport troops because of the
destructive work-done in the Sea- of Marmora, together with Goeben and Turkish -ships. On the other hand, something
the entire outting,off of supplies along that sea, on which most might be done- to prevent egress from the Bosphorus. by
of the improvedbdefence of the Dardanelles has been based. mines, - and in that case a military force might be transported
It must, however, be distinctly understood that the naval to attack the Bosphorus from the east, and by the railway.

Striking panorama :f the German High Sea Fleet taken some weeks ago in the mine—seated waters of the Kiel Canal.

The Little 75's Big Brother and the Historic 41

A big French gun which is now sharing the credit of efficiency with the smaller piece of ordnance—the "75." One of the powerful
155 mm.—or about 6 in.—guns which have been sorely impressing the Huns in the neighbourhood of Regneville. It wilt be noted that
the weapon is not masked, probably because it is sufficiently hidden from aircraft by the various houses in the neighbourhood.

Thik,46.1:in.gup;whictk graved 89, notoriouslyi'kiicaesiitui
notor
An the South "AfitCiii War; has
into prominence by the getiOrkef tbs,
Canadians in recovering fem. of these ` Weapons 'abandoned in the fight coV the Yser Caneli which commenced on April 23rd. This
exclusive photograph shows a 4.7 in. gun being placed in position during manoeuvres.
-

By C. G. Grey, Editor of The Aeroplane"

T

..:vi

HE exploit of the officer of the Royal Flying Corps
also sausage-like in appearance, which is curled round'
who dropped a bomb on the airship shedat Ghent
the gas bag. The front end of this air-bag is open and
recently is one of the smartest things done during
there is a small hole at the back end, just to let -the air
the War. _ The official " Eye-Witness " notes that he found
run through in a steady' current. This notion
eVi. 041
cl ently copied from those curious Japanese kites' shaped
the shed guarded by a captive balloon, the crew of which
like fish into
fired upon him from_ the basket. The pilot of the aerothe wind blows through the open;
plane thereupon came down in a closely-wound spiral
mouth of the fishpath right over the top of the balloon, so that the crew
How the Balance is Maintainies!,
underneath could not fire up at him, and the- guns
The gas-bag is held to the anchor cable by cords; so that
on the ground could not make good shooting for fear of
the pull comes rather to the front of the sausage, and the
hitting the balloon.
car is suspended at about the middle.
\\ hen a gust strikes the balloon it fills up the air-'oag.
Then, when he got below the level of the balloon, he flew
through the open mouth, and this then acts as a raddereC
directly under it, so that the gunners on the ground would
which I...eeps the balloon absolutely head to wind. The
again be afraid to fire at him for fear of bringing down
pull on this bag, being behind the attachment of the cords.''_
their friends. But it strikes one that he must have had ,a
throws the tail of the balloon up, and this lift of the tail is
fairly hot time, as he passed about the same level as the
assisted by two flaps, which hang along the sides of the
balloon basket; for then the crew would have a fairly level
balloon when there is no wind.
shot at him, and in order to keep out of their range he
The lift of the tail in this way throws the body of the.
Would have to fly wide, so that the gunners below must
balloon into a position more nearly horizontal, ,so that it
have had several easy shots=and missed.
offers less resistance to the wind., and has less:'tendency
Where' the Dirigible is Valuable
to blow backwards. - At the same time, owing tci 'the
Even when he was below the balloon it is surprising that
and the sloping bottom of the gas-bag, there is a genetali:
he Was not hit by the people in the basket firing downtendency for the wind to lift the whole balloon bodily, just
wards, for one can get a perfectly vertical shot over the
as a kite is lifted, instead of blowing it backWards. at*,
edge of the basket, and the German captive balloons more
downwards, as is the ease with the ordinary spherical..
so little that they give one a very good chance of aiming.
balloon when anchored. Between the two it is possible
However, apparently, he got down to 200 feet, hit the
to arrive at a nice balance, so that the force of the *kin':
shed, and got away again without being hit, so he must
trying to blow the balloon back and down is balarice&-.1oY:q
have had a „good deal of luck as well as judgment.
the force trying to lift it forwards and upwards, and so the r
These German captive balloons are really most useful
N% hole thing remains practically where it Was originally.
adjuncts to the aerial armament of any country, and it is
Captive Balloons as Artillery "Spotting" Pasts
peculiar that no one bothered much about them till War
actually broke out. Now' every country uses them in
The result is an almcst stationary platform for observaquantities.
tion, and as these balloons can be let up to a height of
The type is officially known as the Parseval-Siegsfeld-3,000, or en-en as much as 5.000 feet, the radius of vision is
the first being built by the Parseval airship firm, and
enormous. Lven at loo or Soo feet one can see for ten or
designed years ago by Herr Siegsfeld. The Italians used
twelve miles across flat country, which is quite fan enough
one in the Tripoli campaign with excellent effect, and the
to spot the location of guns, with the result that „WIten...onCf
Belgians bought one from Germany a year or so before the
of these balloons goes up the hostile heavy artillery.
war. The latter has done very good work throughout the
generally cease fire, for fear the dust and flash of
war, and is doing so still, unless it has been destroyed
discharge may disclose their position,
recently.
Naturally, the balloon is a good deal harder to hit than -a
The ordinary spherical captive balloon, of the sort one.
church
. tower, and being higher' it affords a better ob-serva-:..,,
used to see at country fairs, is quite useless if there is any
lion-post ; so it is rather a pity. our Allies
°
the
wind. Every time a grist hits
nent had not more of then?
it the thing is b/own backthe beginning of the wat,
wards and downwards ; for,
they would have had bettey,
being anchored to the ground,
views of the hostile artilletii,;'
it is forced to describe a
and might have saved manyt
cirenlar path, with its point
churches, which the Germans
of anchorage as centre and
knocked down because they,.
the length of its cable as
were sure they were used as
radius. Then, when the gust
artillery " spotting "posts.
passes, it bobs up again, folEvery now and then one
lowing the same circular path,
of the captive sausages
with 'the result that no
which are generally called
human inside can stand the
" kite = balloons "
brealisf;
heaving and bobbing about,
away through a cable being'
and the crew become violently
cut by a shell, or sirapty,
sea-sick, even if they are
through the cable.breaking,-:
experienced sailors, Also,
and these have given rise to
owing:to the constant waving,
reports from all over Europe
it is impossible to obserVe
and the North Sea of Zeppelin.
anything accurately from it.
or Parseval airships = being
The Siegsfeld, however, bewrecked, or adrift without;
haves better in a wind than
control. One report frOm
when there is no wind, for
Holland of an airship " not
the following easily understood
under control." distinctly rereasons. The balloon itself ,
ferred to a Parseyal-Siegsfeld.:
is tubular in shape, and sits
Their use as aerial " guardtip -on end, like a sausage. Captive balloon of the Parseval-Siegsfefd type. Its curious tubular ships " is likely to become
secures stability in the wind. Our aviation expert has common, even in this country,
placed vertically.
At th e construction
,
some interesting remarks to make on the war value of the dirigible
lower end is -a big air-bag,
in the near fur
in his article n this page-,

Hard-won Battle Honours for British Heroes

Private EDWARD BARBER, Grenadier
Guards, who has been awarded the
V.C. for his gallant conduct at Neuve
Chapelle.

Commander HENRY PEEL RITCHIE,
who won his V.C. for bravery in
East Africa, when be was in command
of Naval operations at Dar-es-Salaam.

Private ROSS TOL.LERTON, Cameron
Highlanders, gained the V.C. at the
Aisne, when, though himself wounded,
he saved an injured officer.

Lance-Corporal W. D. FULLER,

-Grenadier Guards, who earned the

Victoria Cross for splendid
bravery at Nerve Chapelle.

Map, C J. C. GRANT, (son-in-law
of Lard Rosebery), Coldstream
Guards, who has just been awarded
the Distinguished Service Order,

Captain R. TULLOCK, Royal West
Rent Regiment, has gained the
0.8.0. for exceptionally brave service
in the field.

Major J. LIVINGSTONE LEARMOUTH, Royal Field Artillery, who has
been awarded the Distinguished Service
Order for his gallantry in action.

Major G. SALMON, of the Rifle
Brigade, who has been honoured
with the Distinguished Service Order
for bravery in the field.

Brigade Sergt.-Major THOMAS HEASMAN, 70th Battery, Royal Field Artillery, has been awarded the French Military Medal for great bravery at Mons.

Major A. NEWLAND, of the Royal Captain W. NUNN, R.N., who gained
Field Artillery, who has been numbered
the D.S.O. for his great coolness and
among those honoured with the D.S.O.
skill in, handling his ship under fire
for distinguished conduct in action,
in unsurveyed waters.

Lieutenant H. G. de L. BUSH,
the Gloucester Regiment, who has
been awarded the Military Cross,for
exceptional gallantry.

Lieutenant DENYS CHARLES
GERALD SHOPPEE, who has been
given the Distinguished SerVice Cross
inc gallant service in action.

Captain R. LAING, 1st Battalion
Seaforth Highlanders, ,who has been
awarded the Military Cross for his
distinguished conduct.
ei traits by Sp-aiglit, Cho

Captain H. E. NOWELL, whom,
King Albert of the Belgians has
created Chevalier of the Order of
the Crown for his bravery.
Meath, Lafayette,

Bands man G. MULLENGER, 2nd
Norfolk Regt., awarded the D.O.E. for
acts of gallantry and devotion to duty
during the Persian Gull operations.
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Chronology o Events, April 23rd to April 30th
APRIL 23.—New Battle for Calais; Germans launched sudden attack
to north of Ypres and made considerable advance, due to use of
asphyxiating bombs._ French retired from gas zone for several
miles to Yser Canal, on -rest side of which Germans established
themselves at Lizeme. The extreme left of the British line,
which joined the FrenCh in neighbourhood of Langemarck, had
to fail back.
APRIL 24.—Canadians save the situation. War Office announced that
the fight for the ground into which the Germans penetrated
between Steenstraate and Langemarck still continuing. The loss
of this part of - the line laid hare left of Canadian Division, and
four Canadian 4-71n. guns passed into hands of enemy. Some hours
later the Canadians made most brilliant and successful advance,
recapturing these guns, and in the official 'words, '" saved the
situation.' ,
French and Belgians recovered Lizerne, the :village en west side
of Yser Canal.
APRIL 25.7--Batt e for Calais continued in good conditions for`the allied
troops; Fierce German attacks at four points repulsed..
Landing at the Dardanelles. A large allied force successfully
'
-•
landed on the Gallipoli Peninsula;
• Bosphorus Forts bombarded by the Rusiai. Black Sea Fleet.
APRIL 26.—Sir John French on the Coast Battle.`- The Field-Marshal
reported severe fighting north-east of -Ypres, our troops bearing
the brunt of heavy attacks, which they :stubbornly -opposed.
Attacks delivered east of the Ypres salient repulsed, and German
—
officers and men captured.
Later report stated British took the offensive, and Made progress near St. Julien and to the west of that place. _ The French
co-operated on our left, and farther to•the north retook Hetsas.British airmen bombed successfully stations and junctions at
Tourcoing, Staden; ROubaix, Langemarck, Roulers, Ingelmunster,
and Thielt.
On the Heights of the Meuse the German attacks on the front
Les Eparges-Saint Remy and the Calonne trench suffered a complete defeat.
-In the Vosges the Germans succeeded in setting foot on the
summit of the Hartmannsweilerkopf.
APRIL 27.----French recapture summit of Dartmannsweilerkopf; and
•
advanted zoo yards down the eastern slope.
Announced that after a day's
Dardanelles Land Fighting.
hard fighting in difficult country, troops on the Gallipoli tinder
Sir Ian Hamilton made good their footing with the effective help
of the Navy.

French official report states that French troop co-operated at
Kum Kaleh. on the Asiatic coast of Dardanelles, occupied tn.7!
village; .and. held their -ground there, -notwithstanding Seven_
counter-attacks delivered by the enemy. They took see Turkis h
prisoners.
u
In House of Commons the
Mr. Asquith on Reparation.
Premier stated that " when we come to an end of this war we shaft
not forget this horrible record of calculated cruelty and crime.
aml we shall hold it to be our duty to exact such reparation against
th.o.e, who are proved to be the guilty agents as it may be _possibe
for us to do.7 . •
-'
•.
Lord Kitchener, in House of Lords, also vigorously condemned
German conduct in respect of British. prisoners.
French armoured cruiser Leon Gambetta slink by Austrina
submarine at entrance to the Otranto Straits. Rear-Admiral
Senes and nearly flea of crew perished.
APRIL 28.--derman offensi ie definitely stormed. Sir Jahn
announced that allied operations definitely stoppcl
nG
Ferman
et'he
attack, and no Germans now west of. Yser Canal, except at
Steenstraate, where :they have established a small bridgehead.
In resisting allied counter-attacks, Germffins again made usi.,
of aspli -xiating gases.
In Champagne Germans captured in region of Beausejour
• yards of advanced trenches. French recovered half of them.
Prince- of Wales left London to resume his duties with EXpe4itionary Force._
APRIL ea—Announced British troopS established themselves across
the end of the Gallipoli Peninsula from a point north-east 'of Erski
Hissarlik to the mouth of the stream on -opposite side. _Attacks
at Sari Bair beaten off -and steady advance reported,
French. in co-operation with Belgian troops, made Progress in
Belgium towards the north. - On the right bank of the Yser Cared
15o prisoners and two machine guns taken. •Mr. Lloyd George introduced into House of Comifions the
Government drink proposals. They include increased- taltation
spirits, heavy beers, and wines, and powers to control the sole o r
Intoxicants in certain districts.
APRIL 30.—Zeppain raid on the East Coast. Several incendiary
bombs dropped in Ipswich add Bury St. Edmunds, doing heavy
damage.
Reported Raid on Dunkirk. Mistranslation of French
h
Communique announced that Dunkirk had been bombarded by
German Fleet. Report subsequehtlY contradicted by the Press
Bureau.

' The War Brought Close

A Note by the
Edi tor

HIS is the happy phrase applied by the Editor of a well- into volume form and hundreds of pages can be examined like
known periodical to THE WAR. ILLUSTRATED. In scan- the passing of a strange and grimly fascinating panorama,
that this feeling of
the sear brought close," which stirred
ding the paoes of our first volume he was so greatly impressed
the admiring comment of a brillia.nt rival editor, can be fully
by the vivid realisation of the war that came to him as lie turned
_
realised.
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WHERE THE FRENCH LINES ARE NEAREST TO THE GERMAN.—This position, which is nearest to the German trenches
in a certain part of the French front, is strongly fortified with sandbags and wattles. The rifles are always left ready in the
loopholes even when there is " nothing doing," so to speak. Exclusive to " The War Illustrated.",

The last victim of the intrepid Garros. On the day of his capture by the Germans this celebrated French aviator brought down
a Taube, the debris of which is seen in this exclusive photograph. The dead pilot is lying in the centre, while a Belgian soldier
on the left is pouring water over the burning machine.
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DONINGTON HALL AND NELSON'S LAST PRAYER
G.̀

'}r HE fault of the Germans is that they have much

%lie knowledge, and no wisdom. But it is useless to
complain--that they fight as learned barbarians. Had
they not been learned barbarians, they would not have
attempted to subdue the civilised world. The great thing
for us is not to lose our traditions of wisdom, or allow our
minds to be swayed by German example.
Especially is this needful in regard to the conventions
of civilised warfare. - All talk about savage reprisals is
foolishness. Let the Germans fight barbarously to the
end, but let us continue to war, by land and by sea, in
accordance with the praYer made by Nelson just before
he died at Trafalgar. It was Nelson's last wish that
humanity in the hour of victory should remain for ever
the distinguishing mark of British valour.

which he lost. His efforts to recover it have only made
him a pedant. But it is most vital that the excesses of
this new barbarian should not mislead us, and induce us
to throw over our advantages as a civilised and civilising
Power.
N his savage ignorance the German is unaware of tl.e
fact that humanity after victory is a wise, reasonable,
and profitable 'thing. Our forefathers, after centuries of
experience, discovered that the best way to sap an enemy's
strength is to treat him kindly when you take him prisoner;
for when the knowledge that you do 'this becomes widely
known, it leads to easy surrenders in the critical moments
of an action. Our Donington Hall is the most powerful
weapon we possess against the Prussian military caste.
Perhaps that is why our Government cleverly advertises it

3

• 0 German soldier or sailor can understand the vehe- nN
ment; passionate desire of the greatest fighting

the other hand, the German naval and military
%V authorities, by their notoriously cruel and brutal
ill-treatment of drowning British sailors and captured
British soldiers, have greatly strengthened the fighting
power of our Empire. For now, when our men are in
extreme difficulty, they regard a quick, fierce, fighting
death as preferable to the suffering they may undergo
if .they surrender. The result is that some of them Adie,
but others, by an access of desperate, mortal fury, pluck
victory out of the jaws of defeat. Thus does the inhumanity
of a savage foe bring about its own punishment. The
Germans are nerving our soldiers and sailors to a most
terrible height of courage.

men of our race to impress the chivalrous conventions
of warfare upon our people. The Germans, indeed, regard
it as a characteristic piece of British sentimentality, as
foolish as it is expensive. They have taken no prisoners
in their naval victories. In the recent destroyer action
off Harwich the ignorant brutes left a British officer and
two British seamen to drciwn, in one of their holed and
sinking ships, while they themselves were being rescued
-by our victorious sailors.
In the opinion of the German the British fighting man
who rescues an enemy, sometimes at the, risk of his own
life, is a sentimental fool. When the German sufficiently 0 our 'nation as a whole there accrues a great benefit
masters. his rage to take British prisoners he does so out
from the barbaric' methods of the Germans. All
of the sheer lust of barbaric triumph. He is like Tamerlane,
that British prisoners in Germany suffer is repaid a hundredwho carefully kept alive the kings he defeated, arid chained
fold by the desperation with which their comrades fight
them under his banqueting table, so that he could kick
in the field. It was because Nelson-did not want an enemy
them and starve them, and thus show off his power and
of his country ever to be invigorated, by reprisals upon
glory. For the German is deeply barbaric at heart.
prisoners, that he left his famous prayer as his greatest
IrHE German lost his hold on civilisation during his legacy to future generations of his race. Humanity after
%16( long and terrible wars of religion. And in spite victory was one of the secrets of his success in war. Let
of the efforts made by Lessing, Herder, and Goethe, he has it remain also one of the secrets of our success. We are
been unable to recover the rich, practical wisdom of life wiser than the Germans.
Edward Wright
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Martial Preparations in Allied Capitals

A stirring scene reminiscent of a picture by the French artist Detaille was witnessed recently when General Galopin, the new
Governor of Paris, reviewed the garrison of the capital. The troops are here seen with their long bayonets fixed, marching past
General Galopin, who succeeded the celebrated General Gallienni, on the right.

The Crystal Palace, which has seen so many vicissitudes of fortune, is now being utilised for seriously patriotic work. It is, in
tact, an immense class "training ship " for Men of the Royal Naval Division,.some of whom are seen in this photograph.

THE GREAT PIS
XXI.

ES IF THE WAR

The Great Landing Battles of the Dardanelles
selected

TRIKINGLY strange are the changes in position their
landing-place, for the cliffs were so steep that
between our last great war and the present one. no direct fire could be brought to bear upon the Turkish
" In the spring of 18or a British fleet, with troopships lines. Such was the position at the promontory of Gaba
carrying a British army, anchored off the Turkish coast Tepe, on the sea side. The only other practicable landing-,
near the Dardanelles, to allow our soldiers and sailors to 'place was just inside the Dardanelles, near the fcrt of
practise landing exercises. When the Scotsman com- Seddul. Bahr. Here was an inviting bay, giving easy
manding them reckoned they were excellent at their work, access to the mountainous land behind. But the trouble
he left the Turks, whom he found useless as allies in modern was that this bay was dominated by powerful guns of
warfare, and by a storming attack against Napoleon's troops German motor-batteries, firing from the other side of the
entrenched round Aboukir Bay, he conquered Egypt with strait, near the fort of Kum Kale. The Allied Fleet could'
a British army of not more than i5,000 men.
not keep down the fire of these motor-batteries; in fact,
This used to be the greatest landing feat in our history. the German artillerymen gave the battleships that came
It took Sir Ralph Abercrombie only a single day to beat within their range a warm time.
down the opposition of the enemy, and land his troops
The Allies' Two UseTul Feints
by boat under the fire of powerful hostile guns. But the
On these facts, the plan of operations was drawn up, and
glory of Aboukir Bay has now been eclipsed by the achievement of another Scottish soldier—Sir Ian Hamilton— put into execution on the night of Saturday, April 24th,
commanding troops from nations which did not exist in the 1915. Admiral de Robeck provided a naval division,
days when the British made their first conquest of Egypt. which drew off the Turks, by preparing to force a landing
Terribly different from the flat Egyptian shore was the on a strip of flat land some miles ,north of Gaba Tepe.
tangle of hills and of thorn-bush valleys, surmounted with This was only a feint. The real attack was made against
forts, in the Gallipoli Peninsula, guarding the Dardanelles. the steep sandstone cliffs of Gaba Tepe, by the Australians
A few months before, a combined British and French fleet and New Zealanders. At the same time the French
had met with serious disaster in a vain attempt to force the Colonial Division feinted at the Plain of Troy, and,
passage guarded by the forts. SO part of the strange new having attracted the Turkish forces to this neighbourhood,
British army of Egypt had been called out to help their they swerved in landing' and stormed the battered fort of
Kum Kale. The result was that the German motor-batteries
naval comrades.
had to retreat southward. But this Kum Kale attack
"The Strange New British Army"
was also only a strong and useful feint. It was intended
There was an Australian contingent, linked with the to clear away the German guns, and allow our.29th
New Zealand contingent, under the command of General Division to embark on the other side of the strait in the
Birdwocd. Acting with the Colonial army was our 29th bay near Seddul Bahr. There were great rejoicings in
Division, under General Hunter Weston, with a French Constantinople over the defeat of General D'Amade's
Colonial £Division, under General D'Amade, famous for his Division on the Asiatic side of the Dardanelles. But
achievements in 'Morocco. Sir Ian Hamilton was in high all that happened was that the French troops first ensured
command of all these military forces, and Admiral de the safe embarkation of our men, and then crossed the
Robed; directed the naval side of the operations, The strait themselves, in accordance with the, original plan
Turks holding the natural fortress of Gallipoli seem to have of attack, and reinforced our 29th Division.
numbered about 8o,000. They were commanded for the
There were thus two small Allied armies attacking
most part by German officers, and strengthened by a large from the west and the south the formidable natural fortress
force of German artillerymen, who employed motor- of Gallipoli. Two great mountain masses separated them
batteries as well as ordinary field-pieces, and heavy guns from each other, and they had to operate for weeks
without being able to give any mutual assistance, until
set in entrenched camps.
Owing to the lie of the land, the tremendous ordnance of they had each driven a great wedge into the Germanour fleet could not clear a path for our Colonial troops at
(Confirmed on p,ge 204.)
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Mao to Mos rate the great landing battles of the Dardanelles, as described in "The Great Episodes of the War."

Our Allies at Alexandria set out to meet the Turk

French soldiers leaving their camp by tram-car for Alexandria, to embark for the Dardanelles. In the background is
the Sultan's summer palace, the typically Eastern building,

forming a strange contrast with the up-to-date electric tram
that might have been taken from Shepherd's Bush !, On the
right: Parts of captured German locomotives at Alexandria.

Red Cross train at Alexandria that had brought wounded Indians from the Dardanelles. InfrontFrench soldiers are marchingto embark. Inset: Departure of Senegalese troops for the Dardanelles. in the foreground, an Arab lemonade-seller.

French cavalrymen with their horses on the quay at Alexandria just prior to embarking for the Dardanelles.. The transport boats
that are to take them to the fighting area are seen at the quay-side. (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")

Vie War Illustrated, 15th May, 1915.
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Turkish army. At the time of writing We do riot know
much about the fortunes of our 29th Division and the
French troops acting with it.
After effecting a landing by nightfall .on Sunday, April
25th, they were held up all the next day by Turkish infantry
and German artillery entrenched on the hills behind massive
wire entanglements. But on Monday evening the leading
troops of the British force stormed the first line of heights
near Seddul Bahr, from which they were able to cover the
disembarkation of the rest of the division. On Tuesday
evening they were joined by the French troops, and then,
with the, guns of one of our battle squadrons clearing their
way, they advanced up the slopes of the height of Hill 73o,
east of the village of Krithia. It took the combined army
corps of allied troops a week and more to advance from
Seddul Bahr to Krithia, a distance of only four miles ! It
was an eight days' raging, incessant, night and day battle,
in which our troops beat back stronger forces, through
wire entanglements, land mines, wolf-pits, and broken,
scrub-covered rock.
An Incessant Eight-Day Battle
It is hard to say whether our southern or western forces
had the more arduous job. But certainly the Australians
and New Zealanders had, from the beginning, a terrible
time of it. If, when they were training in Egypt, they
envied the -heroism of our Regular soldiers in forcing the
passage of the Aisne, they lost all ground for envy when
they themselves landed in the light of a half-moon beneath
the cliff of Gaba Tepe. They were conveyed in bcats at
three o'clock in the morning, towed by steam pinnaces,
with British battleships behind them. Just on five o'clock,
when the boats were close to the beach, a line Of Turkish
troops, entrenched on the foreshore, opened fire with rifles
and machine-guns. No reply was made from the boats,
though many of our men were struck ; but when shallow
water was reached, a party of Australians leaped into the
sea, without charging their magazines, and took the
Turkish trench with the bayonet, capturing a machine-gun.
Halfway up the wall-like cliff was another Turkish trench
from which the enemy was pouring a deadly fire on boats
and troops. The Australians stopped to charge their
magazines ; then, clutching at the scrub on the face of the
cliff, they climbed up. Some were shot down, but in fifteen
minutes the others had bayoneted or scattered all the Turks
and captured the second trench.
By this time it was clear daylight, and the misty central
mass of mountain by Gaba Tepe could be seen rising
immediately in front of the landing-party. The nearest
summit was nine hundred and fifty feet above the sea, and
it sloped down in ridges of broken ground, seams of watercourses, and patches of thornbush, all giving good cover
for thousands of Turkish sharpshooters. These concentrated
their fire at almost point-blank range on the crowded
boats, and all day long the work of disembarkation had to be
carried on under the ceaseless fire of the Turkish snipers.
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But the enemy did not have things all his own way.
For at daybreak our fleet opened fire with all their smaller
guns, while the advanced companies of Australians fought
their way to the top of the first ridge, and then opened
battle. Their way of fighting was heroic and venturesome. They, did not entrench under the shelter Of a
covering fire from the naval guns, but crept forward, east
and north, round _the central height, searching for theirl
foes. No help could be given to them by the fleet. For
the Turkish positions had not been discovered, nor was
the strength of the Turkish forces at this point known, so
the Australians set out in search of information. They
drove back, in fierce little spurts of guerilla warfare, the
Turkish line near the sea. Then the German commander
sent forward a strono- reserve force, and tried to outflank
the Augtralians. Butb they too were reinforced, and they,
held the ridge against all counter-attacks.
Meanwhile some of the enemy's guns came into action fiom
a concealed position, from which they enfiladed all the beach
with shrapnel fire. One of our cruisers steamed close' to
the shore, and knocked out the battery with a tornado of
shells. Then, as night fell, the grand German-Turkish
counter attack came. In dense columns they advanced,
the men who desired to save Constantinople and the Ottoman- Empire. They were brave to death, these descendants
of the last great conquering race of Asia. But the men
of a remote and newly discovered continent in the southern
seas had that within them which no Turk could withstand.
The Flash of the Colonials' Bayonets
The freest-born of all men, these sons of the new Commonwealth of the Southern Cross, without the help of a single
gun ashore, beat back the defenders of the Dardanelles,
and then advanced again and again against the storm of
shrapnel fire. Dawn broke with no lull in the great decisive
landing battle. For just before daybreak the Turkish
army was again strongly reinforced. From the fightingtops of our battleships, the sailors could see new hostile
batteries being hauled into position on the heights.
But the Colonial troops had now done the main part of
their work in the landing operations. For the positions and
forces of the enemy were fully disclosed. And as the
Turkish infantry descended in large masses to drive our
men into the sea, Queen Elizabeth, with her 15 in. guns,
and other warships, with 12, 6, and 4 in. armament, opened
fire. In a single shell from Queen Elizabeth there were
20,000 bullets. She fired eight of these shells at every
salvo, and repeated the dose in less than a minute The
mountainous ground occupied by the Turks was transformed into a smoking volcano, with common shell and
shrapnel from the British fleet For two hours the ships
continued to fire, and under the arch of death and flame
and thunder which they formed, our Colonial troops
advanced and dug themselves in. Then there was a sudden
silence. The bayonets of Australia and New Zealand
flashed on the height, and the shattered Turkish forces
broke and fled.

Turkish troops drilling at Taxim Barracks, Constantinople, before proceeding to Gallipoli Peninsula to meet the allied forces.

Turkey's Death Strugg e with Forces of Progress

Band of Turks officered by Germans on their way to meet the allied troops
just landed on the Gallipoli Peninsula. It will be seen that they are
equipped much as European soldiers.

A Turkish infantry column resting by the wayside
during their march to the Gallipoli Peninsula to
combat the soldiers of civilisation.

Africa helps to thrust out the Turk from Europe. A large number of French Senegalese soldiers are with our ally's expeditionary
force. This photograph shows these black warriors on their way to embark for the Dardanelles from Alexandria.

British Marines and q sailor with-ft landing-party in the
Dardanelles returning to ship with a keg of fresh water.

Wien from old Gaul andr.thilsiand,Continent friternise aboard ship. Fre
and Australiabs in happy camaraderie at the Dardanelles,

ch
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Planting the Union Jack in German Africa

- British gun, drawn by oxen, that has sunk deeply into the sand in South-West Africa. The monotonous wastes of burning sand
in this, one of the driest regions in the world, cause many transport difficulties that are not easily overcome by the Union forces.

•,
Curious effect caused by the network of the soldiers' footmarks Mule-transport in South-West Africa. Water, fodder, and food
as they advanced against the Germans over the sand-dunes. supplies have to be carried by the Army over the desert sands..

'Advancing under fire over the Cleiiik in South-West Africa.
lalaailinni a furnace, the sand glaring white to the eyes, dune;
The man in the foreground has been shot in-the leg, and behind
upon dada in an endless glistening vistit=choking,
the foremost footprints can be seen a spurt of sand thrown-up - clogging—warfare in such conditions is as bad as in Europe
by .a bullet. With the breath ,of. every wind red,hot,
thr
men who ar,e -planting the Flag-in German Africa. _

The Campaign against Kaiserism in the Tropics

Trench warfare in torrid heat. King's African Rifles in the trenches at a
post on the Tsaro River, German East Africa. A British officer in the fore—
ground looks into the dense bush for signs of the approaching enemy. Inset:
A Soudanese sergeant shaves himself at a British camp in the wilderness.

Although the Germans have stated that the problem of their colonies must be settled on European battlefields, they are putting up
a hard fight in their various African possessions.' This photograph from East Africa shows a British gun to operate against the
adjacent German colony crossing a river on an improvised bridge in charge of British officers and native and Indian soldiers.

:Liu!, War Illustrated, 15th May, 1915.
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With the Kaiser and his Huns in Ravaged France

German cyclist battalion in France. Patrol receiving orders to go forward
in advance of the battalion.

Left : The All-Highest War Lord conversing with an officer in the marketplace at Vouziers, in the Champagne district. Standing on the left is ChiefGeneral von Einem, Commander of the Third German Army Corps. Above:
Shelters built by German soldiers in a wood in France.

Stabling that testifies to German thoroughness. These hidden shelters for horses are built in the Argonne forests. Each
horse has a canvas tent to protect it from wind and cold, and also to hide it from the allied airmen.

Charge of the Uhlans : Martyrdom of Rheims

Company of Uhlans riding out of cover in the Champagne district to charge a body of French infantry. In the early stages of the
war these notorious cavalrymen, who went in advance of the invaders, terrorised the non-combatants by their brutality. With
the advent of continued dry weather the use of cavalry will be more general.

Watching their "higher civilisation" work out its destiny on the time-honoured relic of Rheims. A group of German officers on the
highway leading to the French' city following, through their glasses the effect of incendiary shells on .the cathedral just discernible
on the rising ground in the distance. The tree on the left has been shattered by a shell.

The War Illustrated, 15th May, 1915.
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"Stand toYour Arms !" Mustering Reserves atYpres

When the enernyoising as shield a cloud of poisonous gas,
had temporarily succeeded in penetrating behind the Allies' line
north of Ypres, during the second great fight that raged round
that stricken town-, a British Staff officer dashed up on horse—
back to our reserves gathered near Ypres, shouting: " Stand to

your arms!" Calmly and quietly, yet amid a scene of wild
confusion caused by the terrified fugitives, our men fell in at
their posts in perfect order.
Then they went forward to the
attack with L their bayonets, and after repeated charges re—
captured our heavy guns and saved the situation.

The TVar Illustrated, 15th May, 1915.
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Dying Officer's Pride in His Regiment

Through a soldier's letter comes an echo from Neuve remain untold; yet this incident, the facts of which have been
Chapelle that throws the light of publicity an one out of the preserved, is an illustration of the splendid spirit of our
hundreds of fine instances of individual- British pluck and officers. The soldier tells how one of his officers, though
gallantry during that great battle. There are too many stories mortally wounded, refused to be taken from the field. "Prop
of heroism among "our officeri and men that must for ever me up," he said, "that I may see my reofment go forward,"

Britain's Pioneer Regiment in the Line of Fire

Members of -the H.A.C. enjoying a dip in a cavity, flooded after a heavy rainfall, that had been made by a German shell. The
Honourable Artillery Company, which is a century older than the standing Army, has been at the front since October.

A siesta in a sand bag trench. Inset : Another peaceful scene in the firing-line
Men of thy H.A.C.at rest in their sand-bag "lounge" during a lull in theflghting.

An H.A.C. -Min position, carefully screened with foliage and earthworks. The H.A.C., in spite of its name, has only two or three
batteries of artillery, the majority of the corps being infantrymen. In1537--five hundred years after its birth, in the reign of
William 11.—when Henry VIII. granted the Company its first charter, " artillary " included long-bows, cross-bows and arrows.
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The Automobile as Life-saver and Death-dealer

Some of , the new fleet of Belgian armoured earl and their crews in course of An intrepid Belgian soldier-abiomob list-,
review. These rapid death—dealers are armed with
Constant 1:e Mari its, on a motor-earnbulance.
• rnitrailleuses.

A Belgian mitrailleuse gunner at his
post behind the gun.

General Clergerie, Etat Major of the Governor of Paris, with Major Colomb, of
the Belgian Army, reviewing the auto—mitrailleuss section.

An Impressive service took place recently et - the Russian church in- Paris. Before the departure,..tolthe front of a nurnber,
lit
nee, motor—ambulances a religious OerernerritUas helcF.'in the Course of which a -benediction was invoked by the Russian priest.

The liar Illustrated, 15t7 May, 1315.
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The Grim Pageant of War in Rural France

Now that the spring sun has dried the roads in France and Flanders, transport difficulties are lessened, and the heaviest guns can be
moved fairly quickly from place to place. Past houses that must remind our soldiers of the English country—side, this heavy gun is
being drawn by eight powerful horses to a new position in the fighting—line in France.

French country—folk greatly interested in a British aeroplane that has descended near their village. To the left is a " Tommy '+
wearing the Military Police armlet.

British big gun, drawn by a team of eight horses, rolling through , the street of a small Belgian town on its way to the front. The
picturesque Belgian soldiers on the right are keenly.interested in our artillery.
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Work for Blinded Soldiers—War's Saddest Victims

A soldier, blinded in the war, receiving instructions in
boot—making at the Hostel, St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park.

Another craft now being taught at the Blinded Soldiers' and Sailors' Institution,
Regent's Park. A private learning to make mats.

of the most urgent and appealing proONEblems
of the war is that of finding suitable
employment frit soldiers who have lost their
sight on the battlefield. Blindness is surely the
most tragic fate that can befall any man, and
should it be the sacrifice suffered- for defending
honour and liberty, it is, to say th-e-least; the duty
of humanity to sue that such afflicted soldiers
are ensured a livelihood in the days when peace
follows the. turmoil of war. With this object in
view, that admirable institute, the Blinded
Seldiers! . and Sailors' Hostel, St. Dunstan's,
Regent's Park, has been founded, and is canducted with the concurrence and support of the.
War Office, the Prince of Wales's Fund; the
Order of St. John, and the National Institiite
for the Blind. Here, and at a branch hostel,
tbeSe most pitiable of all 'Our heroic wounded
are--being -taught various, trades; some of Which
are illustrated in the photogra'phS on- this page.
Joinery, tiasiret-making, boot-making, and typewriting are a,few of, the. occupations that can
be learnt by those who have lost their vision..
It is 'to be hoped that 'so praiseworthy a
cause will receive all the support of which
it is deserving. Fortunately the number of
soldiers who have lost their sight in the
war is comparatively small.
. ,

Recreation for the soldiers who now live in darkness. They are being taught to
scull on the lake in Regent's Park.

•",
Joinery is also taught to these afflicted heroes.' This photdgraph shows - an SeCretarial.sieoric for those who have -lost their Sight on
apprentice and his master at work in a confer
thelterPeNters' • shOp.
the battlefield.' A Soldier learns typewriting by touch.

the Thar Illustrated, 15th May, 1915.

By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent
E are entering into the mcst critical period of the
Both sides have done better than expected. The)
war, and th character of the summer campaign Germans have marred their courage in the field by excesses
will be largely decided w ithin- the next three weeks, in Belgium, and by illegitimate methods of war. They
The campaign must of necessity be terrific,' and costly, have shown unexpected financial resources, and theirand casualties cannot fail to be very great. At point enthusiasm as a people for the war is undeniable. On our
after point in long sustained fighting now ahead w e are side, the two surprises have been the respOnse of our
bound to receive sonic hard knocks. We may Jose posi- Dominions and of India and our ability to raise great
tions that we desire to hold. There must come days when armies of the finest fighting men in the world. France,
the messages from the fighting-frent will cause us all woefully unready at first, has now mobilised to the full
grief. Our resources'will be taxed to the utmost.
her splendid fighting strength. Russia is moving on. slowly
This is the inevitable necessity in a war such as w e arc and with frequent checks, but with ever firmer steps.
now waging: I emphasise this darker side because I
Ten months ago the neutral nations were generally
believe that
is at present a Very decided and danger- . against us. To-day, from the United States to Norway,
ofis tendency to over-confidence, The peril is that - the nearly all of them are for us. We have good cause for
people who are elated by a false complacency to-day are confidence but none for slackening.
apt to be plunged into needless pessimism to-morrow.
Russia at Bay
The man who is certain now that the Germans will soon be
The Russian advance over the Carpathians has been
swept from the board will be inclined,_ a month hence, checked. A combined Austro-German army, moving from
when the fighting is fiercer than ever, to declare that w e Cracow, has attacked the Russians on the flank, and, as I
can do nothing against them-. Each extreme is equally write, a great battle is proceeding. The Germans declared
harmful and equally absurd.
that they had the Russians broken, and Berlin was iliumLet us Face the Facts
Mated. They have already diScovered their mistake.
Let us face the facts- as thev are. In the opening move The Russians had to retire at points, but they retired to
of the spring campaign the Germans ha \ e gained several their own prepared lines, and there they fought on.
initial advantages. Their new army of
Whatever the, result of this fighting may
one and a half million men, carefully
be, no Briton is likely soon to forget the
trained throughout the winter months, ^
real debt of gratitude we owe to Russia
has taken the field. It has been thrown
for her- work during the past nine months.
with the utmost vigour and at the most
. She has kept a large proportion of the
terrific cost on the British front in
Getman, and the greater proportion of the,
Flanders, and on the flank of the Russians
Austrian Army, constantly engaged, She
in Western Galicia. It is sufficiently
has suffered heavily, but she has inflicted
strong in both these regions to maintain
cruel punishment on her foes.
attack after attack, and to throw away
.,- Russia has suffered during the war from
the lives of hundreds of thousands of men.
lack of ammunition. This it was that en
The German losses in the recent
point after point held her up, and on cne
fighting round Ypres, for example, have
occasion was responsible for a bad reverser
been appalling. The men, charging in
The shortage is being provided for, and
their solid formations, have been swept
week by week the vast resources of the
down not by the hundreds, but by ;the
Tsar's Empire are becoming more and
many thousands. The same is happening
more available.
in the east. But the Germans have
Our Own Men
sufficient forces to adopt this policy.
As I write this our own Army in the
The soldier is cannon food to be sacrificed
, trenches in Flanders is ready for another
without thought, if need be.
' German attack. Below it, with renewed
The Bombardment of Dunkirk
confidence and magnificent equipment,
foil to the H uns' poisonous
the new German artillery is sur- Temporary
the--French are to-day keepin, the foe at
.Next,
.
gases. The bottom of the three layers
prisingly numerous and powerful and of cotton gauze, of which the respirator bay. We are fortunate indeed in that
amply equipped with ammunition. The is made, is left ocnt:ii:: that the wool every day gives us increased knOWledge
out and
of the splendid valour of our troops. The
factories of Essen and of Liege have done pad can easily
fresh one punn.
their work well, The bombardment of
Cockney shopman and the Yorkhire
Dunkirk from the land n-as unexpected, and it is foolish miner, the Lancashire factory hand and the west country
to dismiss it as futile. It is in keeping with the regular
. peasant are proving themselves the finest of soldiers.
German policy of " frightfulness." A bombardment w hich
The Final Rites
destroys the sense of security of the people of a great port
I have received many inquiries from people whose
and dria-es a large proportion of them into flight as fugi- relatives have fallen in the war concerning the arrangetives cannot be dismissed as without result. The dernoralisa- ments made for the final rites. Let us give all the facts
tion and terrorising of the population of an enemy country aa-ailable. At the cicse of the South African War a
has always been regarded by Germany as part of her plan of committee was appointed to inquire what could be done to
campaign, and it is our business to stop her from doing this. avoid the confusion that then took place.
We expected to have the initiative when the spring
As a result - of this committees recommendations, a
fighting started. At this moment the Germans are ' special section of the Adjutant-General's department at
holding it. It yet remains to be seen whether our authori- the War Office was formed. • When war broke out-this
ties are carrying out some wider plan of campaign which - department engaged a numerous staff, from special gravewill wholly alter the immediate aspect of affairs. There diggers to recoring clerks. Everything possible is planned
is good reason to be hoped that they have.
to ensure that our honoured dead shall'have decent burial.
The, Tenth Month
Of course, where an army is in retreat, or where men fall
We are now in the tenth month of the war, <without between the lines, little can be done. In the other cases,
clicisia'e result for either side. The main Fleets have not the place of the grace is marked and officially recorded.
been engaged: None of the chief combatants has 'received
The living 'soldiers do what is in their power to honour
a-crushing blow. Germany occupies nearly all of Belgium those who- have gone. There is no more moving sight
and part of Northern France with a slice of Poland. than Midnight burial at the front, the padre saying the
Russia holds part of Galicia. and we ha: e taken oessession final prayers in darkness, and the little party of friends
of nearly all the German colonic's.
bowing their heads awhile the guns roar overhead.

,
War Prisoners made to toil for tneir Captors
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Austrian prisoners, captured by Serbians, engaged in transport
work. The Serbians treat their prisoners well, taking no reprisals
for the ill—treatment suffered by their own soldiers in Austria.

At various French towns the authorities put German
prisoners to work as scavengers. in Germany a point is
made of compelling British officersto do such menial work.

Russian prisoners of war cleaning the streets of Cassel,. in Prussia.
Inset : Captured Russians who have been formed into a fire—
brigade at Cassel. It is, of course, quite according to the usages
of war to make prisoners do humiliating work, but Germany's

savage treatment of British soldiers is without precedent in modern
warfare. Lengthy reports of the horrors of prison camps in
Germany are frequently published, and tell terrible stories of the,
privations suffered for the " crime " of defending their countries.

WAS.-BY SEA..
By Commander Carlyon BeHairs, R.N., M.P.

W

ITH the break-up of ice we begin to hear of German
war craft operating in the Baltic, and this seems.
to be the most likely quarter for a naval action in
the near future. Additional interest is given to operations
in that sea this summer, as compared with last autumn,
by the fact that Russia has completed four Dreadnoughts
of the Gangut class, with heavy armament of twelve 12 in.
guns, which, added to the two Imperator Pauls, each
carrying four 12 in. and fourteen 8 in. guns, make a formidable six-ship modern squadron. Last autumn the
Russians succeeded in destroying the armoured cruiser
Friedrich Karl, the fast cruiser Magdeburg, and a number
of destroyers belonging to Germany. They themselves
lost the modern armoured cruiser Pallada through the
now familiar trick of a submarine sheltering under a
neutral vessel.
Russia's Surprise for Germany
_
-One thing is certain. The defence of German interests
in the Baltic can no longer be entrusted to' old battleships
of the pre-Dreadnought era, and Germany must face the
problem of splitting her modern fleet. The completion of
the Russian Dreadnoughts is somewhat of a surprise for
Germany, as she hoped that the strikes she had promoted
among the Russian State-owned and private works in 1913
and the beginning of 1914 - had crippled the chances of
completing warships. The Russian Minister of Marine
in January last issued an order congratulating the workers
on having falsified these expectations. After pointing out
that one ship was delayed for a whole year by the strike at
the Obukoff steel works, he said : " When the war began
the employees of the Obukoff works, swayed- by the sentiment--of duty and the call of their chief, unanimously set
to work, and in four months made amends for the delay,
for during this short time they accomplished as much
Work as would have required twelve months under peace
- onditions." This psychological factor will probably make
C
a considerable difference in German plans.
Minefields that Guard the Russian Coast
In October the Russians announced that they had mined
from the line running, west through Reval to a "line -running
N.E. through a point about twelve miles east of Gothland
and ending in the Gulf of Dantzic, which is just east of the
German naval port of Dantzic. This minefield closed the
Gulf of Riga, and another minefield at the Aland Islands
sealed the Gulf of Bothnia. Practically the. German fleet
could-not-gain access to the Russian coasts without removing -the Russian mines. Probably similar arrangements
will obtain with the end. of the winter ice this, year. The
sole change will be that Dreadnoughts will have to be used
by Germany on the Baltic side -- of the Kiel Ship Canal.

Last year the Germans only used seven old battleships, a
few cruisers, and a number of small craft in the Baltic, and
on one occasion were stated by the Russian Admiralty to
have destroyed eight of their own torpedo flotilla in the
night, having mistaken them for the Russian squadron.
Germany's Dreadnoughts in the Baltic.
The reason why Germany cannot afford to be without
Dreadnoughts in the Baltic may be stated shortly. , The
German pre-Dreadnoughts cannot fight the Russian
Dreadnoughts because of their utter inferiority in gunpower. Von der Goltz pointed out in 1900 that sea-power
in the Baltic gave freedom of action to the German army
on that side both for advancing and retreating, and
Konigsberg would be a perpetual threat for the right flank
of a Russian invading army. Then he added that " all
these advantages would be nullified if hostile squadrons
appeared on our coasts and maintained their position there,
if we wish to secure the Baltic for ourselves, it would be
necessary to drive back the Russian fleet into the Baltic
harbours and to blockade them there." Hence the stationing'of Dreadnoughts in the Baltic is a move we may expect
to hear of very soon.
The Enemy's Attempt to Menace Archang
We must also expect the Germans to make a determined
effOrt to lay mines_ on the route from Scotland to Archangel
in the White Sea. This Russian port, now about to be
reopened from ice, has become of great importance in
consequence of the war. With commerce in the Baltic
gravely hampered by mines and by the German fleet, and
the Black Sea cut off by the Turkish supremacy in the
Bosphorus and the Dardanelles, Archangel becomes the
only reliable port for supplies in European Russia. There
remain only the supplies which can be sent over the long
Siberian route from Vladivostock, from the Japanese ports
in Manchuria, or from a quite inadequate Mediterranean
port in Bulgaria. It is therefore very satisfactory to know
that every nerve has been strained to improve the transport
communications and the accommodation of the port of
Archangel, and it is precisely because of .its increased importance that the Germans will try to threaten supplies
_ _
passing in that direction.
The fact that the activity of Germany's small craft and
dirigibles has shifted from the Channel to the southern basin
of the North Sea may therefore be the prelude to a movemeat still farther north. The net result of the week- has
been that we have lost a destroyer---a very old one—and a
number of trawlers, and they have lost a couple of " patrol
boats," probably the torpedo-boat type which preceded
the destroyer type.

British bluejackets itiauling a big gun ashore. They carry out the strenuous Operation witt! wonderful quiekness. Doubtless
some of our big naval guns have= been landed In thift
the wfs'oonellea.
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Women fill Gaps that Men may fill Trenches

Serbian woman helping her wounded soldierhusband home from a military hospital.

Women war-workers making ammunition pouches in a well-known cricket-bat
factory that is now utilised for the manufacture of munitions of war.

Motor-driving is one of the new spheres of activity that the
war has opened up for women. This group of embryo
"chauffeuses" is taking a lesson from a motorist who has

trained many women since the war. Above: Daughters of
country o ergyman who, in order to release postmen for the
Army, are delivering letters, each cycling, forty miles a day.

This wealthy Parisienne, a qualified dentist, takes great
interest in our soldiers' welfare, and gives their teeth free
attention. Each patient is given a large box of cigarettes, made

by this lady and her daughter in their spare time. Above :
Fair grocers' assistants who are taking the places of men who
have left the counter for the trenches.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane"
CASUAL note in an out-of-the-way corner of a daily
Right at the beginning of the war we skilfully cut all the
paper drew attention the other day to a little matter cables to Germany. Then we stopped issuing weather
which has probably escaped the notice of most reports from the West Coast of Ireland. Also, all German
people, even thoSe who are keenly interested in aeronautical vessels of any size capable of carrying long-distance
matters. It related how the crews of two trawlers, " wireless " have been cleared out of the Atlantic. In this
fishing off the East Coast only some twenty miles from way Germany is' cut off from all knowledge of what the
Lowestoft; saw a Zeppelin airship cruising about for over Weather is doing to the west of the British Isles, and as all
an hour. Then a strong -wind sprang -up, the airship changes of weather come in frOm the Atlantic the German
altered her course, and naade off towards the east, apparently air fleet can get no warning of what to expect if it ventures
going honie.
across the North Sea,. It was owing to this that the two
According to this report the incident occurred late in German airships were wrecked recently on the Danish
the afternoon, and it was therefore fairly -evident that the coast, and that incident has evidently taught the Germans
airship was only waiting for nightfall to start on another a useful lesson.
Our Aircraft's Weather Advantage
raid over the Eastern Counties, for the trawler men say
that the course on which she was moving would have taken
As things are, all the German airships can do is to
her -over the English coast somewhere between Cromer start- out in a spell of fair weather, and hope it will
and Yarmouth.
last. If they meet a puff of wind when near the English
coast they itave to- chase off home ,as fast as they can go
What We Owe to Our Weather
for fear the puff may be the preliminary warning of a big
The defeat of the Zeppelin's object owing to the wind storm.
,
getting up at just the right moment makes one wonder
Our own aircraft have an immense advantage in this
how Many "aerial invasions " of England have. been way, for not only • are the meteorological stations on' our
stopped by our much-abused. weather. -As a matter of fact, West Coast working as usual, but we-have full reports of _the
England would have been a .mighty unpleasant place weather from all over the Atlantic, so that every air station
befpre now but for our weather. It was our weather is informed every day just what sort of weather to expect
which blew the Spanish-Armada - up the Channel and out for the next twenty-four hours or so. Consequently, none
into the North Sea, and prevented it from landing its of our airships have yet been caught in a storm, and as
troops on our comparatively unprotected South Coast in for the aeroplanes, their pilots do not particularly care
1588. It was our weather which kept Napoleon's fleet what the weather does, because if it gets too bad they can
bottled up in harbmir in the early i800's, so that he never land anywhere and peg their machines down till the weather
had,achance of embarking the great army he had encamped improves, whereas the airships need sufficient warning
at Boulogne for the invasion of England. And now, if to -allow them to get back to their harbour.
our weather is not exactly preventing a wholesale invasion
air, which is not at present possible owing to lack of
Seeking Comfort horn the Clouds
Gerinart aircraft, it is, at any rate, preventing a large number
of,annoying little raids by both airships and aeroplanes from
Incidentally, people who are worried by the idea of airship
Geririany, which might do quite a fair amount of damage raids at night may . often find comfort by watching the
toi preperty and cause some loss of life, even though they clouds late in the evening, or at night if there is a moon or
could not affect the course of the war in any way.
starlight to show what the clouds are doing. In the
summer, particularly, it often happens that at night there
German Airmen's Lesson
is a dead calm on the ground while there is quite a strong
The big Zeppelins and smaller -Parsevals would certainly wind aloft. This is owing to the air cooling suddenly near
risk -being attacked by our defensive aeroplanes, especially the ground. If then, on looking up, one sees that the at night, if they could be sure of fine weather; but they will clouds are travelling fast, one. may be sure that there will
be no airship raid that night. Even if they are -moving
not risk having to fight weather and aeroplanes together.
fairly slowly it is unlikely that
there will be trouble, for even
what appears - to be a -slow
movement means that the clouds
are really moving at quite a faSt
pace, just as a train. going at
thirty miles an hoitr seems to
be crawling if "one sees it from a
distance of a mile or so across. a
big open space.
If the clouds are moving at, say,
ten miles an hour from west to east
—that is to say, from England to
Germany—it means that an airship
whose best speed is fifty miles an
hour would have to leave the day
before yesterdayin order to get here
to-day, so to speak—which is always
a comforting thought—and if the
clouds are moving fast from east to
west, airships are very unlikely to
leave Germany for fear -of being
unable to get back. Also, if their
engines failed they would either
have -to come down in the British
Isles or be driven out into -the
The f uneral of a British soldier in a little town in France. There.--is something grandlY
Atlantic, neither of which they
significant in the homage, paid by these French people to one of Britaip's unnamecl hero
would allow to happen for choice.
sons. (Photograph exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")
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Britain's Roll o Honoured Dead

Maj. Viscount CRICHTON,
M.V.O., D.S.O., Royal
Horse Guards.

Brigadier-Gen. 'JULIAN
HASLER, The Buffs.

Lieut.-Col. R. L. BOYLE,
10th Canadian Contingent.

Lieut.-Col. E. W. ROKEBY
STEPHENSON, 3rd Batt.
Middlesex Regt,

Brevet-Major I. H. D.
COSTEKER, D.S.O., Royal
Warwickshire Regt.

Major G. H. WALFORD,
Suffolk Regt.

Major G. W. BENNETT,
Pad Batt. Canadian Inf.

Major T. P. LEES,
Queen Victoria's Rifles.

ajor Viscount Crichton, M.V.O., D.S.O., who was killed at the front, was the eldest
son of the Earl of Erne, who died last December. Lord Crichton did not live to
succeed his father, and the heir to the Earldom is Lord Crichton's eight-year-old son.
Lord Crichton was in the Royal Horse Guards, and was an equerry to the King.
Brigadier-General Julian Hasler had seen service in Asia, Africa, and Europe. He
joined the Buffs on the outbreak of war, when he was named for a battalion command,
and got a brigade about a month before he was killed.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. L. Boyle was in command of the 10th Alberta (Infantry)
Battalion, Canadian Contingent. He served in the Boer War as Major in the 15th
Canadian Light Horse. He was at the relief of Mafeking, later being employed in"
the operations in the Transvaal east and west of Pretoria, when he was wounded. • On
his recovery he took part in the engagement in the Orange River Colony. He was
awarded the Queen's Medal with three clasps.
Lieutenant-Colonel Ernest William Rokeby Stephenson, 3rd Battalion Middlesex
Regiment, was killed in action near Ypres. He joined the Middlesex Regiment at the age of twenty (in 1884), and became commandant of the 3rd Battalion in February, 1012.
Colonel Stephenson served in the South African War, and had the Queen's Medal.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. Hart-McHarg, commanding the 7th Canadian Infantry
Battalion (British Columbia Regiment), had served for twenty years in the Canadian
Militia in all ranks, from private to commandant. In the South African War he was
with the first Canadian Contingent, and obtained the Queen's Medal with four clasps.

Lieut.-Col. W. HARTMcHARG, 0. C. 7th
Canadian Infantry Batt.

M

Major E. E. EDLMANN,
D.S.O., Roy. Gar. Artillery.

Capt. WYNDHAM HALSWELLE, Highland Light
Infantry.

Sec.-Lt.J. A. C. CROFT, 4th
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Capt. G. C. BINSTEED,
Essex Regt.
-

Capt. REGINALD GILLIAT
5th Bath Leinster Regt.
(Royal Canadians).

Capt. W. C. KENNEDY
MEGAW, Norfolk Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. J. CRASTON,
Sec.-Lt. J. 0. G. BECHER,
Sec.-Lieut. B. C. K. JOB,
Royal West Kent Regt.
East Surrey Regt.
Royal West Kent Regt.
Portraits by .Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, SwaEne, Speaight, Barnett.

Major F. A. DICKINSON,
Duke of Cornwall's L.I.

Lieut. C. C. EGERTON,
1st Duke of Wellington's
Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. F. M. WOOKEY,
Royal Irish Regt.
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- 'Chronology of .Events - May 1st to May 7th

MAY I.—Announced that allied troops at the Dardanelles have established themselves firmly at three separate points, two .on the
European and one on the Asiatic coast, beating off constant
Turkish attacks. They advanced, after storming Seddul-Bahr.
towards the interior of the Gallipoli Peninsula.
Destroyers in Action. Two German torpedo-boats and one
British destroyer sunk= ff the Dutch coast. The latter, the Recruit, was torpedoed by a submarine, four officers and twenty-one
men saved by a trawler. The German vessels were caught by a
British destroyer flotilla, after they had torpedoed a trawler.
After a running fight of an hour, the German Vessels were sunk.
TWO officers and forty-four, men rescued and made prisoners.
We had no casualties.
Continued success of General Botha's campaign in German
South-West Africa'reported. Enemy dispersed near Gibeon and
pursued twenty'miles.'
MAY 2.—An official note &Om Petrograd makes light of the _German
raid into the Baltic provinces. The incursion is described as of
- no strategical importance, and merely a movement for foraging
purposes. MAY 3.—More German Attacks at Ypres. Sir John French reports
enemy attacked Hill 60, using asphyxiating gas, and near St. Julien.
'
Reported Russian Check. - The German headquarters claim
to have inflicted a great defeat on the Russians in Western Galicia
and to have pierced " their entire front" and crushed it.
Russia reports that, beginning on the evening of, May r,n battle,
characterised by the greatest desperation, has been developing
on the front from the Lower Nida as far as the Carpathians in the
region of Gladycheff.
May
John French reports the British line in Flanders. has bees
readjusted, and now runs to the west of Zonnebeke. He is of
opinion that the enemy has definitely decided to use asphyxiating
gas as a normal procedure and that protests will be useless.
- French Troops Gained Gr.und at Bagatelle, in the Argonne,
and puShed north in the BOis-le-Prete, on the southern flank of
the St. Mihiel wedge.
• Allies- advance in -Gallipoli.
Press Bureau announced that in the Gallipoli Peninsula, during
nights of May r, 2, - 3, the enemy launched strong attackS in mass
against our positions. Not only did the Allies repulse every
attack, inflicting enormous losses, but assumed the offensive,
drove enemy-out of their positions, and advanced into' interior
of the peninsula;

Latest offiCial report from Petrograd contains nothing to confirm Austro-German claims of a serious Russian reverse inUrestera
Galicia. Our Ally has stopped the enemy's advance from - the
River Dunajec.
Second War Budget introduced in the House of Commons.
Mr. Lloyd - George foreshadowed a possible expenditure of
f,r,132,654,900, but announced no further new taxation.
Heavy Turkish._ defeat in Persia reported. Russians in the
_1i-hot and Dilman region completely routed enemy after three days
fighting. More than 3,50o Turkish 'dead were found on the battle- field.May 5.—Renewed Battle Ur Hill 60. The Germans obtained footing under cover of poisonous gases and favoured by weather
conditions.
poisonous gases- used for another German attack east of Ypres,
which was -repulsed with heavy loss to enemy.
Slight set-back to Russians. Owing to the great strength of
the enemy in Western Galicia some Russian units fell back to the
second line.
-,
Reported Ultimatum by Japan to China as a result of the
irreconcilable attitude adopted by latter singe Japan modified
certain. demands she made in January la.4.
Heavy Canadian Losses. . Announced in Parliament that
casualties- in Princess. Patricia's Regiment up, to May 2 were .20
officers - and 308 other ranks. In the Canadian Division the
numbers were : Officers 232 ; other ranks, 6,024.
British recapture some of lOst trenches on Hill 6o, south-eas*
of Ypres.
MAY 6.—Announced that German Commander in South-West Africa
admitted in a letter to General Botha that orders had been given
to poison- wells.
Officially announced that General Botha has occupied the
important railway junction of Karibib (German West Africa).
Desperate battle in Galicia continued. Russian troops " severely
tried owing to the superiority of the enemy's heavy artillery."
Ms 1' 7.—Italy's decision near at hand. . Latest telegrams describe
situation betWeeffi Austria and Italy as extremely serious, and
war expected to be declared every hour.
Lusitania Torpedoed and Sunk. Giant Cunarder torpedoed by
German submarine about ten miles south of Kinsale. About 700
lives saved.

The Leviathan Victim of Submarine Frightfulness

The huge Cunard liner Lusitania, torpedoed and sunk off the
coast of Ireland on May 7, was one of the fastest ".greyhounds "
of the Atlantic. She had a speed of 25 knots, was 790 feet
tong, 88 feet broad, and 80 feet deep. Her turbine engines

were of 70,000 horse-power. A veritable floating palace, the
design and decoration of her:state rooms and saloons were
rich and elaborate. (1) s.s. Lusitania. (2 and 3) Views of
the drawing-room. (4) A bed-room in the Royal suite.
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SIR JOHN FRENCH'S SISTER AS A RED CROSS NURSE.
—While our valiant Commander—in—Chief is fighting the Empire's
battles in France and Flanders, his sister, Mrs. Harley, is fighting
s as strenuously in the cause of the wounded at a new military
hospital in-the Abbeys de Royaumont, Oiee. The sister of the

Edited by
J. A. Hammerton

Corrimaricier ,In — Chief directs the. institution, and the staff is
society ladies who have willingly
composed exclusively of
volunteered their services. This photograph shows Mrs. Harley
conversing with wounded French soldiers la the Abbey gardens.
Her esombtunce foreir John is very noticeable.

By F. A. Mclienzie, Daily Mail" War Correspondent

w

E have reached the critical hour at the,iroat. Briefly,
what has happened is this. The Germans, realising
that we were planning a great advance from our
right wing in co-operation with the
s French, and that we
bad transferred our main troops and heaviest artillery
there, attempted a counter-move by attacking north of
Ypres in force. The initial attack, on April 2znd, although
checked by the gallant counter-attack of the Canadians,
enabled the Germans to take up such artillery positions
that our hold of Ypres was seriously threatened.
The Germans had brought very heavy artillery to bear
on this point, far stronger than our own. They knew the
exact lie of the country, and had the range of every square
and street in Ypres. Their artillery commanded_ the
entire district east of the canal. On Ypres itself they
were able to maintain a fire from two sides which made
life in that town almost impossible. The big bulge into
the German lines which we had secured at this point— a
bulge where many of our men lie buried—became a
death-trap. To hold it as it was would have meant a
continuous sacrifice of our troops. •
Cneneral French had the courage to readjust his line,
to sacrifice some sections of much fought-over land to the
enemy, and to strengthen our hold along the canal. The
ruins of Ypres have formed a centre for spreading lines of
our troops ahead, who have drig themselves in around
1.Vieltie and elsewhere.
-

. The operations of the French Army during tlie past month
mstifyincreasing optimism in the fighting efficiency of our
ally. It becomes more and more proved that the weaknesses of the early part of the war have, been eliminated.
The French Army to-day shows a combination of patience,
persistence, and dash which is beyond praise. It was once
taken for`granted that the Frenchman, splendid in attack,
could not stand the strain of a long defensive campaign.
The new French Army has shown, not alone that it can
fight for months at a time on the defensive, but that at
the end of that time it can dash forward with spirit
unbroken and enthusiasm worthy of Napoleon's first
army.

Praise for the French
The policy of secrecy adopted by our authorities over

recruiting is possibly justified from a military point of view.
They have succeeded in concealing our strength. The
wildest and most divergent estimates are made of our
available men. An American authority, largely engaged
in the work of supplying the armies of the Allies, recently
declared that Britain has now three million men under
arms, apart, from her Indian troops. Others,, who should
be equally well informed, put the figure at less: than half.
We do not know how many men there are- in France; how
many in the Dardanelles, how many at home.
One thing we do know. There are a great many young
men at home who ought to be in the ranks. The photographs of the crowds in the anti-German riots show that
Can We Hold Irprzs
they are mainly composed of young fellows just of the
Can we hold Ypres ? We can at a price, but it may right military age. Bands, speeches, appeals to their
e ell be, in the events immediately ahead, that Our Com- patriotism do not touch them. Even the open taunts of
mander-in-Chief may not think it worth the price. The the lads in khaki do not pierce their thick hides.
less of this town would undOubtedly be severely felt at
The Japanese Army has in times of war an excellent
home. But the town is so shell-shattered that it is now plan of dealing with the young fellows who are not thought
httIe more than a ruin. e The position between the two good enough for the front line. They are enlisted in
lines at this point ikpne great waste The German transport work, and set to the much harder task of thagging
artillery has destroyed everything—liauses, farms, sheds— carts, packing stores, carrying supplies, and keeping up
•
lines of communications. Maybe these loafers have not
between itself and the canal.
There has been very little pause in the fighting north• spirit enough to be worthy to go in the-ranks. Then make
of Ypres since April 22nd. We can rest confident that our them the servants and attendants on those who do fight,
position to the rear there has been greatly strengthened. until, by good work, they have proved their value.
The tide of battle has turned now this way, now that.
Grounds for Good Hole
The Germans are making their fresh, crowning effort for
The
man
who
points
out the possibility of danger always
Calais. Our best reason for confidence 'in the outcome is
our knowledge of how they failed befon.>. But the fighting runs the risk of being dubbed a pessimist. But it mist be
at this point has been of an intensity which is worthy obvious to the most unthinking that the present situation
to compare even with the first Battle of Neuve is such as to demand our utmost exertions. This spring
campaign comes, however, it is well to remember, as no
Chapelle.

surprise. Our military authorities know what to expect.
What We are-Trying to Do
They had nine months to prepare for it, and every part of
We aim at holding Ypees, checking the Germans there,, Great Britain showed during the winter months. how exand driving so strong a force into their flank from farther tensive-the preparations were.
In Lord Kitchener we have, on the testimony of hist
south that they will be compelled, for safety's sake, to
retire. The great British advance towards Lille and the greatest foes, one of the greatest military leaders of the
I reach advance from Arras will, if they succeed, transform age. General French has proved, time after time, his
the situation. The capture of the German fort on the right to his high post and his supreme fitness for command.
crest of the commanding hill of Notre Dame de Lorette, Our soldiers have, time after time, shown that they are in
our attacks on La Bassee, and the capture of village after the very first line of the fighting men of the world. The
battles of the past month have
village, are all of good omen.
proved that our infantry can
But' it must be remembered
® beat
the German infantry man
that we are now attempting
for man every time, and both
the ,most difficult advance any
Royal Academy War Pictures sides know it. As for our cavalry,
army has ventured upon. We
Our Free Art Supplement
has become an axiom in this
are pushing forward in a country
war that seven thousand British
barricaded at every point, with
WITH this issue of THE WAR ILLUScavalry can charge through twenty
TRATEDispresented a beautiful r6-page
barbed - wire entanglements in
thousand Germans.
portfolio containing, reproductions of all the
the most unlikely places, with
men with machine-guns hiding
behind almost every hillock.
It is too much to - expect that
such a' forward movement should,
be-rapid or easy..- ; It ikiti iax and
is taxing" even our fine zulny

most noteworthy paintings exhibited at the
Royal Academy this season which illustrate
phases of our war-time life. Subscribers who
bind the parts in volume form should preserVe
this supplement and" bind it in at the end of
our Second Voluirie.

Let us have confidence in our
men. But let us redouble our
preparations to back them' with
more troops, more guns, and
unending supplies of arnmuniHon. These are _the .great needs
tg of the day.
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Building Up Britain's Great Military Machine

Scottish public school boys prepare to take their places in the New
Army. Hundreds of Scotland's public school men have entered the
numerous training corps. Inset : Trainload of newly-made field
kitchens on their way to be shipped to France.

Men of the 104th Brigade, Royal Field Artillery, taking part in a wrestling competition on horseback' at Folkestone. tAll manner
of sports play a prominent part in'the training of the New Army, and the men are encouraged to foster a sportsmanlike spirit.

The War Illustrated, 22nd May, 1915.
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Moments of Surcease from the Fever of War

A holiday from for tr.iOhse. After three days' duty French Anything but warlike. Plewiant scene in a backwater of the Aisne.
Two French soldiers sporting in a primitive boat.
soldiers distrast thenteefres. by angling in a peaceful locality..

" Riou-pion," concerned as to his toilet, invades an open-air hairdressing saloon behind the French lines.
•

,
.
Freneli-soldierei-gisarding . the'llitee of cornmunicatlim watering' their-m onnte-at• a- small pond by ihe•wayside, Above-, on the left,
Ps a'rench 'Artillery 'teteit holier with/tinge; wlitCliiia. teithitatect with the littatitry-ttiotkinsi in ctinfunctien With -the-gunners
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Serbia's Heroic Fight with Typhus and the Hun

Little Serbia is gathering in a vast number of Austrian prisoners
in her determined fight against the Napsburgrealm. Some
types of captives are seen in this photograph arriving at Nish.

Serbia's greatest enemy is typhus. Her gallant fighters are daily failing victims to this terrible plague, which is ravaging the whole
country. The bullock waggons with their loads of suffering soldiers draw up outside the crowded hospitals, and the sick resting in the
roadway await their turn for admission, as seen in the inset photograph. Beneath :A wounded Serbian warrior relating his experiences.
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XXII.—The Demoniacal .Destruction of the. Lusitania
HEN the Lusitania left New York for Liverpool . the Cunarder, and, though most of them knew that the
on May '1st, 1915, the Great War had- been German Government had threatened to sink the ship,
going on for nine months, amid every circumstance they felt perfectly safe. For, if the fastest passenger
of barbarity on the part of the enemy, vet withdiit
steamer in the world could not escape from submarine
British people being stirred to a full depth of active attack; when slower British troopships had for months
indignation. But as Froissart said many hundred years :worked across the Channel without a mishap, then all was
ago of the English, they are, very patient under 'great ,noati: well with Britain. And the passengers, including
suffering, but in the end they pay back terribly.
.
hundreds of Americans and members of other neutral
It wanted but little at last to arouse our strangely nations, thought with amusement upon the warning notice
sluggish and mild race to a complete sense of all that from the German Embassy at. Washington, published in
is involved in the crusade for civilisation.. For this reason American newspapers. Lunch was finishing, and the
it is probable that the torpedoing of the unarmed Cunard band was playing " Tipperary," when a torpedo struck
liner may prove to be, from the British side, the most the Lusitania by the engine-room. Immediately afterwards
important event of the war.
there was another loud report ; . but It was not known
indiiect explesion or to the
whether this was due" to
Why Full Speed was not Maintained
impact of a second 'German torpedo.
The actual facts concerning the loss of the Lifsitania,:
Dnrger in Launching the Boats
are brief and simple. After an easy, pleasant voyage.
across the Atlantic, the superb ship passed the Fastnet
The large amount of high explosive contained in the
at eleven o'clock on Friday morning. There was then torpedoes used by the enemy submarine burst open some
a fog at sea, and the Irish coast was veiled in haie.7- To of the bulkhead doors and broke the steam-pipe, putting
avoid any danger of colliding with small VesSels, Captain the engines out of action. The immense ship listed
Turner ordered his engineers to slow down to fifteen knots. to starboard the moment she was struck, making it
But the weather Cleared up, and the coast-line became impracticable to lower boats on the high side. Moreover,
plainly visible' across the blue expanse of sea, and the speed as the engines were useless, it was impossible to.-- get the
of the ship was increased to eighteen knots.' As a matter way off the ship, and she continued to move until she dived.
of fact, the Cunarder was the fastest liner afloat, and could It is always extremely dangerous to attempt to loWer boats
be ,put to a speed of twenty-five knots Or more. Captain from a moving ship, and though Captain Turner and his
Turner", however, kept her down to eighteen knots so that heroic crew laboured with calm and eager skill to save the
he should not arrive too soon by the bar at EiVerporil, passengers, there was a natural tendency to wait until
and have to wait, exposed to submarine attack, _until the vessel slowed down. As in the case of- the Titanic
the miater was high enough -to float the ship over the sand: disaster, it was expected that the great ship, with her
Meanwhile all the bulkhead doors were closed and,the double skin and numerous watertight compartments,
boats were swung out, as the ship neared the dangef-zone„, would float for an hour or more.
about two o'clock in the aiternooti.;': For the Old Head
Meanwthile, lifehelts were served-: out, and the women
of KiriSale, fifteen miles south of which the Lusitariia was and children were-helped into some of the boats that had
steanting, was 'one of gleChief places on our, coasts from been lowered to the rails, and some of these boats were
which ships took their bearings, so the sea assassins of launched safely. The captain's orders were promptly
Germany were lurking there.
obeyed, and; with few exceptions, everybody was calm.
There were ',goo men, women, and" children on board
Most of the great Toss of tl e lives of 1,134 non-Combatants,
a large proportion of whom
belonged to neutral nations,
was occasioned by the terrible
rapidity with Which the ship
sank while- she Was still in
motion. She was struck at
fifteen minutes past two, and she
dived at thi4y-flaree Minutes
past two. The extraordinary
suddenness of -the final -disaster
appears to have been due to
the immense daMage done to
the watertight bulkheads by
the two expiosiOns. Among the
dead men reniarkable for their
heroism .vas Mr. Vanderbilt,
who gave all his time to getting
little children: into the boats.
Anothey American.the theatrical' Manager, Mr. Frohrnan,
said a fine, mernorable, and
consoling thing. "Why fear
death ? It is the most beautiful
adventure in life ! " That was
the way the victims Of the
German sea assassins met their
Maker. The quiet, patient
Anglo-Saxon people are not
eaSily cowed, as the savages
Europe will in the end
discover.
An impression of the Lusitania he Ieviathan Ounarder, going t
er doom-off Kinsale.
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"My Handiwork!" By the Pirate Emperor

The banner of the Death's Head Hussars,
which should alio be the flag of the Kaiser's

" J-• LT us ring the joy-bells in Berlin to
celebrate a great German victory.
Let the news of our prowess penetrate
throughout the Fatherland and to the
remotest corners of the earth. Rejoice, ye
Huns, over this spectacle of sixty-four coffins
which contain the mortal remains of innocent
THE KAISER
women and children. At my orders have
in the uniform of a Death's Head Hussar.
they and countless others been done to

pirate fleet. The " Jolly Roger " is the most
appropriate ensign for the Undersea Huns.

death. Have I not told you that I am more
terrible than Attila, more ruthless tlut;1
Nero and Herod ? Woe to humanity !
Woe to
"
These words, if not actually used by the
Lord of Torture and Bloodshed and Vanity,
no doubt are expressive Of his sentiments in
regard to the Lusitania outrage. He is the
arch-fiend—his the shame.

Touching scenes were witnessed in the pictursque little cemetery of Queenstown when the unfortunate victims of, the Kaiser's blood—
lust were interred. This photograph was taken at the moment when the last rites were being celebrated over one of the graves, dui
by the soldiers training in the district, which contains sixty—four coffins.
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Victory and Counter Victory on the Eastern Front

Unlike the brutal relations generally existing between German officers and their men, a pleasing camaraderie is prevalent among
leaders and troops in the Russian Army. This striking photograph shows a Cossack officer in the centre congratulating his
men on a recent success with friendly appreciation and unreserve.

A Russian-surrender before a-violent Austrian bayonet charge. One of the most remarkable'photographs of the war yet published,
showing the, isctu.st onslaught of' the Austrian soldiers. Thirenernytronsic is being stormed, and its defenders stand in an attitude of
surrender. It will be seen that comfy- et the attacking Austrians have been shot down In the assault.
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Sven Hedin with the Huns -The Lost Rider

Sven Hedin, the celebrated explorer who was so-highly honoured in England (second-figure from the left), with his staff, watching the
result of artillery fire in Poland. Sven -Hediret, pro-German tendencies have entitled him to follow the movements of the Hun
forces in the field. But this renegade Swede is disowned by many of his own countrymen, who are sympathetic to the Allies.

Waiting for the, officer who never returned. Amid the debris of-a recent battle-the orderly. remains with his. master's - horse:
The German -attack was repulsed -with- heavy loss, many ,snett being. killed and , taken_ prisoners, among -whom was - the officer
who owned the charger seen in the photograph.
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The Soldiers' Postbag links Home & Battlefield

Our soldiers' relatives and friends are not always careful in packing Owing to the splendid system otsorting, comparatively few of the
parcels for the front. The " repair " department at the G.P.O. thousands of letters and parcels addressed to "Tommy" go astray.

Left : French post—office at Youville, which the Germans took over for their
own use. Right : Heavy post' of letters and parcels for prisoners of war
being sorted at Geneva, before being sent to the internment camps.

Picturesque scene at a French artillery camp in the Woevre, the the soldier knows no greater joy than the arrival of letters from
postal, waggon having just brought the mails. Far from all loved home. Eagerly he waits for news, and tears have been seen in the
ones, a numbered unit among millions fighting in the war, eyes of hardy heroes whenthere has been nothing .for them.
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The Teutonic Wave and the Wreck it Leaves

German infantry rushing to take cover at'a new position on their front in France. This photograph of the enemy lumbering over
fields that a year ago were being prepared for the harvest, and past farmsteads and cottage homes from which the unhappy country—
folk have fled, forms, with the picture below, a striking illustration of Cause and Effect.

Graphically suggestive of war in one of its mostterrible phases,
this photograph, with its atmosphere poignant with hopeless
sorrow, scarcely needs a title. What words cotild tell a more
complete story of the tragedy than is depicted by the grass-

grown ruins of the little French cottage, the tears of the
woman,, and the dejection 'of the peasant who has returned,.
after Months- of weary Wandering as a refugee,' to 'find—his-,
home an empty shell ?

,
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English Homes after a Visit from Aerial Ghouls

Left : House in West Street, Southend, gutted by the flames
started by the aerial invader's incendiary bombs. Above :
A large boarding establishment that was entirely wrecked
by a bomb. Inset : Hole made by one of the bombs.

Bed—room m a house that was almost entirely wrecked by a bomb a timber—yard were burned, and six other buildings struck. Then
and the fire that followed. One hundred bombs were dropped on the Zeppelin that had succeeded in reaching to within twelve
Southend by a Zeppelin early in the morning of May loth. One miles of London returned to report its duty done. '‘ Frightful—
woman was killed, several people were injured, four houses and nese " had again triumphed—over one sleeping Englishwoman.
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Ever-prying Eyes of Friend and Foe

German observatiOit post On a tree-top in East Africa. This photograph was taken by a British ecout who had reconnoitricithe
position and, finding It deserted, took possession. The men on the ladder are Somali scouts. Right: A British scout's look-out,
built on a tree-top at the edge of-a wood in France. ..

Eyes of the enemy near the Vier. German battery commander using a
ifirieciiiie -hr- an' artillery obServation post built' on
top of a,_haystacki inside the rick is a telephone. -Right: Kill in the> PtOrth,tit France used by Germans as an observation' post,
and the first French soldier to approach it alter the enemy had beendisiddged: The body -of a German. officie-alas fourrd'AfferO:
„ „
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E WAR
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
E have had_ a bad week for the prestige of our Cabinet of the Lusitania, because she had been the wonder ship
system of control, or, at any rate, for the control of the mercantile marine, and had close Transatlantic
by S3 large a Cabinet as twenty niembers where connections. To build the Lusitania and Mauretania the
war operations are concerned. The Lusitania perishes Admiralty advanced the capital at a low rate of interest,
er
from a warlike operation within the control of the and- to run them and obtain 'their services as cruisers they
Admiralty, and the Board of Trade sets up an inquiry gave an annual subsidy of E,I 50,000. When war broke out
under a civil judge, as though the matter were on all fours the Admiralty did not take them up or place the armaments
with the loss of the Titanic. If the Prime Minister and on board. The- reasons of this acknowledgment of errors
the Cabinet meant business they would select the three are obvious. They are large targets, and as armed cruisers
great shore admirals-7-the Commanders-in-Chief of Ports- would absorb crews of about 7oo _ men each. Assuming
mouth, Plymouth, and Chatham, men of great services that we maintained these crews in peace -time, then,
and _prestige—to inquire as to her loss, whether it was allowing for the subsidy, the crew, the stores, and depreciaavoidable, and to recommend what steps should be taken tion, their cost, apart from fuel, would represent an annual
expenditure of over L300,000 per annum. This is greater
in the future.
Even before the loss of the battleship-Goliath and five than the amount for the battle-cruiser Tiger, whose services
Iffindred of her crew, we had already paid dearly for giving are priceless.
complete confidence to the Admiralty, and the Cabinet
Where Werz. the
which is supposed to control it, in the Dardanelles. We
Destroyers?
are paying there in blood and material, both- badly needed
in Flanders, for the ineptitude of those who would not
The Germans not only announced that they would sink
recognise that sea-power as against the land must conceal
where its blow will fall until it can-strike suddenly, with all the Lusitania, but they advertised it and sent warnings
its force. - This force should invariably include an army, to all passengers. The American Press alleges that we
so that navy and army combined put in the maximum gave a guarantee of safe passage under the convoy of
of mutual assistance, or, what I like -to call team work warships, but this must surely be a mistake. _ Her captain
in the forward movement. For the purpose of this war states that she followed the course prescribed by the
our object in the Dardanelles was to get, munitions to Admiralty; but, if so, it is astonishing that a course should
Russia and fOod from Russia by an easier route. At a have been prescribed making the ordinary landfall for all
certain stage of the war the cost seemed clearly worth Atlantic ships at the- usual distance from the land for peace
while if the Foreign Office had satisfied itself there passages. The Admiralty would certainly not have
would be no bad political effects among the Balkan prescribed an economical speed for the sake of saving coal,
especially as the City of Lathom had been torpedoed only
nations.
a few days before in this part, and further eastward two
- liners had been torpedoed only a few hours earlier. The
The Wonder-Ship of
fact, however, that as with the cases I have drawn attention
the Mercantile Marine
to at Beachy Head, St. Catherine's Point, and the Scilly
The pity is that, having roused Turkey to a great effort Islands, the ordinary landfall, where vessels make the
of preparation, we have now got to pay far more heavily land, was selected, causes the question to jump -to the
in costs than is worth while, for our prestige demands mind : " Where were the destroyers ? "
Mr. Churchill says " the resources at our disposal do not
that we should succeed when difficulties have been
multiplied against us through faulty strategy. It is enable us to supply destroyer escort for merchant or
difficult for a sailor to believe that both sailors and soldiers, passenger ships, more than two hundred of which, on the
at Whitehall and in the Mediterranean, did not warn the average, arrive or depart safely every day." Nobody has
suggested that the Admiralty should do so, though they
Cabinet of the folly of striking with naval force alone.
Our prestige is more than ordinarily affected by the loss have given to horse transports what they denied to the
usitania, carrying passengers,
mails, bullion, and ammunition. Apart altogether from
protecting the Lusitania—
and there has been too much
of this business of patrolling
and waiting for an enemy,
like policemen on a beat—the
business of the Navy is to •
exterminate the submarines.
The place to look for them,
among others, was an important landfall like Kinsale Head,
near our naval dockyard of
Haulbowline,. at Queenstown,
and this was more than
ordinarily the case in view of
the threats to the Lusitania.
Not a patrol boat, much
less a destroyer, appeared for
hours after her destruction.
So secure did the submarines
feel that they- showed their
conning-towers, one of them
actually heading the
Lusitania off to a more
H.M.S. Goliath, that was torpedoed on tha night of May 12, just inside the. Dardanelles Straits
dangerous course by thiSwhile protecting the French flank. She tank with the loss of five hundred men. The Goliath
expedient.
was an old British 13,000 ton battleship, laid down in 1897 and completed in 1900.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lt.-Col. H. W. E. HITCHINS. Lieut.-Col. H. CARINGTON
SMITH, 2nd Batt. Hamps. Rgt.
1st Batt. Manchester Regt.

Lieut.-Col. A. STEPHEN KOH
1st K. 0. Scot. Borderers.

Major C. T. WIGLEY GRIM
SHAW, D.S.O., R Dublin Fus

Major G. BARKER, R.M.L.L, Major F. TAYLOR DURAN,
Drake Bak., R.N.D.
19th Punjabis (57th Rifles).

Major J. H. DEANE,
2nd Batt. Hampshire Regt.

Major F: J. JOSUE,
1st Batt. Royal West Kent Regt.

Captain H. M. SPENCER,
2nd Seaforth Highlanders.

Herbert Carington Smith, 2nd Hampshire Regiment, was killed in
action during the landing in Turkey. He first saw service in the ,Rile Expedition
Lieut.-Colonel
in 1898, being twice mentioned in despatches, and receiving the Order of Medjidieh

Captain R. C. Y. HERING,
2nd K. 0. Scottish Borderers.

and the Egyptian Medal with clasp. He went through the Boer War, and was
Special Service Officer ; was twice severely wounded, several times mentioned in
despatches, and awarded the Queen's Medal with five clasps and the King's Medal
with two. In 1903 he served in the Aden Hinterland campaign ; in 1913 he was
given command of the 2nd Hampshire Regiment,
Lient.-Colonel Archibald Stephen Koe, 1st King's Own Scottish Borderers. entered
the Army in 1886. In 1894 he became Captain, and in 1899 was appointed a firstclass station Staff officer in India. He was promoted Major in 1904, and LieutenantColonel in 1913, He served with the Chin-Lushai Expedition, 1889-90, and the
Chitral Relief Force, 1895, gaining for both the medals and clasps.
Major Francis John Joslin, 1st Royal West Kent Regiment, became a SecondLieutenant in 1895,-a Lieutenant in 1897, and received his company in 1903. He was
promoted Major in 1914. - From 1904 to 1907 he acted as Adjutant to his regiment. Major
Joslin served through the South African War, receiving both medals with five clasps. P Major Cecil Thomas Wigley Grimshaw, D.S.O., -Royal Dublin Fusiliers, entered
that regiment as Second-Lieutenant in 1897. He was a Lieutenant the following
year, and a Captain in 1904. During the Boer War he served with the mounted
infantry, and experienced much fighting. He was twice mentioned in despatches,
and received both med4ls with five clasps, and the Distinguished Service Order.

Captain L. R. E. WEST, vl Capt. and Adjt. W. D. REP- Lt. E. H. UNDERWOOD BUTTANSHAW,2ndBatt.TheBuffs,
;BURN, 5th Royal Scots.
8th London Regt. (Post Office .

Lieut I. F. GLASS,
2nd Seaforth Highlanders.

Captain DAMER WYNYARD,
1st Batt. East Surrey Regt.

Captain G. N. MACKIE,
54th Sikhs (57th Rifles).

Lieut. T. L. BAINBRIDGE,
Lieut. A21t. BURSIMKS,
Lieut. R. H.OWEN, 2nd Duke
Sec.-Lieut. P. E KELLY,
Sec -Lieut. D. E. GMOSE5th Northumberland Fusiliers.._
of Wellington's Regt.
2nd Seaforth Highlanders.
8th Middlesex Regt.
HODGE, 1st Suffolk Regt.
Portraits by Lafayette, Barnett, Chancellor, Russell, Heath, Lambert We:atok,Bassano, Bacon,. Elliott & Fry.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
NE of the curious off-the-map incidents of the war was
brought to notice the other day when a German
official communiqué expressly stated that a German
naval airship had fought an action with several British
submarines, and had sunk one of them with a bomb- To
this the British Admiralty promptly replied with a statement
that one British submarine had had a fight with a Zeppelin,
which tried to drop a bomb on her, but was driven off by
the submarine's gun fire, after having been hit and damaged.
Of course, both accounts cannot be true ; so, despite the
fact that the German official communiques are generally
very accurate indeed, as- distinct from German " wireless "
reports—which are generally wholesale lies concocted for
foreign consumption—we may accept our own account
as the truth. After all, no one was there except the crew
of the submarine and the crew of the airship, so it is merely
one man's word against another's and of the two I think
I would rather believe our submarine officer.

O

manned airship and several submarines at a time should
be possible. I know of one sailor-man, now on one of our
airships, who is a perfect artist with a machine-gun, and is
guaranteed to put seventy-five shots out of a hundred into
a life-buoy floating on the water from a height of i,000 feet.
If a submarine bobbed up and attacked his ship, I think
he' could be backed to keep the crew from ever getting on
deck to work their gun against the airship. Probably every
man would be picked off as his head -showed through the
hatchway. In this way an airship ought to be able to
avoid being hit back while it was manoeuvring for the exact
position from which to drop its bombs on the submarine—or
submarines, if there were more than one.

Battle Experience in a Submarine
On the other hand, if sufficient men ever got on deck to
work their quick-firer it would prObably be " Good-bye,
airship! " For at r,000 feet or so one could hardly miss
hitting one of the cars of the ship, and even if the ship
tried to rise hurriedly she would be well within range of the
Airship and Submarine Duel
quick-firer long after the submarine was out of range of her
However, the chief thing to note is the novelty of an
machine-guns.
, action between an airship and a submarine, the two latest
Consequently, almost the only chance an airship has is
weapons of sea war, and the two which, of all others, one
to catch submarines when they are just coming to thewould expect to be incapable of damaging one another. surface. If a submarine has already emerged, and has
A submarine, when attacked by aircraft of any kind,
her gun crew at their posts, an airship has very little
can at once " get out and get under,' and aircraft can always opportunity of doing damage, for she cannot rise high
get out of the way by superior speed. The fact that they enough to be out of the vertical range of a modern quickstayed to fight it out shows how sure each was of its ability firer, even if only a 3-pounder.
to avoid being damaged by the other. Presumably, the
One young friend of mine who was down in a submarine,
' submarine skipper thought that bomb-dropping is such on which a Zeppelin was trying to drop bombs, told me
an inaccurate science at present that he was fairly safe— •it was a- most unpleasant sensation, for though no bombs
as proved to be the case. On the other hand, the airship
fell very close, those which burst as they struck the waterskipper doubted the ability of the submarine to reach some twenty to a hundred yards away gave such a shock
him with a small quick-firer.
to the water that it was felt all over the boat, which was-then
As a matter of fact, a regular action between a well- submerged twenty or thirty feet.

Our Diary o? the War
Chronology of Events, May 8th to May 13th
Max 8,—Lusitania outrage, shocks the whole civilised world, Two
British in Great Battle; One of greatest battles of the war raging
torpedoes from German submarines struck the giant liner, which
about Ypres and down the line. Sir John French reports that
sank in eighteen minutes. The number on board was 1,906, and
enemy, under cover of poisonous gases, made attack east of.
those who were—drowned numbered 1,134, as the number of
Ypres in neighbourhood of the Menin road. Our shrapnel inflicted
survivors is believed to be 772.
very heavy casualties on the,- enemy when in massed formation,
May 9.—British Forward Movement. The 'First Army attacked the
" literally mowing them down."
enemy'slines between the Bois Grenier and Festubert, and gained .
rt.—French +Army Push On. Successes gained to the north of
ground south-east towards Fromelles.
Arias extended. In engagement of extreme violence before Loos,
British Destroyer Mined. Announced that While operating
a large German work and a whole system of trenches astride the
on May 7th off Belgian coast the torpedo-boat destroyer Maori
Loos- Vermelles road captured. Farther to the south the large
struck a mine two miles north-west of Weilingen Lightship.
fort and chapel of Notre Dame de Lorette carried by assault.
The crew took to the boats when the ship was sinking. H.M.S.
This :success followed up without stopping, the French vigorously
Crusader lowered her boats to assist in picking up crew of Maori,
driving the enemy between the chapel' of Notre Dame de
but owing to enemy's fire had to leave her boats and retire. Crew
Lorett and Ablain St. Nazaire. From Souchez to Carency
of Maori and boats' crews of Crusader taken prisoners.
the German position was closely invested.
Important French Advance. Our allies' troops just south of
Growing resentment against Germans in this country. German
the British lines went forward south of Carency three miles on a
shops wrecked in London and provinces. Troops called out.
front of about five.
av 12 .--Sir John French reports the repulse of a German attack.east
Capture of Libau, on _Baltic coast, by Germans admitted by
of Ypres. This attack, he pointed out, was the third costly failure
Russians,
experienced by the enemY..
Zeppelin Raid on Southend. Early in morning a Zeppelin attack
Paris reports a slight check to French advance. All gains won
made on Southend ; ninety bombs dropped in the town, and
during last few days in the section north of Arras maintained,
fifty more in the vicinity. One woman killed, and two person>
except on the front of Loos. A later communique showed that
injured. There was some damage to property, but not of a
this set-back has been retrieved, and marked progress made round
serious character.Carency. Total prisoners captured.since May 9 reach 4,000.
French Gains to North of Arras maintained, notably between
Anti-German Riots in Loncicit and elsewhere. Many shops
Carency and Souchey. Total number of prisoners exceeded
- wrecked. At Southend military called out.
3,000, including 4o officers, one of them a colonel, io guns, and
AY r3.—Announeed that United States has decided to send a Note in
5o machine-guns captured.
severe terms to Germany, demanding that sinking of merchant and
Russian headquarters reports that in the region of-Shavli, in
passenger vessels shall cease.
northern front, its offensive continues with success.
Conquest of German. South-West Africa. General Botha enters
The Lusitania Crime. In the House of Commons Mr. Churchill
Windhoek at the head of Union forces. stated that the Admiralty sent a warning to the Lusitania and
H.M.S. Goliath torpedoed- in Dardanelles Straits. Five hundred
directions for her course, Both messages were acknowledged, the
lives lost. About 20 officers and 16o men -saved.
second message shortly before the-attack. No escort was sent.
Er4 reported sinking of two Turkish gunboats and a transport.

When Will the War End?

In our next issue begins an important series
of letters from famous public men on this
the most interesting question_; of the day.

Vol 2
No. 41.
29th May. 1915

A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

A SPECIMEN OF THE HUN. German soldier
captured in the recent fighting on the British front.
His face is fully expressive of all the savagery and
" frightfulness" associated with the exponents of " higher
civilisation," so called, and it is from such—like beings

S. ZdIttlinerton

that the women and children of France and Belgium
have suffered unspeakable horrors. One shudders to
think of what misery a horde of these men could cause
if they invaded these shorss. Compare his physiognomy
with the frank, open countenan:e of the Briton.
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ILL T E WAR LAST?

Private Opinions
of Public Men

The Editor has invited a number of well-known psblie men, representative of all
departments of thought and. activity — coptoins of industry, men of letters, members of
Parliament, scientists7 to'contribuie.their iYiews on the all-absorbing question of the day,
and will print such replies as come to hand.
Mr. CHIOZZA MONEY, the well-known journalist
and 41/1.P., foreshadows a prolonged campaign,
and urges full-steam preparations and an absolute
blockade of Germany as imperative to eventual victory.

Mr. F. T. JANE, the -eminent Naval expert, takes
the gloomy standpoint that this war, not being
merely a racial quarrel, but Democracy v. Oligarchy,
may go on, saving the unexpected, for generations.

AILING some big social upheaval brought about by
financial stress caused by sea-power rendering one side
impotent, it seems to me that this war must go on for
years and years. At any time there may, be a temporary
truce, but any real abiding peace seems absolutely impossible until German military
domination is completely victorious or completely destroyed.
There is no middle course.
It is the old story of the Peloponnesian War or of the wars
between Rome and Carthage. This
present war is not the ordinary
quarrel between two nations ; it is
a conflict between two rival ideas
of civilisation. Just at present it
is on the lines of resolving itself
into a fight for " a place in the
sun," and, apart from the ethical
side of the matter, it is becoming
very questionable whether, commercially, there is room in the world for both the German
Empire and cur own.
That, however, seems likely to be merely a passing
phase just as the racial side of the matter is. After a truce
or two born of mutual exhaustion, we may presently
expect to see developed a modern edition of the Peloponnesian War of two thousand odd years ago. The
war ,between Athens and Sparta, if ever it were national,
)on ceased to be s). It became a general war between
the two main elements of the entire civilised world of
those days—Demccracy against Oligarchy—roughly a
state of civil war between these two rival forces in every
State engaged.
That—short of the unforeseen—is, I think, what we shall
eventually come to in the future. It is rather an advanced
idea to expound to-day, of course ; it is unlikely to happen
for years ; though already two things are clear. Of these,
one is that roughly speaking Germany stands for oligarchical
ideas, we for democratic ones, The other is that, far apart
as they seem, Prussian miiita,s despotism and Socialism
have one thing in common—Collectivism, approached
from two different points of view, as opposed to
Individualism. Roughly, call this whether the human
race 'shall- be dragooned into what certain people think
(or say): is for its benefit, or -Whether every man shall be
free to lir e his own life as he sees fit.
Belies e
- rs in both ideals have long co-existed in every
country:' l Till this tear came along they co-existed peacefully. e But now- that the clash of arms is our normal
existence, the sword has replaced the baltot-box. Consequently, I am of conviction that what to-day we describe
as " Crushing Prusaian Militarism " will—the sword beim,
now 'the arbitrator of all things—eventuate in a life-aadeath struggle between two ideals which by no pitch of the
imagination can ever coalesce or coincide.
So my answer to your question is that—saza'ng the itn7
expected—this war may go on interminably for at least one
generation, pcssiblg for two. - Bloodshed begets bloodshed.It will be war in perhaps varied form-L-but still war. A war,
perhaps, in which all our civilisation may ultimately perish,
and the remnant left begin painfully to ark
out afresh a
new scheme of things.

F

T the beginning of the war a number of us freely
indulged in what has been called the most gratuitous form of error. Recalling what I said myself, I find
that I made two bold assertions.
The first was that there was not the slightest need to
apprehend distress and unemployment during the war, but, on the
contrary, that the working classes
would probably be better off during
its continuance than ever before. I
think I was the only man who ventured to say this, and I have been
fully justified by results.
The second - was that the warone; but
would not be a !‘ tong
I pointed out. that even the " short
Franco-German canipaign of 1870- 71
lasted for nearly a year, and that I
used the term " long " as indicating my opinion that the contest
would not be protracted for years;
certainly I expected the war to be over in two years.
Now that we have entered upon the tenth month of the
campaign, I am asked to give my opinion as to how long
the war will last, and to give reasons for my answer, as
they say in the examination papers. I am one of those who have learned a good deal since August 4th, 19'14, andwhat I have learned prompts me to make reply - that - I
think the man wise who now declines to utter prophecy
in this connection.
Chiefly I have learned how few of the factors of the case
it is possible to get to know anything about. We do not
cven know what our own Government is doing ; what then
can we know of what is being done by France, Russia,.
Serbia, Germany, Austria, and Turkey-, to say nothing of
present neutrals who may soon be for us or against us ;
to sa.,, nothing of other wars which may run concurrently
with this and indirectly influence it.
Amongst the things we do not know are the numbers of
the combatants actually engaged, and the numbers of
effectives that can yet be_produced by the different nations
taking part in the war. I can say that of men of military
age (aged nineteen to thirty-eight) Britain has 7,000,000 ;„: - France has 6,000,000 ; Germany has io,000,000 ; Austria ..
has 8,000,000 ; Russia has 23,000,000. I do not krik
howeVer, what proportions of these can be effectively
pvodvced in the field, armed, and maintained. Take our=_
own case ; we have 7,200,060 men aged nineteen to thirty 4 ,
eight; we have 9,260,060 men aged nineteen to forty-five:
I do not even know as I write what the British Government :
intends to do about these men ; I only knew what I think
they ought to do.
,
'
It is, indeed, Just because of the Many. uncertainties of
the case that it is our rlutv to make every possible preparation for a prolonged campaign. The nation—nay,
more, the Empire—ought to be organised forthwith to bring
to bear all our magnificent resources of men and Material
to achieve the object that must be attained. And simultaneously the British Navy should be used, as it has not yet
been used, to make sure that no supplies of any sort or
kind either enter Germany or leave it.

A

(Foither cpiniona on rage 332.)
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Before & After a Hot Fight on the French Front

If:lore pills for MM. Les Boches. French gunners loading an ammunition waggon with shells. Our Gallic friends, realising that the
war would be a question of projectiles, taxed their resources to the utmost, and now they have shells in plenty and to spare.

A welcome refresher after the heat of a fight at Flirey. Members of the 6th French Battalion washing in a stream at Andilly, after
having repulsed a violent German counter—attack, it will be seen that one of the houses in the background has been razed by a shell,

The War illustrate 29th :Way,
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HOW LONG WILL THE WAR LAST ?
Mr. SILAS K. HOCKING, the popular novelist, is con—
fident of victory by Christmas, 1915, being of the opinion
that Germany, having failed in her first objective, will
squander her resources much more quicklythan the Allies.

HEN the war broke ciit I expressed the opinion that
it would not be over before Christmas of the
present year. My friends laughed at me as a
dreary pessimist, but I have seen no reason yet for changing
the view I then expressed. My assumption is based on
the simple fact that this is a war
of attrition.
It is not a question
of a big victory here or there; or
of a few miles gained or lest in the
long battle-line. It is a question
of wearing down the enemy, 'and
the enemy will take a lot of wearing ' down. It is true he is losing
his strength and wasting his resources much more rapidly than
we are, but his resources are by
no means exhausted vet.
_
I saw a good deal of Germany
during the years that preceded the .
war, and formed my opinion of the
character of her people; though I
did not think she could descend
to such depths of infamy as she has done. The fact remains, however, that she had been preparing for, this war for
forty years, that she had accumulated Vast stores of
amMunition, that she had a well-stocked war-chest, and
that she could at an hour's notice swing the whole of her
manhoOd into the firing-line. .
But her doom was sealed when she failed in her firstobjective. If she could not succeed then she cannot succeed
now ; but the wearing down is a slow process-L-that is the
simple fact we have to face. The fighting strength of the
Allies has not yet reached its maximum, the fighting
strength of the enemy is slowly tapering towards its minimum. In that lies our confidence.
Germany will fight to the last ounce of her strength;
and .the last copper of her resources ; but we shall - need
another seven or eight months to wear her down completely.

W

Mr. RONALD McNEILL, the notable writer and
M.P., thinks that the Allies will not be able to impose
peace conditions before 1916, at the present slow rate
of progress, due to slackness of national organisation.

HE duration of the war depends on the thoroughness
with which we determine to achieve the objects for
which we are fighting. When driven back to their
frontiers, the Germans might perhaps be ready to make a
peace which would restore to Belgium her independence,
and to France her stolen provinces.
But no such peace would put an
end to the menace of Prussian
military aggression, which all the
Allies have vowed to accoinplish. I
believe that no mere treaty betWeen
Governments will do that, unless
it . has been preceded by. an - in
vasion of German territory - which
will make the whole German „people
realise the horrors of war, and implant among them a tradition which
will give them dread of repeating
the experience.
But the Germans will fight
with desperation before Westphalia and Hanover can be occupied, and - peace
dictated in Berlin. The unexhausted resources of the
Allies are greater than those - at the Germanic Empii"es,
but., so far as Great Britain is concerned, her maximum of
energy has not yet been nearly - reached. Our slackness of
national organisation has already made the end of the warmore distant than it need have been ; and as there is no
sign as yet of thiS .weakness being effectively remedied,
the war will thereby be greatly prolonged. Shortage of

T

munitions will continue to hamper military operations
and to increase loss of life. We have nothing approaching,
a sufficiency of men to keep the Army up to proper strength'
beyond next autumn, nor is there any prospect of obtaining them by voluntary enlistment, magnificently as
that system has served us up to the present. Unless, then,
Russia succeeds in laying hands on the next harvest in
Hungary and East Prussia, we shall have to face another
winter campaign west of the Rhine. The exhaustion of
the enemy in this war of attrition should enable us in that
event to advance next spring into his territory ; and we
may reasonably hope that the Allies will be able to impose
their conditions of peace, and to bring the war to an end,
about September, 1916.

Pevi-a-ed.
SIR CHARLES W. M ACA RA, late President of the Federa—
tion of Master Cotton Spinners, is emphatic that the
mobilisation of the nation's resources is the only way to ex—
terminate the Prussian scourge within a reasonable time.

I

N reference to your request for my views upon the war,
I may say they are the same as they have been from
the first. EvervOne must admit that no Government
has ever befOre had to face so colossal a task as dealing with
war en such a gigantic scale. It was evident that
b the
mobilisation of the entire resources
of the nation was necessary to
deal successfully with such a situation, and that thorough organisation, simultaneous action, tact,
judgment, and, above all, knowing
how to handle men were essential to
success.
In my opinion, Ministers
have erred in attempting to keep
so much in their hands, instead of
at once securing the co-operation of
the industrial,' mercantile, financial,
scientific, transport, and labour interests.
It was pointed out to the
Government at the very commencement of the war, and repeatedly since, that it had
at its disposal an Industrial Council which it appointed
-in 1911, after receiving the approval of many of the captains
of industry and labour leaders, and composed of men
representing capital and labour, and thoroughly conversant with the carrying on of the great staple industries;
and whose services, if requisitioned; would have been
invaluable in dealing with many of the difficult problems
which were bound to arise in connection with the war ;
but so far its existence has been ignored. It is surprising
that whatever help was offered by men of extensive experience in organisation was not gladly accepted, and a
good deal of discouragement has been felt by many who
have all along been anxious to render whatever assistance
they had in their power. Whatever the errors of the past
may haye been, this is no time for recrimination, but, on
the contrary, every man and woman should be stimulated,
in face of the dreadful barbarities that are being practised,
to'redoubled energy and determined and united action.
The complete mobilisation of the nation would certainly
show' who ought to join the defensive forces, and who are
required in the equally important work of providing the
necessaries of life, munitions of war, and in keeping the
national machine going. Under such a scheme as this the
position of the "slacker " would have soon become absolutely unendurable.
It is by this means alone that Great Britain and her Allies
will succeed in their defence of freedom, and in ridding the
world of a scourge which becomes more apparent each
succeeding day, and that is striking at the very foundation
of civilisation.
(.4 furthe'r series
of contributions on
this subject will appear in next week's i
number.)
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A Kitchen in the
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ds •The Frolicsome War-horse

Keeping the pot a—boiling. British military chef preparing dinner at an improvised " restaurant" behind the trenches in Northern
France. The characteristical—looking old Frenchmen and small children regard "Tommy's" methods with critical appreciation.

Kicking its heels. Artillery horse after a hard day's draft work in Northern France, pleased to be relieved of its harness, takes a
rest lying down. Before the war the shortage of horses was considered a serious defect in our military organisation, but modern
fighting has proved that the quadruped is not so indispensable as it was in former wars.
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Italy on the Brink—War Excitement at Fever Pitch

Signor Giolitti, whose anti—intervention
plot with the German Ambassador, Prince
Buelow, has been exposed.

King Victor Emmanuel who recognises the
urgent necessity for his country to take
sides with the Triple Entente.

Signor Salandra, leader of the Interven—
tionists, who resigned before the machina—
tions of Signor Giolitti, but was recalled.

Types of Italian sailors. Italy, which is geographically similar to
Great Britain, has made rapid strides as a sea—power. Inset (on
left and right): A typical Italian infantryman and an armed blue—
jacket. Already there are about two million soldiers mobilised.

To rule the Adriatic for Italy. The Dante Alighieri, the latest addition to Italy's growing fleet. This magnificent Dreadnought,
commissioned in 1914, has a displacement of 19,000 tons, and is fitted with engines of 34,000 h.—p. She has a speed of 24 knots, and is
armed with twelve 13 in. and twenty 4•7 in. guns, as well as three torpedo—tubes,

Italians impatient to enter the European Arena

Italian artillerymen working a small field—gun which proved
exceptionally serviceable in the Tripolitan campaign.

Types of Bersaglieri, the celebrated infantry cyclist corps, who
are wild with enthusiasm for La Guerra.

Infantry of the 68th Regiment. It will be noticed how similar
are their uniforms to those of the French.

Italian cavalry. Some of the impressive dragoons, who are not
unlike the famous French cuirassiers.

Italian infantry on the march in Tripoli. Italy has made progress with her new colony in Northern Africa, the Government assisting
emigrants to develop the territory; but even Tripoli has not been free from German intrigue, to the detriment of the Italian.

The War illustrated, 29th may, 1915.
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Our Camera-Correspondentwith the Fighting French:

Mammoth German shell of 420 mm. which failed to explode when
fired at a French fort. The projectile of the "75," which is seen
on the left, is veritably microscopic in comparison.

"75" gun, mounted on a platform for high—angle fire against a
reconnoitring Aviatik. The photograph, taken at the moment of
firing, shows the gunners stopping their ears.

Open—air smithy in the Forest of Argonne. French soldiers working at a forge,
the furnace of which is mounted on a gun—carriage. Inset: One of oar French
friends studying " The War Illustrated " in his bomb—proof shelter.

Scene in a picturesque village on our allies' front. A cortege of mitrailleuses lines up for inspection before proceeding into action.
It is interesting to note that nearly all the French soldiers in this photograph are clean—shaven. Tommy's smooth chin has
revolutionised fashion in the Army of our allies. Where are the beards of yester year?
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Worthy Men and Weapons the Hope of Joffre
photographs on this page; which reach

THEus from one of our camera-correspondents,
in the French lines, represent widely-contrasted
mechanical achievements, each an important spoke
in the Wheel of modern scientific warfare.
The colossal 155 mm. gun, the delicate mitrailleuse, the fragile aeroplane, and the ponderous
armoured train arc seen about to discharge their
various functions in the conflict of nations.
Brilliantly ingenious as are these destructive
inventions of the mind of man, it seems ironical
that they should have been able to keep pace with
the evolution of civilisation throughout the countless ages of time.
But civilisation, as it is understood by Democratic Britain and France, is the very antithesis
of the pernicious Oligarchical ideal of Prussia.
Scene of activity at an aerodrome in close proximity to the firing—line. Mechanics
are assisting at the departure on reconnaissance of a Caudron aeroplane, the
machine most generally used for co—operation with French artillery.

French armoured train setting out from a station in the battle area on Its
voyage of death and destruction. it is armed with several quick—firing guns.

One of the most thrilling incidents in modern warfare. Heavy French gun of 155 mm., whose efficiency has considerably surprised
the Germans, being dragged into action by a team of mules. Inset above : French gunners with the other extreme in ordnance.
The mitrailleuse, one of the most rapid and mobile light weapons in existence.
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With the Toches' in France by Field and Stream

German infantry advancing across a flat stretch of country and digging themselves in simultaneously. This hazardous work is
carried on, like all infantry advances, under cover of rifle and artillery fire. Freguently_in storming a position soldiers carry sacks
in order to barricade captured trenches.

"Where every prospect pleases and only the Hun is vile." Animated pastorale somewhere in North—Eastern France. German
invaders of French territory watering their horses in the running stream,
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The Tramp of Hun & Turk in Belgium and Gallipoli

Scouting party of Uhlans on patrol duty in Belgium. Riding in files on either side of the road, with lances held in readiness for action,
they are on the alert to see that the adjoining woodland is clear of the allied troops before the main body of German infantry advances.

Turkish infantry in the Gallipoli Peninsula moving into positions that will enable them to defend the road to Constantinople.
The Tttrco—German forces are fighting desperately in their attempt to prevent the allied troops from forcing the gates of the
.."nnuhold of Islam.

The War illustratcd, 29th

1915.
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Back to Back: Canadians' Heroism near Ypres
maminttatistiaz-

With the plains of Flanders and of Artois aflame, there takes
place during the fierce fighting along the whole front from
Arras to the sea many battles that, if this war were as other wars,
would be written down as "great." Recently, for instance, the
enemy attacked our trenches west of Zonnebeke with the most
terrible artillery fire. A tornado of shells were poured upon the

74

British position, until the trenches were soon knocked out of all
semblance of trenches. Yet, standing back to back, a small group
of Canadians fired and stabbed in both dieections at the charging
Germans who had enveloped their narrow front—line trench.
With amazing courage they held on until, in the end, the Ger—
mans were repulsed a❑ along the line-
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Hun Sneers at British Victims of Poison Gas

" Eye—Witness" recently wrote that the spirit of savagery
animating the Germans is almost incredible. An instance is
here illustrated from the official description. During the fighting
north of Ypres a captured Prussian officer—whose life had been
spared by our men even in the heat of a charge, and in spite of
their exasperation at the enemy's use of deadly gases—while

being escorted to the rear passed some British soldiers who
were lying in agony on the ground fighting for breath, their
lungs filled with the ghastly poison fumes. The Prussian
stopped, looked at them, and then, pointing to the prostrate
forms he burst into a sneering laugh and said. " What do
you think of that "."

Britons Invade the "Impregnable " Peninsula

........................
Shrapnel fired from our men—o'—war in the Dardanelles Straits, bursting over the Turkish troops which were opposing the landing of
our forces from the transport to the left of the photograph.

first stage of the Allies' journey to ConstanTHEtinople
was over when our troops had landed

Prince Alexander of Battenberg, the Marquis of Anglesey, and Captain Walford,
members of Lieut.—General Sir John Maxwell's Headquarters Staff in Egypt.

and firmly entrenched themselves astride the
Gallipoli Peninsula, facing the heights of Achi
Baba. the first of the Turco-German forces' commanding positions that we have to gain before we
can move up the Peninsula and open the gates of
the Narrows for the Allied fleet.
When our Navy is through the Narrows, then
the end will have come for the Turks and then
German leaders. Meanwhile,- the enemy is fighting
his hardest to carry out General von Liinan's
command to drive us into the sea. This, however,
will never be done, for the Allies' position is impregnable. Still, as the official correspondent at
the Dardanelles has stated, " Victories leading to
decisive results can no more- be gained in a day on
the Gallipoli Peninsula than they can be in France
or Belgium."
Two of the striking photographs on. this page
illustrate a portion of the great work of our Navy
and Armv on that memorable 25th of April, when,
under the covering fire of our warships' guns, yet
in face of difficulties that seemed insuperable, the
landing-parties gained their first footing on the
Peninsula,

Austraiian members of our Lxpeditionary Torces at the Darclaneils landing at the Gallipoli Peninsula under covering fire from our
battleships, whose guns kept the Turks at 5ay until the British troops had obtained their footing ashore,
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With our Russian Allies in Poland & Galicia

The authorities of Radom, Poland, with the Governor at
their head, held a parade in honour of the fall of Przemysl.
This photograph, taken after the ceremony, is of a group of
the leading officials.

The new military Governor of the Przemyel fortress. The
Russian General Artamonov (standing) at lunch with his Stan.

Though arsenals are working day and night in an endeavour to cope with the demand for arms, there is always a shortage, and
our Russian allies, immediately after a battle, send round automobiles to collect rifles and ammunition from wounded comrades.
Inset : How headquarters keeps in touch with the firing—line. Russian officers transmitting orders to the field by telephone.
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Players in the "Grand International Final"

Soldiers of the Canadian contingent wounded during their
gallant dash near Ypres, and now convalescent, playing base—
ball at Shorncliffe. Soon they will be ready and eager to jpin
once more in the greater game.

"Great Britain is proud of her Canadian brothers." These
men recently returned wounded to England; convalescents,they
are enjoying games in the grounds at Shorncliffe.

A game of football outside a military hospital "somewhere in
France," between teams of British and French soldiers who
had been wounded in the trenches. A Frenchman has the ball.

Middlesex. Though wounded in chest, shoulder, arm or leg,
Having played their part in the "Grand International Final,"
these British soldiers back at home recovering from their the team put up a splendid game. British "Tommies " 'will
suffer much inconvenience for their beloved game of football.
wounds, took part in a football match against men of the 7th
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Allied Sea Men and Piratical Sea Huns

Present-day pirates. Men of the Prinz Eitel Friedrich, the German
cruiser that sank the U.S.A. grain ship William P. Frye, with
their pets.

Left : Happy British and French " tars " on shore-leave " somewhere." Right : Crew of a 12-pounder on a British patrol vessel
in action in the Channel. They are about to fire a warning shell.

"Jack Tars" of our Ally. Representative group of the gallant French sailers who have been doing valuable work by bankinj
up the British Navy in the Dardanelles operations. These men are French naval gunners on their ship Jaureguiberry.

Al THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
Iii

it}

:A

XXIII.—The Triumph of Young France at Carency

T the opening of the spiing campaign the position
of the German armies in North-Eastern France was
very strong. For, although they had failed to
capture Calais the previous autumn, they had then occupied,
w Ali their superior forces, all the best positions from
Ypres to the Aisne. In particular they held, about twelve
miles south of our trenches near La Bassee, a series of
fortified heights, which they converted during the winter
into a new " Gibraltar." General Maud'huv's Tenth Army
wanly tried to work its war through by sap, mine, and
night attack. The German front seemed impregnable:
And the galling thing about it was that it assured the
ynemy's conquest of the neighbouring coal-mining district
oll.ens, and deprived France of the resources of her richest
industrial region.
The German defences consisted of a range of hills about
four hundred feet high, running by the villages of Carency
and Ablain, and ending northward in a spur, 607 feet high,
crowned by the chapel of Notre Dame de Lorette. Behind
this line of heights was another ridge of about the same
height, also extending north and south, by the villages of
Solichez and Neuville St. Vaast. The last village was
only about two miles from the wreck of the city of Arras,
which was the centre of General 'Mandl-am-is- operations.
'file French troops were entrenched in the western valleys,
beneath the gams of the German fortressed ridges, and
their oosition seemed the most hopeless of any section of
the allied hues. The German trenches above them were
cut out of the chalk-hills, and strengthened by concrete
d armour-plate, upon which ordinary howitzer shells
made no impression.
But when our troops were storming the German lines
north of Neuve Chapelle, the German General at Carency
felt so confident of his strength that he sent reinforcements
against the British troops. Thereupon General Maud'huv
attacked, and in spite of the sweeping fire of the enemy's
machine-guns and how itzers, the Zouaves and Chasseurs
iron a footing in the middle of March, 1915, on the eastern
slopes of Notre Dame de Lorette. The amount of ground
gained was insignificant, as Was the case in 'all these preliminary trials of strength. But the military importance
of the footing obtained on the dominating spur of the
German stronghold was perceived by General Jaffe.

in a desperate fight raging all along the Yser down to La
Bassee, General Mand'huy began to bombard the hill of
Notre Dame de Lorette with unexpected and tremendors
fury. Hitherto, see had held the record for overwhelming
artillery fire at Neuve Chapelle. But the French completely beat us on this glorious Sunday morning.
The infantry attack that followed extended along a
front of ten miles, from a point close to Vermelles, near the
La Bass& Canal, to a point east of Neuyille St. Vaast,
four miles north of Arms. Some hundreds of thousands of
French soldiers charged with the bayonet. They found
that nearly all the German wire entanglements in front
of them had been destroyed by their magnificent artillery.
On the other hand, many of the enemy's machine-gun
shelters were still intact. But nothing could stop the
French troops.
Two battalions of the line headed the charge, mostly
formed of the youngest recruits. They met with no resistance at the first line of the German defences ; for all
the trenches had been blown up. But in the second and
third lines the Bavarians held their ground and fought
gamely. The youngest :soldiers of France rushed the
machine-guns, at no matter what loss, emptied their
magazines into the crowded trenches, and then jumped in
and fought with the bayonet. By the time the Chasseurs
hurried up to reinforce them they had won the height,
and when the Gernian guns on the other ridge tried to
shell them out they took cover in the holes made by
the artillery fire from both sides, and then swept doyen
the other slope in pursuit of the foe.

Great Dash of Young Frenchmen
Meanwhile their comrades were equally successful to
the south. About four miles north of Arras, the village
of La Targette was first wiped out by artillery fire, and then
stormed by a French division. La Targette commando I
cress-roads leading towards Cadency, Souchez, and Neuville
St. Yaast. The last village was attacked at three o'clock
the same afternoon. It was a nest of houses and orchards,
concealing a large hostile force with many machine-guns and
trench mortars. Every building was loop-holed, and
every cellar had been made into a covered trench. House by
house the indomitable Frenchmen advanced, while another
French force began to carry Carency in a similar manner.
Stupendous Preparations in Secret
The only difficulty was with the youngest French troops.
For seven weeks the French Staff fed the Ninth Army They wanted to do everything with the bayonet and the
secretly with shells, howitzers, and young recruits. A bullet, and somewhat like our Australians in the Dardanelles
store of somethinc, like a hundred thousand of the heaviest they could not be held back. General Maudlmy, on the
1114;h-explosive shells
b
was collected, and many thousands of other hand, had planned a great yictory,With comparatively
newly-trained lads were drafted into the companies of little less to his men ; and when the young troops had
Zonayes and Chasseurs, to the mutual delight of the hairy been checked in the evening by the enemv - s machine-guns,
veterans and the smooth-faced, untried boys of nineteen the General's scheme was carried out. Instead of trying to
and twenty years of age. As at Neuve Chapelle, all this take Carenciv by a frontal attack the French brigades closed
',cprk of preparation was disguised from spies and hostile round it from east and west, until there only remained
airmen, and by Saturday. May 8th, the strength of the a ravine, near the village of Ablain, connecting the German
Ninth Army had been increased by an additional hundred garrison at Carency with its main forces at Vinsv.
thousand bayonets, and perhaps another thousand guns.
In the wooded ravine were communication trenches,
Then at dawn on Sunday the First British Army-, under which were slowly gained by fierce,, incessant fighting on
Sir Douglas Haig, operating some twenty miles northward, May Iran Having entirely enveloped Carency, the Frencn
made a fierce attack upon the Aubers ridge, in front of Lille. General wasted no more men, but brought all his guns to
Our troops almost carried the ridge by storm, but a lack bear on the enemy, who held a hill and a quarry by the
of shells for our heavy guns defeated us of a greater success village. In the afternoon both the hill and the quarry
than had been won at Neuve Chapelle. As it was, only the were stormed, and at half-past five a line of waving hand
expected happened. Prince Rupert of Bavaria collected kerchiefs appeared on the German trenches, and all the
every possible German soldier available along the line Germans who remained alive—about a thousand of them—
against us, borrowing all the troops he could from General surrendered.
von Billow's army that faced General Maud'huy's force.
In the night the last German position of Ablain was set
At the same time there was a raging battle still farther on fire by the French artillery, and then stormed. Thns
northward at Ypres, which helped to keep the Germans ended the most remarkable episode of the great war in the
fully' employed.
west since the repulse of - the great German offensive at
When the enemy was stretched out to his full strength Ypres in the autumn of Toi.t.'
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Friends and Foes at Worship on the Field

Austrians taking communion at a temporary altar in Poland. Shakespeare made
Henry V. say, before Agincourt, "0 God of battles, hear my prayer," and friend
and foe in this great war call to their Maker for aid and blessing.

Left: Russian prisoners of war at Guben taking part in a service. Beside the
The Tsar's soldiers consider
priest is a soldier with an incense brazier.
this a Holy War.
Right: Priest of the Greek Church blessing a gun—carriage.

Austrians holding Mass in the field. The priest is attended by a
soldier, and sacred music is played by the regiment's band.

Priest praying before the colours of a Russian regiment. A bible
and cross are placed on the stacked bayonets.

German Prisoner "Colonies" in Four Continents

Victorious Belgian and vanquished Teuton. Our photograph shows a
number of German prisoners taken recently in the Battle for the Coast.
They are being led into captivity in charge of some Belgian soldiers.
Downcast German prisoners in Asia. Exponents of "Kultur" in the
Celestial Empire marching to prison under a Japanese guard.

The internment in Morocco of Germans captured by our French allies must be a bitter irony, for the Fatherland and its world—
power maniacs have always, coveted French activities and possessions in Africa. The above photograph depicts some German
prisoners who are to be employed at road—making in the French Colony until peace releases them.

Even Toronto is not free from a Teuton prisoner " colony." About sixty

Uermans and Austrians, many of, theim army reservists, have been placed
in a detention camp, Above they are seen at recreation

Quite happy in "perfidious" Albion. More
German, prisoners making the best of things
in a British concentration camp.
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New Specimens in our Army's Mascot Menagerie

This dog followed some of our men for
five miles while they were marching in
France, and now they have adopted him.

"Kitchener" is the proud nickname that
has been given to this pet of one of the
A.S.C. transport sections at the front.

A philosophic pack—mule, with his new master, a Marine on
shore at the Dardanelles.

' Princess Pat," the mascot bear of the
Canadian Light Infantry, making friends
with a wounded Highlander.

The pet of a Belgian hospital ship. A little refugee griffon that
has been adopted by the ship's officers.

By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent
WING to the Whitsuntide la_ fidays, this
- has
to be- completed in advance of publication, and
events .happening in the interval may materially
change the outlook. At the moment of• writing, our
The
prospects are more cheerful than for seine time.
readjustment of our line north of Ypre has enabled us to
check -the German onslaught there.. Ypres itself is now
little more than a geographical name but -if the. Germans
have made it almost untenable for us, they have not succeeded in approaching it themselves. "ho the north, the
French and Belgians ale doing well. south of Ypres, the
carefully prepared forward movement of the French and
British Armies is going splendidly. The French have
made advance after advance, along all extended line.
We ourselves, after a preliminary failure, haic had a
succession of marked victories.
The German attempt on Calais has again been fOiled.
The Allies are approaching nearer and, nearer to Lille.
For seine weeks this great French city has been absolutely
cut oft from independent communication with the outside
world. The Germans have enveloped it with secrecy. The
many hundreds of Lilleis refugees in- London find it impossible to obtain the slightest news of their friends. Civilian
It is
letters to the allied nations neither come nor go.
believed that the Germans have systemalically stripped the
place, taken all machinery out of. it into Germany, and
robbed it of all that is valuable. Seine parts of Lille,_
we know, are in ruins.
When Lille is Restored
to France
The plunder of Lille ha the Germans is. front one pc it
view, a very hopeful sign. I t indicates that the Germans
recognise tins city to be outside their main northern
deninsive line. Its reoccupation by the Allies is not likely
to he accomplished without prolonged and costly fighting.
Day by day, lIGIVever, this recapture is becoming more
and more of a possibility.
ae reoccupation of Lille by the Allies will afford us a
point of vantage from which the W h ole German front in
Northern Belgium can be seriously threatened. Given the
constant strengthening of our own forces, and continued
attacks by our Allies -Co the south, this means the eventual
retirement of the Germans upon the shorter-line of Antwerp,
Brussels, Namur. If the slimmer campaign which is now
commencing leads to this, we will ha \ e very good reason
to be satisfied with it. With the first signs of advance in the field there come
telegrams from correspondents moving behind -the lines

of the Allies. proclaiming the breaking-up of the Germans,
the failure of their moral, and the discontent in their ranks.
This is pernicious nonsense, pernicious because it is false,
leads to false hopes, and if acted upon would cause the
slackening of our preparations. There is no weakening
in Germany. and - no sign of weakening. The breaking of
the German line, even at several points, does not of necessity
mean a vital defeat of the Army or the reversal of its plans.
The Germans, like ourselves, have line after line along their
front, several miles apart. Each set of lines has to be
attacked in turn. To hold that, because we have captured
a mile or several miles of German trenches, the German
army in the north is disheartened and ready to give up the
fight, is as stupid as it would be for the Germans to believe
that we lost heart when the Germans advanced north. of
Yores.
A Sptcial Corps ol Freeshooters
I have no desire, in this weekly review, to_ plunge into
the ancient controversy over conscription. The young
farmer and the young middle-class countryman hang back,
in many cases, because they feel that their positions en-.
title them tosommissions, and they arc unwilling to serve
in the ranks. I once knew- an . Asiatic navy composed of
seventeen admirals and one very small gunboat. Is that
the kind of thing .they want
Yet there is one way in which it might be possible to
give the specially qualified countryman a distinct place in
the Army, where his expert knowledge of shooting and his
familiarity with open-:air life might be used. One of -the
most. effective sections of the German Army is the jaegers,
the sharpshooters, drawn from just such a class. These
men, trained by a lifetime of experience in the open to
exact shooting, have done great damage along our front.
They set to work with the craft, the keenness, and the
subtlety of the hunter, only in place of hunting wild beasts
their prey-is men. They creep out into woods, in the.yery
heart of our lines, and concealed in them, pick out leading
officers in our ranks.
Who not have special corps in our own Army, drawn
from our hunting and shooting men and our young•farmers.
for just such work. Thousands of overseas Britons,
accustomed to backwoods
.and tropical life, would, I believe,
join. The farmer would be among his own kind_ The
test might well be very severe : the work would admittedly
be of equal' danger with that of the bomb-thrower and
from these freeshooters might be selected a certain number
of the man'' new officers who soon will be needed._

• ';'.;•s•l•
Fully eOnipped against a

spite of the poison-gas " frig
ne showing how nritish
lob

F ulness."

One of the first photographs from the fightingwhile wearing their respirators.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dea

Capt. E. C. DORMAN,
Capt. C. E. W. BLAND, D.S.O.
Brig.-Gen. JOHN FOSTER Capt. & Mit. G. E. WEATHERHEAD, 2nd K.O.R. Lanes Reg . 1st Royal Munster Fusiliers. 2nd K.O. Scottish Borderers
RIDDELL.
•

Lieut. W. M. OZANNE,
Capt. A. J. SANDERSON,
2nd Duke of Wellington's Regt. 1st K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Capt. V. K. GILLILAND,
2nd Royal Irish Rifles.

Lieut. H. A. BROMLEY,
7th British Columbia Regt.

rigadier-General John Foster Riddell, who was killed in action, was regimentally
a 5th Fusilier. He commanded a battalion from 1904 to 1908 was on half-pay
until 1911, but was promoted colonel from the brevet of that rank, and became a
temporary brigadier-general on mobilisation. His previous campaigns were the
Hazara and the South African. Prior to the present war he commanded the Northumberland Infantry Brigade, which comprises the county and Newcastle Territorial
battalions of his regiment.
Captain Edward Crump Dorman. 1st Battalion Royal Munster Fusiliers. received
a commission, after three years' service in the ranks, in November, 1908. He was a
lieutenant in 1910, and secured his company last November.
Captain Charles Ernest William Bland, D.S.O., 2nd Battalion King's Own Scottish
Borderers, was gazetted to the Army in 1900, and had his company six years later.
He served in South Africa, receiving the Queen's Medal with three clasps and the
King's Medal with two. Captain Bland was created a Companion of the Distinguished
Service Order during this present war.
Second-Lieutenant G. W. V. Hopley, 2nd Battalion Grenadier Guards, was the
second son of the Hon. W. M. Hopley, recently Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court of
South Africa, and now a judge in Southern Rhodesia.
Second-Lieutenant R. A. Lloyd, 10th King's (Liverpool Regiment), (T.F.), was a
well-known Rugby footballer, and enlisted at the commencement of the war with
nearly all the members of the Liverpool Rugby Club. • Captain A. F. Wilding, Royal Marines, was a well-known lawn tennis player, retaining
the singles championship from 1910 until last year.

• el:M4, •

Capt. J. G. ADAMS,
1st Leinster Regt.

B

Lieut. C. G. BUTCHER,
1st Dorsetshire Regt.

Lieut. O. C. F. HAGUE,
Canadian Artillery.

Lieut. N. A. JESSOP,
7th British Columbia Regt,

Sec.-Lt. W. B. W. DURRANT Lieut. C. C. ANDERSON Sec.-Lieut. A. 3. R. ANDER- Sec.-Lieut. A. Cl HAINES,
4th Rifle Brigade.
R.N.V.R. (Anson Batt.)
SON, 3rd Royal Irish Regt.
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. W. TREVELYAN, Sec.-Lieut. R. A. LLOYD Sec.-Lieut. G. W. V. HOPLEY,
4th Rifle Brigade.
10th King's (Liverpool Regt.)
2nd Grenadier Guards.

Capt. A. F. WILDING,
Sec.-Lieut. W. FISHER,
Royal Marines.
1st Loyal North Lanes Regt.
Portraits by Bafo:t & Sons, Lafayette, liro9ke Hughes, Speaight, Chancellor, Elliott k Fry.
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE Lusitania having been lost near the, spot where
an attempt was made to torpedo the Cavo Romano,
and exactly where the City of Lathom was torpedoed
and sunk by a submarine acting as a surface boat,
the Admiralty have learned wisdom, as they probably
did at Beachy Head, after repeated submarine attacks, and
have stationed patrol beats at the Old Head of Kinsale.
This point of arrival and departure of ships was the mcst
obvious hunting-ground for submarines, and, therefore,
the place to look for them, We have not had long to wait
for results at the Old Head of Kinsale, since there has
already been a patrol boat attack on a submarine which
was so ill-advised as to come up for fresh
Submarines as Surface Craft
And now once again, as in the case of the Formidable,
have to lament the less of a battleship in circumstances
Ilhich point to the absence of destroyers. DestroYers are
the great safeguard against attacks on battleships from
surface craft at night or submarines be clay, since they
keep a ring of defence around them. The Goliath was
the flanking ship blockading the Dardanelles, and she was
sunk with great loss of life at night by Turkish destroyers.
-What is evident is that the widespread demand for speedy
small craft is precisely what it was in former wars, as when
Nelson cried out from his heart again and again, and that
\That is the lesson in the attempt to
is almost infinite.
meet this demand ? Above all other things, standardise
types sb that we can build a large number in a Short time.
Secondly, all of us must feel the aliSHute waste which
induced us to build submarines of low surface speed which
cannot, therefore, be used like destroyers to hunt enemy
submarines. Why ,is this ? Because in a submarine the
moment we attempt to get surface speed, it must _ be at
the expense of underwater speed, the two icing antagonistic.
If strategists instead of submarine officers, as should have
been the case, had settled the problem trey would have
said that for twenty-three hours in the day a British

T

submarine can act as a surface boat, and thereime surface
speed is the sole consideration. That is because a British
submarine acts on a sea commanded by her fleets composed
of battleships, battle-cruisers, cruisers, and destroyers.
Had we, therefore, built submarines in which surface speed
was the sole consideration we should have been able to
reinforce our destroyers very largely. It is to be hoped
that all we are nor, -building will be of high surface speed.
A Rsward of £500
I have pointed out from time to time that the communications of the Turks where we are operating are s
bad and without railways that they bulk of ,the supplies
for Gallipoli and the Asiatic side of the Dardanelles go
by water in the Sea of Marmora. In the early day s of
the Turkish war a submarine pierced five rows of mines
and torpedoed a very old Turkish battleship. It was a
brave feat, but a pity from the point of view of the general
situation, as together with desultory bombardments it
led to a higher degree of preparation where we hoped later
on to attack. To stop Turkish transports it was necessary
to send submarines into the Sea of Marmora, and this has
been done. Air. Churchill announced that Et_l had sunk
two Turkish gunboats and a transport. The Germans
acknowledge that the submarines have sunk two transports.
Telegraphing from Mudros on May oth, "The Times "
correspondent says that it was known there that " until
a few days ago they (the submarines) were haying it -all
their own way from Gallipoli to Constantinople, -.haying
sunk more vessels than the Germans liked to confess,
providing themselves with fuel and provisions at the
expense of the Turks, and spreading confusion and panic
among Turkish shipping." On the other side of the balancesheet it appears that German submarines have made their
way to the Mediterranean. The important thing is to
locate their supplies of fuel, and the Government have,
therefore, very xviselY coffered a reward of ./.5oo for information which wwill lead to the destruction of the supply vessels.

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
An airship of the Zeppelin type, Which is divided into
PROPOS the recent remarks in this column on the
reported fight between a submarine and am airship, number of separate cheese-shaped gas-bags inside a rigid
I learn on very good authority—rather from the frame of Metal-girder work, is quite easily damaged by inside of things—that the submarine really did " get " the even a little 3-pounder shell that (ices not burst, It
airship, though whether the airship was actually sunk or the shell- hits the girders, as it is nearly sure to do when
not is not certain. It appears that the submarine was passing through the machine at an angle from' below, it
spotted by the airship as it came to the surface., and a may not burst, but it is pretty sure to carry part of the
number of bombs were dropped at it. None of them hit aluminium girders with it, or else to throw bits of metal
about and puncture the gas-bags.
it, fortunately, but a number were uncomfortably close.
If a Zeppelin does come down in the sea it is practically
Meantime, the officer of the subnaa rine had got his certain to be smashed up, for the aluminium girders, of
conning-tower open, saw the airship right overhead, and which the framework is built, are so light that even small
proceeded to get his gun on deck as quickly as he could. waves are_ enough to crumple them up, and the strong
The number of shots tired was not stated, but. one at linen cloth with which the outside of the frame is covered
least of them hit the airship in one of her forward com- affords a nice flat surface on which the waves can get a good
partments. It may be that the shell did not burst on hitting grip. The cars, or " gondolas," underneath the framesuch a light structure as the fabric and thin wire bracing of the work, which contain the engines and the crew, are built to
Zeppelin frame, but merely tore one of the gas-bags badly as float on water. In fact, the original Zeppelins actually
it passed through it. Or it may be that the shell exploded got off and alighted on the smooth water of Lake Constance.
inside a hydrogen bag, and having no air to burn With it, did But they arc not enough to float the weight of the whole
not set the thing on fire. In any case nothing was set ship if much gas is lost, and, light as the framework is, it
alight, but it was noticed in a very few minutes that the would topple over sideways into the water if it had only
airship was badly " down by the head." She got away the flotation of the gondolas to hold it up.
from the submarine as quickly as possible. apparently
Thus one sees that a damaged Zeppelin is just as likely
getting nearer and nearer to the \i.-ater. and thcse on board to be squash ed up if it is forced to come down at sea as if it
the latter are pretty sure that she 'a as actually on water comes down on tree-tops,
level when they were compelled to shut: the conning-tower
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and dive, owing to the approach of hostile destroyers,
Owing to pressure on space the above does not appear in this
"csue; but will be given complete, to date, in ow, next number.
with which the airship was evidently co-operating.
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